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Education should be integral. It
should encourage the growth of the
whole and complete individual.
"It follows that education is not
entirely, nor even mainly, an affair of
book learning, for that is only the
education of one part Of our nature
the part of the mind that deals with

opts and abstractions. In the
, who is not yet mature enough to
by these short-cut methods, it

should be largely an education of the
senses the senses of sigh; louch
and hearing; in one word, e
education of the sensibility,"

Herbert Read
To Hell With Culture



PREFACE

Any eight-year effort is not the work of a few, but
draws its support and direction from many skilled and
dedicated people. The Aesthetic Education Program
curriculum development project is no exception, and
acknowledgements an thanks to quite a number of .

individuals and groups for their support are very much
in order.

There are several people Tod groups whose direc-
tion and support have guided the Program from its very
beginning: Wade M. Robinson, President of CEMREL,
Inc., who was the first Exemnive Director of the
Aesthetic Education Program and whose contributions
have extended over eight years; Kathryn Bloom, Harlan
Hoffa, and the Arts and Humanities Program or the
United States Office of Education, which provided the
support for the initial research work and the develop-
ment of the early funding proposals; the late Manuel
Barkan, Laura Chapman, Evan Kern, and the staff
members of Phase I of the Program at Ohio State Univer-
sity, whose researchFwork resulted in Guidelines:

_Curriculorri Development for Aesthetic Education;
and the members of the Program's _National Advisory
Committee, many of whom have also served as Staff
Associates and consultants to the Program, and whose
dedication to the idea of an aesthetic education curric-
'ulum has guided and shaped the Program over these
eight years.

We are grateful to the United States Office of
Education for the initial support for the Program. Upon
the establishment of the National institute of Education,
that body became the source of the Program's support.
and Martin Engel became the Program's monitor. To that
agency, too, we express our appreciation,

Following these pages is a listing of the staff
members of the Program. Some of these people are
timers" in'the life of the Program and deserve special
recognition for their excellent work as well as for their
tenacity. The core administrative staff has worked
together to provide continuity almost since the beginning
and includes Nadine J. Meyers, As'sociate Director for
Development; Bernard S. Rosenblatt, Associate Director
for Teacher Education; and Sharon Bocklage Michel-
Trapaga, Editorial Coordinator. Jerilynn Changar, Pam
Coe, Chatles Fuchs, Betty Hall, Susan D. Ingham, Rene

, I
Michel-Trapaia, dward Swede, Bennett Tarleton, and
Patricia Thuer u are all key staff members *hose work
in the develop ent, evaluation, and editing f the mate-
rials, and in die training of teachers for-their use, has
benefited the Program almost since its inception,

Theearly years were made espesiaq productive
by thesdiligent work bf Virginia Shegley Robinson and
Suzanne Dudle)i Hoffa, particularly on the initial plan-
ning/Work for our major curriculum development effort.
An/excellent clericaf staff has smoothed the work of the
Program over the years; this etaff was.headed by Patricia

mmons and later by Mary Runge. And tliere are, of
course, numerous people whose specialized part-time
and free-lance contributions to the Program are inialu-
able. We thank you all.

A very special recognition must go to the students,
teachers, and administrators in whose classrooms the
Program tested the materials, sometimes ovhr and o\er
again. The classroom sometimes confirmed, sometimes
rejected our ideas, and both reactions contributed in the
best possible way to the improvement of the curriculurn.
School districts, administrators, and teachers who have
participated in these evaluation activities over the years
are acknowledged on pages 131=133.

Two schools have been involved as demonstration
sites for the curriculum; Greensfelder Park/Daniel
Boone School in University City, to whose principals Lee
Trotter and later Billie Jacobs we are deeply grateful:
and Goodall/Edgar Road School in Webster Groves,
whose principal, Ray Miller, has given the Program
valuable and deeply arreciated support.

I would like to personalty thank Sheila Onuska,
as assisted me over,a two-year period in collecting

the information. organizing it, and writing this book,
which would not exist without her help.

I remember well that many of those people
advising CEMREL in the late 1060s said-that an Aesthetic
Education Program was a "high-risk venture." I would
like to acknowledge CEMREL, Inc. and its Board of
Directors for having the insight and the courage to take
that risk, I compliment the laboratory for its foresight
and its continued support over this long period.

Stanley S. Madeja
"4 ix
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FORE WO

GEMREL was formed in 1965 to improve the
quality of edpcation for the nation's children through
working cooperatively with many educational agencies
10 bridge the gap between'sound educational research
andactual school praciices. Early on, CEMREL defined
itimission as one of attempting to impove the effective-
ness of -instrtiction in the schools by the development and
use of curricula and instructional systems that were
based upon:

relevant, research in the ocial behavioral
sciences,

systematic instructional analysis by scholars in the
appropriate content areas,

application of systems analysis and planning to
organizing and rraaging instruction, and

careful assessment of individual learners and
learning outcomes in the uses of neW and prom-
ising instructional technology.

In thq fall of 1967, the CEMFEL Board nf Directors
made a firmicommitment to iindeftake the development
of an aesthetic education curriculum development
program kindergarten through grade six. This deci-
sion, concurred in by the U,S, Office of Education, came
as a resukof a planning conference held by CEMREL at
the Rhode Island School of Design in July of that year.
The conference had been called to consider the results of

planning and feasibility study jointly funded by Ohio
tare University and CEMREL and directed by Manuel

Barkan, ably assisted by Laura Chapman. The result of
the conference was the members unanimously recom-
mended that a major curriculum developormikeflort in
aesthetic education be undertaken to improve artsm.
education in the schools:

The members-of the conference i.veN Harold Arbem Manuel Barkan,
Mary Lonisaarksdale, Kathryn Bhciort. Harry S. Broody. Nathaniel L.
Champlin, Laura Chapman, fames L. Evans. Arthur Wells Foshay,;,
Beldin Hare, LOUI3 Higgs, Harlan Haifa, Glen McAlister, Tuhie Meisel:
Alan Purves: Bennett Reimer: Wade Robinson, Nancy Smith: Wallace
Smith, Gretchen Trenholm, Asahel D. Woodruff.

By early 1967, the a t of a series of deli lopmental
conferences that had been sponsored by the Ats and.
Humanities Branch of the U.S.O.E., headed by Kathryn
Bloom,,had emphasized strengly- the need to improve'
artsducation in the schools. By then, of course, the
science and mathematics cnetulum rpform movement

. ihat had been sparked by Prbfeesor lerroldZaaaries of
MIT and others had taken firm root, and the results had
begun to be used idely in schoolsf

An even c sory analysis of the school offerings in
the public elemeiary and secondary schools at that
time, patcularly as influenced by the rising emphasis
on cognitrile skills embedded in the newer science and I

mathema s programs, pointed io the possibility of a'

. growth in fh mbalance of curricular offerings in the
schools, This f1ing, coupled with the evidence that
relatively few children received more than rudimentary
instruction in the arts throughout the elementary and '
secondary schools, proved a convincing argument that
aesthetic education not only ought to be developed and
placed in the school curriculuit but that it ought to
made a part of the general educatinn,program for all
childr n. As Sir Herbert Read had expressed it earlier,
"... appreciation of the arts affords a cousilteipoise to
the rationalistic bias of contemporary cultured offers
many people a field in which to exercise facultiewhiCh
might otherwise remain stunted an& impoverished, '-'

The Aesthetic Education Program was not
designed aka replacement for any of the existing arts
programs but rather as a solid general education offering
upon which the separate arts programs could be based,
and as a systematic attempt to enrioh the arts education
programs fti, all youngsters in all of the rna4or art forms.
It followed, therefore; that if the materials were to be

1

Sir Herbert Read, The Form of Things UnknowniLrindon: Faber and
Faber, Ltd., 1960), p. 46.



made a functiohing integral part of the general education
dell children, in the elementary schools:they would
have to be capableV being taught by a rular classroom
teacher Withl minimum amotnt of special training.
Further, they would have to be broadly enough designed
so that they could form the basis for gerreralivtion to
other disciplines, as well as the bass upon which a
continuingly refined arts program could be built. An
ambitious undertaking, indeed. .

--,

----Along with Beardsley, the,,program staff believed
there were three kinds of value to be found in of
art cognitive value, moral and social yalue, and
aesthetic value, ".,. * that value which it (the work of art)
possesses by virtue of its capacity to provide aesthetic
expeiience."?' That meant that "the distinctive goal of 1'
general aesthTetic education . * * (was) to develop the . . .

skill( of * . artistic impression that are correlative to
but not-identical with . . . the skills of expression. The
strategy of aesthetic education or designs for aesthetic
education . .,. (was) concerned with the relatioh Gtween
these two types of skills," I Thus. not only did staff work
to design the Mate als a teaching strategies to

,,encourage the dev lopment of aesthetid perception
through much-wi er use of the seises, but also to require
youngsters to p? duce, to talk about, to he'ahle to
analyze, and to be able to rationalize aesthetic judg-. ._ 1

- ment4hout works of art (limn from across ate disci-
plinesm dance, literature, theat e, visual arts, music,

i
'Monroe C. Beardsley, -The Classification of Critical Reasons, in
Aesthetics aniprahi ems of Education, ed. Ralph A. Smith (Urbana, Ill.:
University of inois Press ,19711, p. 44 ff

'Hari), S. Brou y. "Impression and Expression in Artistic Develop,6'
merit." in ThArts. Human Developrfient, and Education, ed. Elliot
W. Eisrer (Berkeley. Cal.: McCutchan Puhli.hing Corporation, 1978).
pp.90=R-t)

is;

XiV ).

and so on As Silverman states, "Everyone makes
aesklietic judgments, but there is a distinct difference
Between commonplace responses and those which-are
I formed through educational processes designed to
develop MTh mic literacy."

Whether this curriculum will, iri fact, "develop
aesthetic litecacy" to thd level we would hope remains to
be seen. Clearly,;it is a good first step. Clearly, also, this
work must be continued and amplified upon by us slid
others if this ambitious goal is to be fully achieved.

Wade M. Robinson
Presidetnt
CEMREL, Inc*

'Ronald H. Silverman "Coals and Roles in the Art Education of
Children," in Eisner, op. cit., p. 49.



INTRODUCTION

.Thi- Wok describes the elementary curricuttim
for a _etic education developed byte Aestbotic
Education Program of CEIVIREI Inc. The inaterikal in the
bOak is &reeled to both indivithials interested in the
design of aoaespetic education ciArioulum and those
itivolved ld implementing such a currtealuaii,for the
primarraNintermediate grad currieuluit is
applicable tqa normal elementary scnoto population and
can he tiai*Iltta classroom tea Cher or
specialist, The audion%for this libbk is specifically
those individua)slesKrisible far curriculum in a school
setting = deAgners of'eurricailum, whether the he
Ledcherpourriculftim coordinators, principals, or special-

6,

ists in the As,
The content of the curriculum is derived from

eight Years of development work on the parAtof the staff
Of CEMREL. Inc, in St, Louis, MissnurimniLl many other
individuals from coopetatipg institutions and agencies.
ThtAesthetic Education Program has had a strong schol-
arly foundatirin throughout its development. When the
Program began, a National Advisory Committee of
twenty map-tors was established to assist in the.Overall
planning and direction of the Program, to monitor its
progress, and to assist in the developnient effort.

In addition, the curriculum development staff was
made.up-of outstanding scholars, artists, teachers. and
educators. Noted scholars from the field were selected
as staff associates who worked as part of the CEMREL
developrOnt staff for4he first three vars todefine and
review ale content areas under development, In addi-
tion, a permanent w-rifing and developmeot staff was
hired, These people brought skills in curriculum (level-
opThent, evaluation, graphic design, art education, and
the arts to the Program,

The Aesthetic Education Program began develop-
ment work in 1967 and 1968 with a review of the litera-
ture and existing research in curriculum design and

deyelopMent in ilk acts and aesthetic edu on, This
work-was timmarized'in Guidelines: Curricilurn Devel-
oproortt for Aesthetic Numfion published in 1970. ' After
the reearch phast thertext six years were spent
in dtifininithe rodent, developing instructiOnal Strate--
pies and riVaterials, and, testing, revising, and evaluating
the resulting instructional units. The units making up the,
cnrriciilum nere'were written by artists Y,

turned curriculum [thvelopers working with other artists,
scholars, students, and teachers. A uniA aspect of the
Program throughout its history has been,that producing
and performing artistS hove beenjnyolyed in curriculum,
design anddo,4elopment both adcinistratiVely and
substantively. This curriculum development effort has
generated a literature of its own as rewesented
in the list of evaluatia reports a'rIthe bibliography in
the Appendix,

In 1968, the Aesthetic Education Program dello=
eated the following goals:

1. To design an elementary curriculum,for
students in kindergarten through grade six thing a
multimedIapproach to instruction and consisting
of a modular system of instructional unitsifiat
could be structured by students, teachers, sot-tools,
and [immunities into a curriculum reflecting their
educational values and ohj[ictives;

2. To develop a teacher-education program to
accompany the curriculum and facilitate its instal=
lation in the schools:

3. To sensitize individuals in the arts and education
and also,in the federal government to the impor-
tance orthis kind of education for every student,4
and

4. To build a broad base of support for the concept
of aesthetic education while installing the
Program in as many schbels in the IInited States as
possible,

' kInnuel liarkao, Liora Chaim-tan, and Evan J. Kern, (Ionlolines:
Curriculum Developownt for Aesthetic Ethic:Winn 1SL 1011k. Mo::
CDAREI 19701,

xv



. All of these goals have be n met, The curriculum has
been designed and is available for installation. There ace
forty.four multimediLinstr1ictional urfitstn the total
elementary program, A comprehenaive teacherethica:,
tio_n program has been developed. Eleven Aesthetic
.EducationLeatning,Centershavebeen establisheddo
supply training on a national level for ?teachers and
school systeitis. They are listed in the Ap endix on
pages136-137. A number Of cooperative e iris with the
nDtionat,artsAssiiciation and professions educatiofc-----

groups have been carried'out. The language and the
yhilosophyof aesthetic-education hayil. been.,
incorporated in the scholarly literataye, and continued
support for aesthetic education has been included in

'.., federal legislation, In addition, the nend ioraffective as
well as cognitive learning fins come to be recognized hy
more and more segments

The'Gunrielines identified certain chara :teristics
for the aesthetic education curriculum, They a c as

follows:

1. The curriculum intends to complerient rath6r.
tharito replace current instructions 41 the arts:

2. The curriculum will juxtapose the several arts
in units of instruction ter demonstrate that all the
arts are potential sources of aesthetic experience.

3: A range of art forms, styles, and periods of
artistic development will be represented in the
units of instructi'nn,

4. A range of approaches to study for aesthetic
education will be represented in the units of
instruction.

5. Units of instruction will represent a range of
points of Vie about aesthetic qualities in objects
and events, the creative process, and aesthetic
response,-

It is our opinion that,the curriculum described in
this hook possesses these characteristics:

'llirk.in, IL:Gin !tips pp 1-2

xvi

t,

Specifically, this hook defines the concept of
aesthetic eduCation and specifies goals for a total
elementorN program in aesthetic edueation. We begin
Oith a discussion of what aesthetic education is, and Ther
proceed to describe the -nature of the curriculum in
aesthetic educa4n, the sources of content; theS'Mection
of Content, and the phicement of aesthetic education in
the elementary school. Theintroduy portion of the
look ends with a discussion of the goals .of the a4thetic
education curriculum.

Th'0,,,euricadurn is divi _ed into six levelsoof
instruction keyed to student from kindergarten thrnugh
sixth grade. Then the:text outlines unit y unit the forty-
four inst ictional units that make up,th urriculum.
Each unit is esented terms of its co.- tent a instruc-

.

presented
tional strategy. A list of concepts 8nd objectives is
pyovided for.each unit. hollow the description of the
curriculum units is a generaliiscussionof the role of
aesthetic education in the elem'entary school. The text
ends with three case studies in whicliteachers describe
how aesthetic education worked in three different class-
room situations,

It should be noted that each of the units described
here has support materials that have been developed'
and tested. The published units are available commer-
cially. However, we have not 4ttempted te.deFribe all of
these materials nor all of the hrtivifies and teaching
strategies applicable to each unit of instruction because
of space linVtions.

Thig curriculum represents an innovation it is

the first general education approach to all the arts at the
elementary level, The curriculum uses all the art forms
= dance, film, literature, music, theatre, and vignal arts

as its content base and integrates this type of subject
matter into an area of study that fits into the general
organization of the elemental* school, We hope (hat this
hook presents the aesthetic education curriculum in a
way that will he useful to its audience.
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WHAT IS AESTHETIC EDUCATION?
9 Aesthetic education=i its simplest form is learning:
how to perceivejudge, and value aesthetically what we
came to know through our senses. What kinds of things
do we experience through our senses? Well, things like
seeing the light and color in ayrench Impressionist
painting or inn autumn sunset; hearing the high=schoof
marching hand or the sound cif a summer night; smell-
ing, touching, and tasting the apples and cheese from a
picnic basket. or in a hutch still life. Whether we recog-
nize these kinds of experiences as part of our everyday
lives or view them as part of "art" or -culture" and far
removed from the husiness of living, experiences like
these are, in fact, at the core of human existence, All
beings have similar aesthetic ex'petiences: we respond
naturally to them in the environment as well a in the
works of artists. We all, adults and children, have and
will continue to have aesthetic oxperiences. Just watch
an infant respond to shadow patterns on the ceiling, or a
small child react to the snap and crunch of autumn
leaves underfoot, and then reflect on how many similar
pleasures we search for in Rol' own lives. Learning to
recognize and appreciate the aesthetic wherever it exists
allows us to enjoy the hill measure of our humaniN,hv
developing the capacities of both our minds and our
senses,

But what precisely is aesthetic education in the
context:of the educational process that develops through
a curricplum in a classroom? The term "aesthetic Mien-,
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him as compared to "aesthetics'; is reldtivtily new.
There are references in the Encyclopaedia Britannic a to
aesthetics and education that dine hack to the ,turn of the
century. Aesthetic education, how'ever, his shorter
history. Thomas Munro in Art Education: Its Philnsophy
and Psychology,,a collection of his essays puhlishe in
'195fi, gives a comprehensive definition of the term that
reflects some twenty-five yeArs of his work in the field,'

In the context of elementary and secondary
schools, however, aesthetic education has a contempo=
ray history dating from the e4irly ma's. It was then that
the post-Sputnik rush to emphasize science training in
the schools heightened tliie"Cancern of many -educators
`and scholars over what they characterized as a missing
dimension in education. Morris Weitz characterized this
deficiency as "the lack of recognition of the importance
of the arts and all of their potential in the normal educa-
tion of the child:" qhe term "aesthetic education" was
coined to identify the means of correcting the deficiency.
Aesthetic education is now used to designate the area of
the curriculum that addresses itself to supplying what
these educators sensed children were missing ,- the
chance to learn how to experience, judge, and value the
aesthetic in their lives. . ,

.Progressing from a general agreement among
humanists that children were heing shortchanged to a ,,
curriculum development effort as sophisticated as the
CEMREL Aesthetic EducatiOn Program was not a simp n,1)

linear process. A lot of time and thought were devote( to
what teaching for the aesthetic ought to he. This effort is

...----

Thunias Munro, Art Education; Its Philosophy and Psychology
Co 195(3), p. 3. mum) describes

is education very comprehensively as the tlevelopment of
aesthetic ahilities in relation to all kinds of objects, including nature;
man, and all of man's products as well as the arts, In a narrower defini-
non that focuses on "the aesthetic," he refers 1*, "Instruction in the
perception, use, enjoyment. and criticism of works of art rather than in

'jechniti lies of production and performance."
Morris Weitz. "So, What is Aesthetic Education?'" in Report of the

Aesthetic Education Center, ed. Bernard S. Rost nhlatt (Washington,
D.C.: American Theatre Association, and St. Louis, Mo.: CEMREL: Inc,
1974 pp: 94-q5:



described in other places: However, the results of-, the
process can he presented in terms of sixne statements
about the nature of aesthetic experiences that can fkie
applied to education'. These statements provide th'e

'theoretic& framework out of which the Aesthetic Educa-
,

tion Program operates. although they don't represent a
theory of or formula foroesthetic education in the
sense that Einstein's theory of relativity is repre-
sented by MC'.

Let's begin with a discussion áf the nature of
aesthetic experiences. Most of the people working in this
area agree that the aesthetic experience is one that is
'valued intrinsically: it is an experience that can he
valued for itself, an experience requiring no practical or
functional justification for its existence. We don't search
for or hold onto aesthetic experiences Lteemuse they help
us earn a living or get ahead in life Or make us smarter or
more attractive or thinner or fatter. Involvement in ant.,
aesthetic experience, whether it is in term of listening to
an upbeat popular song, looking at an innovative new
concert hall, performing with the Roston Symphony, or
producing a clay pot, carries with it the desire to sustain
and feel the full impact of that movement for its own
sake.. We value aesthetic experiences because timy are
aesthetic.

'The way in which an individual perceives the
object or event is an essential characteristic of the
aesthetic point 'of view,'helping to distinguish aesthetic
perceptions from other modes of perception and
aesthetic values from other values: For example, the
aesthetic perception of a painting requires 0,5 to view its
shapes, textures, colors, and other inherent-visiud
elements and to interpret them into a whole cenceptuali-
zation in which yisl stimuli are converted into other
sensolpy images. The extent to which we can interpret
these stimuli is a function Of knowledgekility and prac-

For a complyto discussion of tho cormilluin dovidojmomt of fort of the
i;ENIRH, Aesthotic Fahicaonn Progrom, silp The ,-kosilieliclucation
ilrogrorn: "1 Report 1(iii9=1975 iSt. Mu.:

CENTRE-1, Inr,. 1976), and Bulletin of the Council for Iteseorch in Music

1-:ilocution no. 43, a special issue devoted in lilt! AihOliC Education
Program
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tire on the part qf the perceiver (and, arso, the-artist), -
This kind of perception has nothing to ao 'with values
extrinsic to the painting as it exists on its own, such
values aS how miuLitis Werrth, how large it is, how it
fits into the history of art, or whether it will go
with the draperies.

Aestfietieexperiences vary in their itherisity, a d
the variety is related to the quality of the object or event
that sparks them and to the capability of the perceiver to
evaluate them for what they are. A play written,
performed, and produced by the neighborhood children
(-lin 'stimulate an aestheticexperienee. King Lear can do
the same thing. The quality of the college freshman's
response to the playliowever, differs in depth from that
of the professor who has studied and taught Shak,espeare

.for a lifetime. Becauswe can learn to enhance the
quality of our aesthetTe responses, just as the professor
haslearned" to appreciate and understand King Lear,
we come back to the concept of "aesthetic education."

The "education" part of teaching for the aesthetic,
Means helping people learn how to perceive, to the
fullest extent of their capabilities, the integral r elation;
ship existing between the form of the experience and its
oh tent that eharactkizes the aesthetic, John Dewey in
Art As Experience characterizes the work of art as "sub-
stance so formed that it can enter into the experiences of
others and enable them to have more intense and more
fully rounded Out experiAces of their own." ie states
that it is only through these kinds of individealized
experiences that the art product truly becomes a work of
art. In other words, a work of ,art "happens" when
another human being interacts with the form and content
of the artist's experience. The goal of aesthetiftducation
is to increase the quality and quantity of these interac--
lions the goal is reached by teaching for the aesthetic
through instructional ptograms that develthp aesthetic

'John Dowoy, Art As Experience (New York: Minton, Balch and Cu,
1934), p: 109:
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perception, pratideaesthetic experiencand enhance
awareness of aesthetic values:

Now that we have said something about rhafr

:aesthetic education is, we can say what it is not, ich is

also helpful in clearly understanding whatiinvo4in
such an innovative curriculum idea. Aesthetic educa<n
is not a course in aesthetics for children. Aesthetics, thek!,
philosophy of aesthae phenomena, is taught primarily
in universities as a branch of philosophy and is not
directly related to the education of the child. Nor is
aesthetic education a discipline in itself as art and music
are. It is not intended to replace studio art courses,
instrimental instruction, or music theory. Although the
arts do provide examples of aesthetic phenomena for the
eufriculum, aesthetic education is not a course in art
history or music appreciation or dance history or an ,

interdisciplinary arts course. Nor is aesthetic education
Meant to replace any of these subjects in the schools.
Enhancing the role of the aesthetic in students lives may
lead them to further study in these areas, however.

Aesthetic Education: An Area of Stu
Aesthetic education is an area of study thin

includes the full range of aesthetic phenomena, encom-
passing all the arts vet different from any of them taken
either separately or in comhination,' Aesthetic educa-
tion takes in the aesthetic experience itself (the joy we
experience listening to a favorite piece of music), the
process by which an aesthetic product is produced (the
decisions the composer made as he or she wrote the
piece), the object or event (the hand or orchestra playing
the music, where and when it is played), and the histor-
ical-and cultural tradition within which it is produced
r(the background knowledge we use to characterize the
music as indicative of eighteenth century Hanover
twentieth century Detroit). As an area of study, aesthetic

o' See aniev S. Nladeja, "Atisthutic Education: An Areiiof Study, Art
£d mint!, totaniii of the NaannalArt Education Alisuciation
(November 1971).

education deals with broader concepts and topics than
any one of the arts disciplines, concepts and topics
such as point of view, motion as a phenomenon in the
environment and in art, nd the role of aesthetics
in the environment

Education for the aesthetic; because it goes
beyond the limits of any single discipline and relates to
the full range of human expeuierIces, is a necessary part
of the general education of every child Consequently,
aesthetic education deserves a place in the basic general
education' program of every elementary school. The

.'.+signof the curriculum described in this hook requires
-fhW aesthetic education occupy a prominent place in the
sc.f4iol program as a recognizable area of study compa-
rable to social studies, science, or mathematics,

An important characteristic of aesthetic education
is its applicability to general educational goals. These
outcomes go far beyond the initial appreciation on the

',part of student and teacher that the aesthetic is some-
thing joyful and satisfying. The compatibility of goals can
be demonstrated in many ways. An approach to learning
based on aesthetics leads to improvement in basic' educe-

, bon' skills if only because children wait to he able to
do more with activities and materials theyenjoy.

More specific goals of basic education that are
promoted through aesthetic education include the dev4-
opment of visual, aural, and kinetic perception,
Aesthetic education, by heightening aesthetic percep-
tion, encourages students to utilize all their senses. The
cognitive skills acquired through exposure to an
aesthetic education curriculum build the students'
capabilities to organise ideas, understand processes,
analyze similarities and differences, and they also
improve students' capacities for making informed
judgments and decisions. Aesthetic education also
encourages development of overall language ability by

See Harry lirotuly. Enlightened Cherishing, An Essuy on Aesthetic
Education (Urbana, ii lniversity of Illinois Press, 1972I for it discus=
slim of the role of inistbutic perception In generol eauciltion. See also
Eugene I', K.. u tin Aesthetic Education: A Role for Aesthetics Proper."
Aesthetic Education 2 WON; pp, 5.103. Reprinted in Ae5thetics and
ProhiM7IN of MUCCitinfl, ed. Ralph A. Smith (lit-Wm, I.JniverNity of

Illinois Press, 1971), pp. 144-61,
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encouraging students to build theiperifical language
skill's to d4cribe and respond to att objects and ex peri=
ences. Aesthetic literacy is an important educational
outcome of aesthetic atm:felon.

The overall relationship of aesthetic education
.and general ethication is disc ugsed in more detail in
Chapter 4. In brief, however, aesthetic education as a
part of general education gives students the knowledge
to make and justify aesthetic judgments about the' arts
and the environment, the ability to recognize the impor-
tance of aesthetic values to the individual and the society,
and the opportunity to participate more fully in a Wide
range of aesthetic experiences, all while developing and
refining skills and capabilities that are applicable to the
other areas of their education.

To sum up. the distinctive features of aesthetic
education as an area of study are: It is concerned with
the introduction of aesthetic valuers into instruction and
the development of aesthetic perception oaesthetic
ways of perceiving-and knowing in students. The
aesthetic experience is valued intrinsically (valued for
itself) and The ability to perceive:the form and content of
the experience becomes characteristic of aestheti,c
perception. Because the arts embody aesthetic content,
they provide some or the most appropriate examples
through which tostudy and experience aesthetic quali-
ties. Hut, these qualities exist in all phenomena, pad
aesthetic education will h-elp students identify, describe,
analyze; and value these qualities whether present in art
or nature. Finally, introduction of the aesthetic into
teaching and learning adds nothing new to education, it
simply sharpens etc! intensifikis concerns that are
already c!ssantial t-) the education of every child.

WHAT ARE THE SOURCES OF CONTENT
FOR AESTHETIC EDUCATION?

The philosophy of aesthetics is the ultimate source
of concepts ad content for generafeducation programs
rr aesthetirwlucation it is the ultimate conceptual

umbrella, NeVertheleth, it is a rather small umbrella
with which to cover the whole arts program, not to
mention the difficulty of opening it un to apply philn=
sophical 'aetitheticsto learning for very young children.
The joys arid pleasures of closely reasoned arguments,
precise definitions, and profound insights into the nature
of art are not within the capabilities of many adults,
They are unknown tb children.

But the arts are appreciated by all and they are as
immediatdly accessible to the mind and eye of a child -
they are to the philosopher granted what each "sees
in his or her mind's eve is yastly-different.,The amount of
itiformation, ()loth cognitive and affective, held in the two
minds may be at opposite ends of the spectrum. The
point is; however, that the initial stimulus (whether
Swan Lake, The Yellow Submarine, The Hobbit, The
Sound of Musicior Warhors soup cans) is the same for
both. The ability of each mind to judge and value its
experiences is obviously not.

The examples provided by the arts and the content
found in the arts disciplines can be related to students at
every leVel. Study of dance, film; literature; music;
theatre; and the visual arts, the methods by which they
are organized, the aesthetic experiences they provide,
and the distinctive processes involved in the creation
and analysis of works of art these are all important
content areasoaesthetic education. The whole art
work is the major contont source fur the aesthetic educa-

The rationale for choosing the' ads dim:if-dines as the base of the
'c is discus sod in Stanley S. Niadela and Harry KolJy. '"A

Curriculum Development Model for Aesthetic; Education.- curriculum
and Aesthetic Education; a iu issue of Thoournol of Aesthetic
Education, 4 p9701,



tion curriculum, for it is the most direct example of an
aesthetic phenomenon, Harking hack to aesthetics, the
context in which any art work exists and is valued
supplies the philosophical dimension of the content. in
this sense "contey.,,t': does not refer to the historical
milieu that influenced the artist who created the art
work but the whole conceptual framework that philo,
phers have constructed to explicate and illuminate
humanity's urge to create and value art.

Building on the arts disciplines as the sources for
content in aesthetic education, the next step is to find the
way in which the exemplars czar he chosen and orga-
nized to provide the most effective instructional program
for students, There are and have been man attempts to
show how the arts are interrelated, and some recent
writings focus on how these interrelationships can he
generalized to demonstrate similarities and differences
across the arts.' There is little disagreement that this is a
workable context for organizing some content areas in
the arts, but we do not consider it sufficient for:lhe
complete aesthetic education curriculum.

Interrelationships and commonalities in the arts
do exist, but primarily at a conceptual level. And while
this is significant and useful in an interdisciplinary
approach to the arts, it loses substance when the obvious
examples are exhausted. Light, sound, time, motion, and
space are related to most art forms, hut it is evident that
more specific elements, such as texture or color, even if
labeled the same in two different art forms, are not
identical. Texture in music, related specifically to such
aural qualities as tone color, is quite different from
texture in the visual arts, which is related to stgface
qualities in the art work itself and kinesthetic qualities
perceived by the viewer. Only the word "texture- itself

See Leon Karol, A vmmes lo the Arts Me, . Simpson
Publishing Co lutiti) and rwralilino VAphiring the :.\rts
with Children Ni (w York: Miirmdlan Pohlishing 1974j for discus=
sions df programs Mai exemplify this manner of organizing content.

'See Klialeja, "Ausifolic Eilacalion: An Area of Study,

provides the link. an obviously weak one.

So it kyis apparent that designing an 1ie'st0iic:.
education curriculum hased solely=on the interretit,'
tionships in the arts was conceptually diingerous:
disciplines exist as individual entities tocause of
distinctly different content, They do relate uroncl .

another in certain instances in spite of the uniquelatur
and characteristics of each, but a forced synthesisrth
arts into an area of study called aesthetic education is'
artificial and implies that all things in the arts are int'et
related. This is clearly erroneous.

Should, then. the decision he to pursue each of
arts singly as the sole content base for aesthetic eduba
lion programs? This seems eqtially difficult to Justify
conceptually in light of the actual interrelationships th
are conceptually sound.

The obvious solution to the problem of interrela=
Oft ships and singularities of the art forms was to
combine two approaches: regard the arts disciplines as
separately existing phenomena that are sometimes best
explained in terms of their unique qualities and other
times by their interrelationships, and assume that there
are concepts found in philosophical aesthetics that can
he used as organizerslor the general content base for an
aesthetic education curriculum. The interrelatedness of
the as or even the Juxtaposition of:unlike disciplines
can be presented on the basis of such existing art forms
as the happening, the film, the theatre performance, or
the environmental sculpture, all of which dual with a
natural synthesis of characteristics of two qr more of the
disciplines.

In a comprehensive aesthetic education curric-
ulum Utilizing all the arts, the community with its
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cultural resources is anothot source of content for the
total program, The artists, arts and cultural institutions
and organizations, and the coriimunity itselfare integral
parts of the curriculum, Since aesthetic education
concerned with students' daily lives, the'aesyhetic quail
ties of the particular place in which4hev live are also of
major importance to the curriculum,

How is the content selected, then, once the general
sources are defined? The process is relatively straight-
forward when it relates simply to the historical develop-
ment of a discipline. In art history, for example, study of
he Renaissance painters precedes a discussion of
ornanticism and follows an examination of Gothic

architecture. Selection is more arbitrary when the
exemplars are to be used for aesthetic education and the
primary consideration is not necessarily to impart a
sense of the -way it was.

We can all agree on some overlying concepts such
as all things have aesthetic qualities,- but the argu-
ments over curriculum content are phrased in terms of
what film or symphony will be used as an example to
teach this concept: Curriculum decisions about content
are made on the grounds of appropriateness and are
sometimes arbitrary C:onflicts develop when the choice
of exemplars runs counter to local attitudes or values:
there are usually few disagreements over the truth or
validity of the concepts or skills involved: For example,
no one'can deny that Picasso painted Guernica, the
mural that depicts the destruction of a town during the
Spanish Civil War, One could question, in terms of a
local value system, the appropriateness of showing this
work of art to eleipenfary students; the argument can he
made that because the painting exemPlifies,violence and
condemns humanity for its inhumanity, it is inappro-
priate for young children: The question here is a ivies-
tion of value, and a school, teacher. and community must
determine the answer based on their situation. Guernico
exists and Picasso painted it this does not change.
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WHERE IS AESTHETIC EDUCATION
TAUGHT IN THE TOTAL CURKICULUM?

The design of the aesthetic education curriculum
and even the content selected will Vary according to the
particular setting, but, however the curriculum is put
together, the following questions have to be answered:
Where should aesthetic education be taught within the
general education program? What are the long-range
goals? How should the basic curriculum be organized
and its content sequenced?

A pressing practical consideration in designing
any curriculum, particularly an innovative curriculum,
is to determine where the content should be taught. How
will it fit into the context of the school day or school
yearrfhe question of allocating a time and a place for
teaching what is considered a new subject area has to be
resolved before effective curriculum planning can take
place. An analysis of the existing curriculum has to he
made and an entry point for aesthetic education deter-
mined very early in the planning process The following
paragraphs discuss possible entry points, but there are
certainly others that would be applicable to specific
school situations.

The most direct way of inserting aesthetic educa-
tion into the curriculum is to treat it as an area of study.
The area of study concept for aesthetic education
requires that an allotted time slot is given over to
aesthetic education on a daily schedule. All the arts
dance, film, literature, music, theatre, and visual art
are brought together to provide an arts component for
the general education curriculum.A similar organiza,
tional pattern is currently used for teach'ing social
studies, the sciences, and language ,arts: In the simpLt
terms, the area of study concept means that approxi-
mately one -sixth of a standard teaching dayis regularly
devoted to aesthetic: education.

The CEMREI, Aesthetic Eduthition Program has
designed the curriculum described in this book as an



area of study recjuiring instruction on a daily basis at
each grade level. We believe this ache the optimal plan;
given the best of all possible worlds this is how we would
implement the curriculum in our own school. Schools
may choose to adapt this plan to their-organizational
pattern and approach it as a model to work from. Alter-
native methods of structuring segments of the curriculum,
are also possible.

In another option, aesthetic education can he
treated as a separate area' of study while aesthetic
content is also defined within other areas of study. In
each designated area of study, units are added which can
be described as that aesthetics of language the aesthetics
of science, and the aesthetics of mathematics. This
option would require to major readjustment in the
elementary curriculum and a total commitment on the
part of the school to restrnouring its general educational
program, Another alternative is to design as separate
course for each arts discipline plus discrete aesthetic
education units within the other non-arts disciplineslo
make up the total education program of the school. This
differs from the first option [teaching aesthetic educa-
tion aS an area of study) in that aesthetic content is taught
within the separate arts courses throughout the school
week rather than as an entity in itself. Separate courses

dance, film, literature, music, theatre, and visual art
ire offered as part of a total general education program.
Drcasionally, interdisciplinary arts units labeled -aes-
hetic education- are organized around concepts that are
;ornmon to more than one art form. Given the organiza=
ion of most elementary curricula, this alternative has
he disadvantage of consuming more of the school
iay and is not as workable as the previously described
options:

Yet another option for aesthetic education treats
he content solely as a part of other disciplines. Units
uch as the aesthetics of language, the aesthetics of
cience, the aesthetics of the arts, and the aesthetics of
nathematics are taught within the context of existing

s_ubjeci areas, and no separate time slot is allotted for
aesthetic education.

No matter which road is taken, the first step of the
Tourney is early discus'sion among all parties responsible
for implementing the curriculum, There roust be a

general agreement on where aesthetic education will it

into a given school situation, as the option chosen will
directly influence the amountof material which can be
presented within a given grade level.

We feel strongly that there is a note of caution to
be sounded in determining where aesthetic education
will he taught. We believe there is valid Content within
the aesthetic education curriculum that cannot he
submerged in other disciplines without losing its integ-
rity. Although we certainly would agree that aesthetic
content ought to be recognized in other areas of study,
such as science and mathematics, there still is something
unique about aesthetic concepts. This uniqueness is lost
when aesthetic content does not have its.own identity in-
the curriculum. If the aesthetic is submerged in other
areas of study and even,unintentionally subverted by
other instructional goals, the instructional program may
fail to capture the essence of aesthetic education, and the
unique qualities of the aesthetic experience will he
lost, to the detriment of the educational goals of this
curriculum.

Along these same lines, it is important to realize
that the same aesthetic criteria that are applied to any
phenomenon must be applied to the aesthetic education
curriculum, as in this instance the curriculum is the
phenomenon and it must exemplify the aesthetic quali
ties it-purports to teach. The aesthetics of the curriculum,
if you will, refers to such tangible things as the physical
setting in the classroom, the teacher's attitude toward the
curriculum, the `'design- of the materials used for teach-
ing, and above all the feeling of joy and pleasure on
everyone's part that ought to pervade the whole
experience. A non=aesthetic curriculum cannot teach
aesthetic education.



CHAPTER 2
CEMREL'S AESTHETIC EDUCATION PROGRAM
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What is CEMREL's Aesthetic Education Progrifn?
From the beginning we regarded CEMREL's Aesthetic:
Education Program as a provider of curriculum
resources for the eleMentary grades at a national level.
As a consequence the Aesthetic Education Program
made curriculum decisions not only in light of the
arguments posed by theorists, but also in light of the
social and educational responsibilities dictated by its
national constituerv. The method of curie:'1am devel-
opment and the moAl for the development of resources
employed by CEMREL were based.hoth on theory and on
practical needs. Curriculum development was accom-
plished through the efforts of a consortium of talent
drawn from many academic areas and .from the world of
working artists. The curriculum development model
used by the Aesthetic Education Program is describ,ed in
several places:'

CEMREL's aesthetic education curriculum is a

comprehensive approach to aesthetic education using all
the arts as its content. This curriculum is unlike train=
tional arts p_ rograms, however, in that while it also
provides students with the opportunity to engage in
performance and production of a variety of art forms, it
does this in the broader context Of perceiving, analyzing,
judging, and valuing all the art forms as exemplars of
aesthetic experience, in most. although not all, elemen-
tary schools, arts programs are confined to "art"' and
"music," and perhaps some "dance."' often as apart of
the physical education program. CEMREL's aesthetic
education' curriculum introduces each student to dance,
film, literature, music, theatre, and visual arts as experi-
ences that can enrich each of their lives:

Although all the an forms are at the core of the
curriculum, it is designed to be taught by the generalist

See The Aesthetic im:main Program: ,A Report nn the At:comp/1st],
merits. 1969=1975 [St. Louis, Mn.: GEMREI., Inc.:1976i, and Rattail) of
the Council fnr IlvsHorch in N.1 nsic rthicutinn no. TA. particularly Shorun
fipcklage and Nadine i. Meyers: -au Curriculum Development Game
a9 Played try the Aesthetic Education Prinuarn':: Betty flail and Patricia
1140'rnaii: -Formative Evaluation in the Aesthetic: Education
Pr gram": and Naida Tushnet nagenstos and Albert LeBlanc, "The

of Ruseauch in the Aesthetic Educiiion Progrirn."

classroom teacher, The materials and the content of the
curriculum ijake into consideration the situation in in st
elementaryk:lassrooms whene' a generalist has same,
not all. of the responsibility for teaching the arts:
Comments from teachers often refer to the facts that,
'although they didn't/feel they were experts in date or
film, they felt comfortable teaching the units and they
and the students learned together. However, the curric-
ulum design does not ignore those elementary.schools
where personnel trained in the arts have responsibility
for teaching or supervising teaching in one or more of the
arts. The teacher who is specially trained in the arts can
also use this curriculum as a comprehensive arts
approach to all the students in the elementary grades.
The division of teaching responsibilities between gener-
alist and arts specialist will be unique to eachvschool
building, and this curriculum was designed to accom=
modate the variety of staffing patterns:

HOW WAS THE
CURNCULUM DEVELOPED?

The general goals of aesthetic education, plus the
concepts and instructional strategies developed, to
express them, form the foundation of &curriculum in
aesthetic edttcation. However, in the past, a "take all or
none" attitude toward curriculum components has
allowed an isolated item of irrelevant or offensive
content to preclude implementation of an entire unit or
even an entire program. This has been one of the major
problems with the implementation of new curricula:
many large-scale curriculum development programs use
an elaborately sequenotd system allowing for few, if
any, alternatives when the program is in operation in the
classroom. The challenge has been to develop a flexihle
system of instruction, one that forms a curriculum
consistent vkAith the general goals of aesthetic education
but that al allows for opfibns to meet situational goals
or coromi ty and teacher values in a specific school
setting. it iations within an individual curriculum



should be Consideredgeologous to alternative paths that
----74r,.411 converge o a single place, The aesthetic Mu/olio;

curriculum ws for this kind of flexibility.

Curriculum develop ent, according to the theor-
ists, May start-111th the learner; With the society, and/or
with the discipline; but there is no agreement on Which...is
the best place to begin. The arguments fall into the
chicken-and-egg category. The starting point focurrlif-
ulum development by the Aesthetic Education Program
was determined by CBMREL's responsibilities as a
national educational laboratory.' Because the United
States is a diversifial nation and the schools are locally
controlled, school systems are very different in them
politicaleducational, and social make-up. A great
variety of opinions and values exist among school
systems; and development of curricfilairdesigns tailored
to each school setting is impossible, However, curric=
ulum developers of a nationally-targeted program can
define content and develop materials which suggest
grade levels and strategies for instruction, even though
they cannot anticipate the value decisions of each
community nor determine what will,be taught in its
schools. .Thus, while it is difficult to hilt any curriculum
on a national level founded on the society, the discipline
itself is relatively unaffected by ethnic backgrOund,
geographical location, and community values. It seemed

4 logical that the starting point for a curriculum with
national commitments should he the discipline, and for
aesthetic education this meant the arts. With the arts
disciplines as a starting point, the society and the learn r

become the context within which the curriculum oper-
ates. The specific task of the curriculum deyeloper,is
always to adapt the content, be it auto mechanics,
macrame, or aesthetic education, to the learner. The
learner defihes the level of and strategy for instruction;
and the society lin most cases, the local community)
providetThe value structure within which the curric-
filipn operates:

StanIcv S. Madeia and Harry T. Kelly, "A Curriculom Develoi
r rent Model for Aesthetic EduLatinn,- Curriculum um' Aesthetic

Educution, a special issue of The journal of !\esthetir Education, 4
11970).
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WHAT ARE THE GOALS OF
THE CURRICULUM?

In the previous c4ter we discussed how the
goals for aesthetic education were consistent with the
goals.of general education, T4 relationship between the
two sets of goals is very impyrtint as it Avides the
broadest possible base' -of justification for'the
and reinforces the is ea that aestheticeducationis
general, not speciaired, 43ducation.

The goals for the aesthetiT: education curriculum
can be4stated as broad general goals fof aesthetic °dun
bon as an area of study in the elenleitary school..

to demonstrate to students that all phenomena in
our environment have aesthetic qualities and to
heighten their capacity for recc_ analyzing,
and experiencing these 9ualities;

to demonstrate to students howtl e arts contribute
to the aesthetic conditions of,hur environment;

to assist'students discovering similarities and
differences among he arts and, by these means, to
enhance their res onses to aesthetic qbalities in
each of the arts a id demonstrate that all the arts
are potential sources of aesthetic: experience;

to involve students in experiences that are
aesthetic in nature, such as the creative or critical
processes;

to introduce students to a wide range of views
about aesthetic ualities so that they develop their
own criteria and ability for making aesthetic
judgments;

to demonstrate the importance and relevance of
aesthetic values to the individual and to society,

HOW IS THE CURRICULUM SEQUENCEDi
The design of the aesthetic education curriculum

is:based on six series of instructional units which are
related to grade levels, kindergarten through sixth grade.
Each series of units represents content from a particular .

center of attention. The centers of attention were identi-



fied-Nery early in the developMent of the i;urriculum as a
means of pinpointing _key t ordept areas ini aesthetics aid
the trts,and as a mechanism for identifying a progres-,
siorrof contOszelate4 to the sheen ts developmental
level and grade lever, Although none of the centers of
attention is necessarily tied to a specific grade level, the
.total Curriculum is constructed to parallela child'tt
ability.fe deal with the content and to ap(froximate

ughly the organization of a typicil elementary school.
It-Cm-any ways these are trbitraiy decisions, and
-school hr the teacher may find it necessary, or may
chdose, to adapt or change_tle sequence Of units. Since
kindergarten thwirh grade sixacrtually includes seer
gradefevels, and the'curricidum is divided intosix, the

).need forsome adjustment is. immediately oiwit. is. The
forty-fo4its,tfowo'ver, co6tain rwa than enough.

_,-.*

conlent foTs-.stain seven years'of instruction, .

The cuirictilun is hracketed hy aesthetics in the
context of environment. The stiltdents begin their study
by becoming awarnof the aesthetics of the very imme-
diate world in which they live as children of five Or six,
and they conclude with aesthetics in relation to the total
environment. Throughout their progress through the
curriculum they work with the arts continually, learning

%,

more about them and becoming more and more literate
in the language of aesthetics. Although each curriculum
level concentrates on a different theme, students use
more than one-of their senses to identify aesthetic quali-
ties in any given unit at any level. They are continually

nalyzing and synthesizing the processes of peveiving
and creating art objects and events,

The six centers f attention Which were developed
into the six series of units are:

Aesthetics in the Physical World
Aesthetics and Arts Elements
Aesthetics and the. Creative Process
Aesthetics and the Artist
Aesthetics and the Culture
Aesthetics and the Environment
Aesthetics and the Physical World, Level I of the

aesthetic education curriculiim, emphiisizes that all

things in thznvironment can have aesthetic qualities
and helps stnTlentsrecognize Ihe aesthetic potential of
basic phenomenhlike motion and light estheties and
Arts-Elements, Level 2 allows students to investigate the
art forms and experience them through their parts or
elements, such as shape in visual art and conflict in
theatre, Aesthetics and the Crealive Process, Level 3,
changes the emphasis to the students' ability to organize
and arrantge the e'en-cents of the art forms into a structure
r method for completing a'whole work of art that meets

their own aesthetic nriteria. Fir example, the students
arrange taped soundlinje a musical composition, or they
select and arrange ineWrits, characters, setting, conflict,
crisis:11 nrfsniution into,a dramatic plot.

LeVTA 4, Aesthetics and the Artist, introduces
students to the indivitil-artist, the way he or she works,
and 1 o source of his ohor ideas. This level differs from
the earlier levels in that students are now concentrating
on individual artists and their role in the creative
process, Level 5, Aesthetics and the Culture, investigates
aeSthetiti in several celtures, examining the eoifeet of
culture on aesthetic values. This series of units, each of
which concerns a different culture, allows the students
to experience how humanistic concerns are reflected in
the arts and aesthetic values of a culture. Aesthetics and
the Environment, Level 6, investigates the aesthetic
qualities of our environment as itexpands from our own
personal space to include the community and the whole
wide wor e environment of imagioation. In this
level of 0 curia -lim the students w' "din examine
their env ronment for i- i-Ja heticqu lities.

One more piec , of infor is necessary before.
we endnur scun of the curriculum as a whole and
begin to descri he individual units the curriculum
is described here as its developers would implement it in
their own school given the best of all possible worlds.
Therefore, it is presented at a level of specificity chdsen
to give 'readers a clear idea of the total range of content
and-the sequence- of curriculunfunits, level by level and
unit by unit, for students from kindergarten through
grade six,

* .



THE CO I ULUM UNITS



Thittfiapter describes the six levels of the
aesthetic education iurriculum.and the forty-four curric-
ulum units. First, each level of the curriculum is
discussed in relation to the center of attention that
defines its content, Then, each curriculum unit is pres-
ented in termsnf its specific content and object iv jd
its accompanying.instructional materials are liste
Because of space limitations, however, individual
lessons and specific activities are not given for each unit.

Within'each level of the curriculum a particular
sequence of curriculum units based on the art fdrnis is'
recommended. These sequences are illustrated on charts
and accompanied by suggestions for related student
activities with artists and the coMmunity. The concepts
and outcomes for each level of the curriculum and the
concepts and objectives for:each unit are also listed.

Figure 1 represents the curriculum units by level
and center of attention, Figure 2 indicates the art ms
from which the content of the individual units is drawn.
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Figure I:

The MA Education Pro
and Cinter of Attention

ram Cuniculum Units by Level

LEVEL 1: AESTHETICS

IN .THE.PHANCAL
WORLD
Introduction to Space
Introduction to Light.
Introduction to Sound
Introcroctioiri to Motion

LEVEL 2: AESTHETICS
AND ARTS ELEMENTS

i4

4-
Part and Whole
Texture ,

Shape
Tone Colo1

Rhythm /Meter

Sound in
-Poems and Stories
Characterization
Dramatic Conflict
Non-verbal Communication
Setting and Environment
Movement

LEVEL AESTHETICS

AND THE TIME

PROC.
Examining Point of View
Arranging Sounds with

- Magnetic Tapes
Creating pilterns of
Durationin&Pi tch
Creating Word Pictures
-Relating Sound e.od Movement

Creating Characterization
Constructing Dramati,c Plpt

Forming Movement Phrases.,
Creating with Sounds and

ages ,'7



-VEL 4: AESTHETICS
AND ME ARTIST

Critics
Writers
Composers

Visual Artists.

Choreographers
Actors
Architects
Filmmakers

LEVEL 5: AESTHETIC
AND THE CULTURE

The United States: An
Approach to Aesthetics
The First Americans: An
Approach to Aesthetics
Mexico: An Approach to
Aesthetics

The Yoruba: An Approach
to Aesthetics
The U.S.S.R,: An Approach
to Aesthetics

japan: An Approach to
Aesthetics

LEVEL 6: AESTHETICS

MD THE ENVIRONMENT

Environments Are Places
and People Together
Sensing Places
Moving Through Environments
You and your Place
Cities Are

Imagine a Pla:ce,
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Figure 2:

e.1 in the A
Lovel and Unit

atic Education Program Curriculum by

Dance Film Literature Music Theatre Visual Arts

LEVEL i Aesthetics in the Physical World

Introduction to Space

.,,.--Jnfroauction to Light

Introduction to Sound

Introduction to Motion

LEVEL 2: Aesthetics and Arts Eleme

Part and

Texture

Shape

a

Tone Color

Rhythm/Meter

Sound in Poems and Stories

Characterization a

Dramatic Conflict a

Non-Verbal Communication a

Set ing and Environment

_o ement

LEVEL 3 Aesthetics and the Creative Procei

Examining Point of View

Arranging Sounds with Magnetic Tapes

Creating Patterns of Duration and Pitch

,Creating Word Pictures

Relating Sound and Movement

Creating Characterization

Constructing Dramatic Plot

Forming Movement Phrases

Creating With Sounds and Images a
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LEVEL 4 , Aesthetics and the Artist

Critics

Writers

Composers

Visugl Artists

Choreographers

Actors

Architects

Filmmakers

Dance Film Literature Music Theatre Visual Atts

LEVEL 5 Aesthetics and the Culture

'..The United States: An Approach to Aesthetics

The First Americans: An Approach to Aesthetics

Mexico: An Approach to Aesthetics

The \Jambe= An Approach to Aesthetics

The U.S.S.R,: An Approach to Aesthetics

japan: An Approach to Aesthetics

LEVEL 6 Aesthetics and the Environment

I

Environments Are Places and People Together

Sensing Places

Moving Through Environments

You and YoUr Place
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Level 1: Aesthetics in the

ideal World

Light, sound, motion, and pfice are fundamentals

that underlie aesthetiCOhedodina, and each ef these is

explored in a separate curricullm unit. Activities

encourage students to become involved in such'things as

creating their own spaces or examining the function of

light and'vision-by-experiencing them'in playground

games. This center of attention introduces students to a.

viy of unifying the aesthetic dimension of the arts aid

the environment:The outcomes for students are .

eat are familiaxLvittv,the physical properties of

tOpotionOseund., and space.'Students are aware of

theiesthetioiiialities of light, motion, sound, and.space.

Studente'engage in aesthetic encounters with light,

motion, sound0'and space. Instructional units in this level

are appropriate for students in kindergarten and grade 1.

LevellConcepts

1. Space :light, sound, and motion are phenomena in the

physical world:that is the child's environment.

2. The physical properties.of space, light, sound, and

motion affect our perceptions of the phenomena.

3. Spacelight, sound, and motion have aesthetic

qualities.

Level 1 Outcomes

This level of the curriculum encourages students

1. to become familiar with the physical properties and

aesthetic qualities,of space, light, sound, and motion.

2. to engage in aesthetic encounters with space, light,

sound and motion.

3. to begin to develop a critical language to apply to art

forms and art objects.

4. to begin to create their othl,art works using space,

.light, sound, and motion.
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The introduction of very young children to
aestheticeducationpust begin where they are, With the

* things they know. To do this, we have designed units
related to the child's immediate environment..anits that
exemplify the concept that all things in our environment
have aestheticqualities. In this beginning level of the
curriculum we want to heighten students' awareness of
theesthitid-qualities in the environthent and in art
objects, not treat these phenomena in a critical or histor-
ical way. Aesthetics in the Physical World is experiential
for the students, emphasizing recognition and identifica-
tion of aesthetic qualities within their world rather than
explanation or analysis. The goal of The introductory
units in this level is to heighten aesthetic awareness
through a series of arts experiences with space, sound,
motion, and light, with each experience giving students a
deeper understanding of the aesthetic qualities of the
things arouhd them.

Aesthetics for the young chil is much simpler
than or tha adult, Young children need very direct
experiences that will slowly develop their abilily.to
recognize and talk about the aesthetic qualities of the
envirdnment. At this level of the curriculum, teacher and
students are'given many opportunities to design with
light. aound,pPace, and motion so that they can utilize
their bwn ideas and develop their abilities. Learning is
directed toward recognition of the aesthetic qualities of
the child's immediate'surroundings: 114 classroom, the
home, the neighborhood, the backyard, the community.,
The purpose is to introduce the child to aesthetics as a
building block in the lifelong process of-recognizing the
aesthetic qualities existing in all things. In this connec-
tion, the arts are used as the primary examples of
aesthetic qualities in the child's world and in our world.

vutces
The outcomes for Level formulated in terms

of understanding the physical properties of space, light,
sound, and motion, and then recognizing their aesthetic
qualities. Students become familiar with the physical
properties of the four phenomena and how the aesthetic
uses of the four phenomena are determined by their

s

physical propert s. To experience this for themselves,
the students en ge in aesthetic encounters with space,
light, sound. a motion. Through increasing familiarity
With these p nomena and their use in art forms,
students be fn to develop a critical language to apply to
art forms and art objects, Finally, the students begin to
create their own art Works using space, ligh,t, sound, and
motion.

Come
Aesthetics in the Physical World introduces tte

students to three basic concepts: space, light, sound, and
motion are phenomena in the physical world that is the,
child's environment; the physical properties of s-pace,
light, sound, and Motion affect our pefceptions of the
phenomena; space, light, sound, and motion have
aesthetic qualities.- .

uence
This level of the curriculum, Aesthetics in the

Physical World, is an introduction to the aesthetic educa-
tion corrictilUrn. It provides students with 's highly expe-
riential approach th aesthetics and the world around
them, The Sequence of instructional units is organized
around the basic environmental phenomena of space,
light, sound,end motion, each of which is treated in a
separate unit. Related activitieiwith artists hnd the
community such as those suggeked on the chart should
be integrated into the teaching of each unit. The
sequence ends with a culminating activity in which
students make use of the aesthetic potential Of the
phenomena to enhance their immediate classroom
environment,

The rationale for the sequence of units in this
level of the curriculum is very simple and straightfor-
ward. In Introduction to Space the students start to
explore the space around them for its aesthetic qualities,
and they begin to understand that artists use space in
creating works of art. The instructional strategy encour-
ages them to broaden their concept of space from
personal space to an understanding pf spaces around
them, moving from their home to their neighborhood and
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community, all the will e exploring the aesthetic uses of
space. Various related activities can be developed in the
classroom around the concepts of personal space and
public Space and how we can treat space aesthetically.
Finally, the students are introduced to the artist's
conception of space and, through more related activities,
they investigate how they can use space in similar ways.

Introduction to Light, the second unit in this intro-
ductorylevel, explores the many functions of light in the

.environment, and its usesib-y artists in many of the art
forms. The students explare and experience light as.a
.phenomenon in the environment and, through related
activities,' they become aware of light as an aesthetic
medium. Again the emphasis is on the aesthetic uses of
light and the way it is manipulated in the context of a
variety of art forms.

Introduction to Sound is treated in a similar
manner: an introduction to the phenomenon of sound
through the discovery that sound is all around us, the
_development of an awareness of the aesthetic,uses of
sound within the environment, and then exploration of
the uses of sound by composers. arrangers. and others
wee create with sound. At the close of the unit, the
students ire asked to respond to sound themselves and to
use it creatively and aesthetieall,, in their own world.

The final unit in this level is Introduction to
Motion. The unit is developed using the same approach.
Students are introduced to the concept of motion within
:the environment. They become aware of the aesthetic
uses of motion and engage in aesthetic encounters with
motion. Then, related activities demonstrate motion as a
part of works of art.

The introductory level of the curriculum is
designed to include a culminating activity as a way of
dealing with the four phenomena in a context that is
meaningful tothe students. Because it is difficult for
young children to deal with the term -aesthetic," each of
the units is based on experiences that exemplify the
concepts rather than written or verbal messages: there-
fore, it is very important that the culminating activity
become an experience during which the students exer-
cise choice and creativity, Teachers should construct this

22

activity as an outgrowth Cif the four units of-instruction
and as something particularly related to their own class-
room,

The design of the culminating activity will be
influenced by how the teachers haVadeveloped the
related activities with the artists-end the community, and
how-much they have expanded the existing material
within each of thounits.bf course, the relatedactivirres-
with the artists and the community should correspond:to
each unit, but they should also be chosen to build up to
the culminating activity. One practical suggestion is to
create a sound-light4notion-space environmentwithin
the classroom, using the classroom as an exeMplar of the
concepts taught during the year. The children can create
their own environment using these phenomena and
emphasizing their aesthetic qualities,



Figure

Lintel 1 Related Activities

I,.

Select an artist in the community whose work makes use of light and sound or light ar motion. Visit
the artist's studio or bring the artist into the classroom.
2. Attend h multimedia presentation that uses spatc-a. light, sound, and motion.
3. Go to a rehearsal fora theatrical production endfor dance performance, and ask the lighting director to
talk about hoW.- he or she lights the performance, =

4 Go to your science museum and visit exhibits on light, sound, and motion.
5. Visit a planetarium; view their star show, and visit the exhibits. Discuss with the studenti the things
in the show and exhibits that relate to the aesthetic qualities of space, light, sound, and motion.
6. Attend a theatrical and/or dance performance, or visit an art gallery where the productions and works
emphasize space. light, sound,.and motion:
7. Take a tour of a large department store and seek out everything that has to do with space, light,
sound, and motion.

,EI, Develop with your students a list of space light, sound, and motion phenomena in their MI/mediate
and extended environment, Continue this activity throughout the year, illustrating examples on a bulletin
board or mural.

L
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I on to poce
ce surrounds us; one of our Major concerns is

how to afganize it. Thus, we'are concerned with limiting

space and filling it, with having enough space for.comfort
but not so much .that we are overwhelmed by it. The
space around as its size, its shape the objects within it

and their arrangement helps form and modify our

actions within a given environment Asa fundamental
phenomenon, space can be manipulated to express
order, form, and beauty: thus it cart be aesthetic or used

aesthetically.
Architects, interior designers, and visualartists

are all well aware of the aesthetic potential of space.
Even very young children need to become aware of

spacejaia iflatiOrrienUinto be manipulated because of
thaincraaSinginspertance of spatial considerations in
theworld: This unit is designed to help kindergarten and

*firSt4rade students become aware of these consider-
ations and to develop the beginning of confidence in

themselves as spatial decision-makers.
The specific goals of this unit are to introduce

students to space as a phenomenon with aesthetic
qualities and to involve them in working with its
elements of height, width, and depth; to develop in the
students an awareness of functional and aesthetic
considerations relating to space: and to involve them in

creative problem-solving related to the functional and

aesthetic uses of space:
The activities in the Introduction to Space unit are

based on a series of game-structured experiences that

require the students to solve specific spatial problems.
They are asked to go on a space hunt, locating
specifically described spaces*-within their classroom,

Using their classmates as living examples, they discover

the role that distance-in-space plays in perception; how
perspective affects perception and how perspective can
bp "artificially- created. They experience the

differences between three-dimensional and two-
dimensional space and apply what they have learned
about perspective to the uses of the illusion of depth in

the visual arts. Hy rearranging objects, and themselves,
'within a succession of different-sized spaces the students
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grasp the functional considerations of space size andlhe

role it plays in natural and personal environment.
Finally, the-students apply what they have learned,.and
they redesign their classroom as aliving and working

space in which for a stated period of time they will live

and work with the consequences of their decisions.

Materials in this instructional unit include the

following: Teacher's Guide, filmstrip and sound track,

three rugs (large, medium, and small), and packet,of

Shapes of various sizes.

Unit Concepts r.

1. Space is all .around us and it has aesthetiC qualities;

2. Fixed spaces can be recognized by their shapes and

sizes.

3. Two-dimensional space has height and width and-may

have an illusory third dimension.

4 Three-dimensional space has height, width, and depth.

5. Distancea-space plays a role in perception.

6: The size and shape of a given space and the
arrangement'of objects within the space affect our
aesthetic response to the space: ,

Unit Ohje.otives

This unit encourages students

1: to recognize space as a basic phenomenon that has

aesthetic qualities,
2. to perceive that fixed spaces can be known by their

shapes and sizes.

3. to recognize.that two-dimensional space.has height

and width and may have an illusory third ilimension.

recognize that three-dimensional space has height,

idth, and depth.

come aware of how distance4n-space affects ,

ion.

t explore how the size and shape of a given space and

the arrangement of objects within the space affect our
aesthetic response to the space.



ntroduction to Light
Light is defined as something which makes vision

possible, the sensations aroused by stimulation of the
visual perceptors,

Light permitiuS to see. Variations in light intensity
cpmbination with the potentials of our eyes determine'
liature of what we see. Light is fundamental to our

:perceptions. Light or the appearance of light can be
`mOnipulated to express order, form; and beauty; thus, it
can be aesthetic or used aesthetically. Artists, well
aware.of the aesthetic potential of light, use it
consciously, Light is a major consideration in almost all
art works, particularly film, visual ark, drama, and
dance.

Light is used in the creative process in three ways.
Artists employ the first of these when they create the
appearance or effect of light in an art work through the
use of colo'rs and values. Artists have long used our
expectations in regard to light conditions to create moods
or to manipulate spatial conditions in their work.

A second way that artists use light is to take into
account the effect of natural or artificial light on the art
objects in sculpture.andarchitecture. They determine
the best kind anclidirection of light to enhance the art
product; they use light/shadow patterns to create unity,
variety; or excitement in the art product and use
reflective, translucent, transparent, and opaque
qualities of.surfaces and materials to modify the light
reaching the art ofject.

The third way artists use light is to use it in the art
product itself, as in neon sculpture and filmmaking. One
of the most prevalent artd perhaps most important uses
of light is image projection. Consider the fact that a great
part of our entertainment and information disserhination
comes in the form of television, films, filmstrips, and
slide : Although in many cases projected images have
the primary purpose of conveying information, aesthetic
considerations choice:of content, medium, audience,
approach, visual elements, color. space play a most
important part in the total effect of the images.

And in the aesthetic experiences of everyday life,
those momen is when we recognize beauty in our natural

environmenr,Aight will often be at the cue: sunlight
casting a shadow pattern through the new-leaved trees of
spring, the light pattern of a city seen at night from an
airplaiWthe excitement of a brightly lighted building,'
the stark presence of glaring sunlight on desert rocks.

Through the activities in this unit, the students
become:aware of the connection between light And their
senses, and between light and their ability to move, to
locate themselves in space, and to perform various tasks.
The students use masks to cover their eyes and then are
asked to perform a variety of tasks: moving about the
classroom, identifying unknoWn objects, classifying
sounds. The students manipulate light sources, using
flashlights, colored gels, and transparent and translucent
materials to produce images. After designing and
performing a shadow play, the students are introduced tp
the aesthetic potential of light iri the visual and
performing arts through the diScussion of light uses and
sources in art reprodubtions. Finally, the students use
light, color, and motion to create their own moving
images out of colored water projected through an
overhead projector.

Materials in this instructional unit include the
following: Teacher's Guide, filmstrip and sound track,
eye masks. colored acetate rectangles, pads of acetate,
grid sheets, and slide mounts.

Unit Concepts

1: Light is a natural phenomenon with aesthetic qualities
that enables us to see.

2. The physical properties of light are intensity,
direction, and color.

3. Light with its properties can be used creatively as well
as functionally.

Unit Objectives

This unit encourage's students

1. to recognize light as a natural phenomenon with
aesthetic qualities that enableS us to see:

2, to become aware that the physical properties of light
are intensity, direction, and color:

3. to explore the aesthetic qualities of light.
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Introduction to Sound ,

Sound is defined as the sensation perceived by the
sense of hearing a particular auditory impression:
Sound gives us information about objects and events in
our environment, It helps us know something is
happening and gives us some idea where it is happening.
It provides cues we need to get along safely in our world.

As a fundamental element, sound can be manipu-.
lated to express order, form, andbeauty; thus, it can be
aesthetic or used aesthetically, Composers, whose works
of art are used on sound, are highly aware of its
aesthetic potential and manipulate sound to create a
desired effect. The history of musical composition is the

-history of increasingly sophisticated efforts at organizing
the qualities of sound, Musicians have used natural
sounds and have also created a wealth of sound-making
devices which exploit natural sound. They have also
created increasingly complex musical forms within
which to explore the potentials of these soundinstru-
ments.for exptIssing musical ideas:

Before the explosion of modern technology, sound
could be easily categorized as either noise or music:

.noise, of course, having no aesthetic properties and
music smugly boasting all, The advent of quality elec-
tronic sound devices enables the composer to bring

non-musical" sounds into very musical contexts. Thus,
the listener, because of various manipulations of
frequency andcentent, by chance and/or by design, has
become attuned to the music of sounds which in the past
would haVe been relegated to the category of sheer
noise: No longer are most people bewildered when they
are asked to perceive the music of their own physical
environments. A city, on any day or night, can supply an
aesthetic listening experience. Think of the sound
sequence of a rainy day: different pitches of raindrops,
the rhythmic squish of sodden shoes, the polyphonic
rhythms of an automobile's turn signal and windshield
wipers, the muted sounds of traffic. Through the
medium of electronic technology: sounds of this kind are
being brought into the concert hall,

I
The overall goal of the Introduction to Sound unit

is to make the students aware that sound isa funds-
,mental elemenf in thesenvironment with aesthetic quali-
ties and that sound can contribute to-aesthetic experi-
ences eithenaturally or through the expression of an
artist. The students are introduced to sound as a
PlinnOgierion inherent in Many objects in _their environs
ment. They find that every sound has characteristic
elements a natural thrbre, pitch, dynamics, duration,
and its own rangesof high to low and loud to soft: These
make up the "sound" of the sound. The unit is intended
to bring to the students' attention the multitude of sounds
in their everyday surroundings and to hake them aware.
of the potential of these Sounds as musical expression.

By working with sounds with which they are
already familiar and comfortable (a dog's bark, the roar
of a car's engine), students begin-to understand the
possibilities of sound a sound from the farthest reaches
of the imagination tesound falling within the traditional
musical range of the symphony orchestra. This beginning
instills in the students in initial confidence about
creating with sound which can lead them into more
complex modes of understanding and expression. The
approach is based on the premise that wheli individuals
use all of their senses to create, imagine, or organize
soinids, these sounds gain special significance 'It is this
special significance, a personal meaning, which should
reinforce the students' motivation to work with:sound
and to appreciate others' work with sound.

The unit is divided into two main parts. In the first
part, the students explore the concept that "Sounds Are
All Around You Here the students investigate and
experiment with the unli'mite'd possibilities of working ,
with sounds, those made by a car or a clock as well as a
Symphony orchestra. Activities in the second particenter
around the manipulation of sounds for a desired effect,
The students learn that each thing has a distinctive
timbre which is its unique and recognizable sound. The
students are made aware of the roles that pitch, rhythm,
duration, and dynamics play in the perception and use of
sound. They experiment with sound-making instruments,



both musical and noise-producing, to discover their
particular soUndand how that sound can be consciously

,altered by changingione of the elements (pitch; rhythm
duration). Through a number of activities the stud nts
Mlle to see that an infinite variety of sounds can be-
created. Finally, the students use their new awareness

--xis'Ito send andvits potentials to create and record a sound
-, composition. .. ,

Materials in this instructional unit include the
fidlowing: Teacher's Guide, record sounding board,
blank recording tape; and a set of cards representing
sounds, silence, and the elements of sound: duration,
intensity, and pitch,

Unit Concepts

1, Sound exists all around us and it has aesthetic
qualities.

2. Each sound ikmade up of a` unique, of

elements: pitch, direction, and intensity.

3, The blending of two or more different sounds and/or
mddifications of sounds creates an infinite variety of
sounds.

. s

4. Each person,
..

place, and thing in our environment has
numerous sound potentials that can be manipulated to
create a desired aesthetic effect,

Unit Objectives ..

This unit encourages students

1. to recognize Sound as a natural phenomenon that
enables us-to hear,

±: to become aware that each sound is made up of a
unique combination of elements: pitch, direction, and
intensity,

3, to explore the possibility of blending and Modifying
sounds to create an infinite variety of sounds.

...-_,

4. to explore the aesthetic qualities of sound for each
person, place. and thing in our environment.

Introduction to Motion
Motion is the act proeess, or instance of changing

place. Everything in the environment can be placidon.a
continuum from no movement to constant movement, or
perpetual motion. One way of classifying things is to
state their degree of movement: It doesn't move; it
barely moves:It moves a lot." Thus, motion is Nide.-
mental to tnir consideratirin of things. It is a pervasive'
element in the environment.

As a'fundamental element, motion can be ordered
and given form; thus, it can be aesthetic or used aestheti-
cally. Artists, well aware of the aesthetic potential of
movement, make use of this element very obviously in
dance, drama, and film; and more subtly in the implied'
movement of visual arts, music, and literature. And in
the aesthetic experiences of everyday life those
moments when we recognize beauty in our natural
environment movement will often be at the core:
leaves floating on a stream, tiny lights blinking across the
face of a great electroniC cdriiputer, the graceotehildren
running through the grass. Motion or movement, is a
fundamental phenomenon of the environment Which eap
contribute to aesthetic experiences either natutally or
through the expression of an artist.

The activities in Introduction to Motion are
designed to help students explore some things they
already know, and some net thing; as well. All of these
things -to -find -out have something to do withmotion as a
phenomenon that is of the essence of our world and our
bodies. The students discover motion in their environ-
ment, find how many ways their own bodies can move,
explore how motion can be used creatively, recognize
and express ideas and feelings as portrayed through
motion.

The students conduct a motien.bn4rit in the dass-
roornand outdoors to demonstrate the pervasiveness Of
motion in the environment and the fact that their bodies
are moving things. They engage in games that help them
discover how the senses of sight and touch give us cues



about motion, To introduce the elements of motion
space; energy, and time The studentS react to a number
of imaginary situations, such as shopping in a grocery
store or playing in a park, They also move their bodies to
make individual and group shapes in response to energy
as a movement force. In the same manner they explore
rhythm in movement.

Another series of activities in the unit introduces
the aesthetic potential of movement. The students
become aware that the body is an instrument like the
composer's piano or the painter's brush, except that it is
an instrument that each of its uses; howeverconsciously
or unconsciously. Some of the activities are based on
recognition of motion as non-verbal communication;
others show hc'N language expresses motion. Finally,
the students react to motion in art works in the visual
arts, in musical compositons, and in dance.

Materials in this instructional unit include the
following: Teacher's Guide, set of motion study cards, set
of non- verbal communication cue cards, cassette tapes,
set of instrument cards, image wheel with set of image
cards, strip of clear leader with images, and set of art
reproductions.

Unit Concepts

1, Motion is a basic phenomenon with aesthetic qualities
that is intrinsic to human Wings and their environment.

2. Motion can be described'in terms cif its elements of
direction, speed, and quality.,

3, People can manipulate motion or the appearance of
motion in ways that are aesthetically pleasing.

Unit Objectives

This unit encourages students
1. to recognize motion with its icesthelic qualities as a
basic phenomenon intrinsic to human beings and their
environment.
2. to identify and describe motion in terms of it elements
of direction. speed, and quality.

3. to explore how motion or the appearance of, motion
can be manipulated in ways that are aesthetically
pleasing.
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Level 2: Aesthetic s and Arts Elements

Activities in this center of attention encourage ---,,

students to recognize elements.of aesthetic phenomena

both in works of art and in their daily world. Texture in

music, shape in the visual arts, movement in the

environment- students learn-to-identify elements such

as these, recognize them as a part of the arts, and relate

them to the structure of a work of art. The outcomes for

the students are: Students are able to perceive and

describe the part/whole relationship of elements in the

physical world by identifying the elements of each art

form and their relationship to the'whole work. Students,

given a work of art, are able to identify and describe the

elements that are dominant within the work. Students

begin to develop a critical language for describing

aesthetic' qualities in works of art'ancl the environment.

Instructional units in this level are appropriate for

students in grade 1 and grade 2.

Level 2 Conceit

1. All art forms are made up of arts elements that

constitute the parts of the whole work.

2. The same elements that exist in works of art are also

present in objects and events in the environment.

3. The arts elements are the substance of the language of

aesthetics; they are the descriptors of the-aesthetic

qualities existing in a work of art and the environment.

4. Artists consciously arrange arts elements to create

works of art.

Level 2 Outcomes

This level of the curriculum encourages students

1. to recognize that works of art and thingS In the

environment are made up of elements such as texture in

music, shape in the visual arts, and movement in the

natural world.

2. to pertaye and describe elements in the work of art as

exemplars of the part/whole relationship.

3, to understand that art forms can be characterized by

their unique elements.

4. to identify and describe the aesthetic qualities in

dance, film, literature, music, theatre, and visual arts

based on a recognition,of the arts elements in the art

form.

5. to understand that artists consciously arrange arts

elements to produce a whole work of art.

6. to perceive and ,understand

the relationship between arts

elements in works of art and in the

environment.
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The art forms are central to an understanding of
aesthetic concepts and ideas; they are the best examples

of aesthetic objects and events. Aesthetics and Arts
Elements, Level 2 of the aesthetic education curriculum.

is concerned with the elements of the art forms: The

emphasis is on giving the students arts experiences
leading to a general awareness of the art form through its

elements. In the visual arts the stodents-engagein activi-

ties that center around painting and sculpture; in music

they work with classics and pop tunes; in literature, with

stories and plays; in drama, with plays; in dance, with
Iraditional and contemporary dances: The units are
designed to feature one or more elements in each of
these art forms along with the whole art work. The arts
experiences are used as the basis of the student's first

introduction to the language of aesthetics, commonlv
called -critical language."

The basic premise is that perception of thewhole
of an object or event within the environment or a work of
art requires some understanding of its parts or elements.
Understanding of the whole work of art does not come
about until there is some cognition, recognition, and
synthesis of the interaction of its parts. Cognition, recog=
ninon, and synthesis are accomplished by concentrating
on the part/whole relationship between the elements
that exist in worksof art: The smile relationship can be
extended into an aesthetic opreciation of the environ-
ment,

Outcomes
In this level of the curriculum it is continually

important to strengthen the bridges between the child's

world and works of art, to emphasize the idea that

the arts elements, once understood, can he used to create

works of art and to describe the aesthetic qualities of the

works if art and the environment. The outcomes for the

student are: recOgnition of the elements of works Of art

and things in the environment, such as texture in music,

shape in the visual nts,and movement in the natural

world; the ability to'perceiye and describe particular
elements in the work of art as exemplars of the paw,/

whole relationship; the understanding that arttorms
can he characterized by their unique elements; and the
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ability to identify and describe the aesthetic qualities in
works of arts: The emphasis throughout the units at this
level is on recognition of the relationship between the

arts elements and the aesthetic qualities of the art form.

There will be some transfer of the students ability
to recognize and describe am elements from idWrks of

art to the things in the students' own environment.
Texture as an element in the visual arts exists in a piece
of sniper or painting, but also in a rough piece of
wood. The\ability to make connections between arts
elements that:are studied and used as starting points for

student activities and the aesthetic qualities of the

objects or events in the environment is an important
conceptual outcome for this level.

Concepts
All-art forms are made up of elements that consti-

tine the parts of the whole work; The same elm' ents that

exislin works of art are also present in objects and

eventgin the environment: The arts elements in Works of

art are the substance of, the language of aesthetics; they

are descriptors of the aesthetic qualities in a work of art

and the environment. Artists consciously arrange arts

elements to create works dart.

Sequence,
- Within this sequence of curriculum units students

are introduced to the art forms themselves through their
elements. Dance, literaturemusic, theatre, and visual

art are the five major art forms included. The funda=

mental concept in this level of the curriculum is the
part/whole relationship between the art forms and the

arts elements that are the aesthetic qualiti,.s and proper=

ties of the work. The approach is very experiential, with

the students engaging in activities that exemplify the ,

characteristics of the arts elements und manipulating
these elements to create art works in each form,,

Part and Whole, the introductory unit, gives'
students an understanding of the part/whole relation'ship

between the elements and the art forms: It also intro-

dtices the art forms by name and some of their character-

istics, The succeeding cupisculum units are taught as

introductions to the art forms. The sequence presents



only a sampling of the possible art elements for each art
form: Texture and Shape for visual art: Tone Color and
tihythm/Meter for music; Sound in Poems and Stories
and Characterization for literature; Dramatic Conflict,
Non-verbal Communicution, and Setting and Environ=
rent for theatre; and Movement-lor dance.

Level 2 of the curriculum acquaints students with
all the art forms in a very general vvd.7'. The students
experiencethe arts elements which are then used as
entry points for discussion of the art forms. Texture is
experienced visually and tactually before it is related to
painting and sculpture. Hearing and experiencing
various tone colors (parts) in a whole musical composi-
tion is presented as the aural equivalent of focusing on
the individual parts that make up a visual workpf art.
Movement is explored experientially before it is related
to dance; and conflict is introduced in stories before
theatrical conflict is explored. These became entry
points for describing and analyzing in a very elementary
'way thekcharacteristics and qualities of the art forms
thernselkes.

A parallel part of the development of the content
in this level should he identification of the art forms
within the students community: In anvof the related
activities, the emphasis should be on the vvav artists use
the arts elements to produce their art. Resources will
vary from setting to setting and field trips are encour-
aged. Students should have at least one live experience
with each of the art forms. They should go to the theatre,
attend a dance performance, visit an art gallery or
museum, attend a Concert of popular and/or classical
music, and read stories and poems. The related activities
with artists and the community should he thought of as a
survey of the arts resources available in the community,
Also, any arts program operating in the school, such as

-r Young Audiences,- or the -Artist in the School' should
he brought into the context of this sequence of units. In
addition, language development activities in other areas
of the general education curriculum should he closely
tied to the beginning of criticid language abilities in
aesthetics.

4 I
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Figure 4:

Level 2 Related Activities

I

Non Verbal

Communication

1, Visit a pOtter's studio. Talk about-wheel-thrown pottery in relation to movement. Discuss the effect

of the part/whole relationship, texture: and shape on pottery,

2. Visit a large record store and categorizi the music by rhythm. Ask the students to bring records from home

and discuss their rhythms.

3. Visit a dance studiQand talk to the staff ahout the different kinds of movement in dance, about the
different kinds of dances, and about creating mood through movement.

4, Take a -texture and shape walk in the community. Pay attention to interior and exterior uses of texture:

Discover the predomi mint shapes of buildings, Discoverparts and wholes.

5, Ask a playwright or director to talk about and demonstrate Wow arts elements such as sound, shape, color,

texture, movement, setting, characterixation, cc-inflict: and non-verbal communication, are used in theatre.

Ask artists working with other art forms to do the Sarni! thing.

Categorize the sculptures in the community according to shape: Are they mo )ple shapes? shapes

within shapes? part and whole compositions?.and so on.

7, Take a "part/whole- field trip. Have students keep a lest cif parts they see in their environment and of

the whole works the parts create, ilSe a camera to document some of these.
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Part and Whole
All around us we find objects and people complete

in themselves and vet composed of individual elements,
A clock sits on the shelf. The clock is a whole and vet it
has a face: numbers, big and little hands, amTinside,
though we may-not see then the works = the many parts
whiCh make possible he indication of passing time, We
glance at the clock to see the time It is our OVeS, one of

our man body parts, that we use to do this. All around u's
we find objects and people complete in themselves and
yet composed of parts.

For students, particularly first-grade and second=
grade students, learning the relationship of part to whole
in a general way can be a building block. With this
building block. the can understand more easily how
attending to elements of natural occurrences or art works
contributes to a pleasurable experience with the whole.
They can begin to look for parts and point out their
contributions to whole objects and events within the
environment and to works of

This unit is designed t introduce first- and
second-grade students to this concept of part and whole.
The students first find that objects and events are made
up of parts (elements), Then they see that some parts are
also DVhole objects and events in themselves.
they explore the concept that introducing different
elements into an object or event can create a new whole
or can give the whole and/or the parts a different feeling.

The unit is intended to develop the students
ability to respond.to the elements of an art work and
their organization, and to develop their perception of
how the elements function together to determine the
whole art work.

The unit on part and whole relationships is
presented in three sections. The first is concerned with
making the students aware that many things people
perceive as whole objects or events (toys, families, art
works) can he broken down into parts. The students
assemble salads, make pictures from cut =outs, discuss

thie parts (lines, shapes, colors) they use in their pictures,
and harmonize the parts of a song. In the second section
of the unit, the students work to identify parts of objects
or events that are wholes in themselves and to perceive
these in larger contexts. They do this by building
constructions out of cardboard boxes, tubes, elc,, and by
investigating an art reproduction with a number ofparts
(he they objects in.the picture or the parts of the
composition of the art work such as line; shape, texture,
color). In section three: thee students discover that
changing the parts of an object or event results in a

redefinition of the original. They explore this concept in
various art forms. The students interchange parts of
faces, change the musical composition they previously
created, create whole patterns out of shapes, and invent
nemstories out of elements of familiar ones In the
final activities of the unit the students identify parts in
art forms: in music, in drama, in dance, and in paintings
and sculpture.

Materials in this instructional unit include the
following:Teacher's Guide, study cards, slide
presentation, face puzzles: mime puzzles, hag of
shapes, photographs, and story cards.

Unit Concepts

The ability to discern the parts (elements) of a thing:
be it a toy, farnik., in an art work, ran contribute to a
better understanding of the whole object or event (ar
work).

2: A work that is whole in itself can also part of a
larger whole (a square as part of a checkerboard
pattern).

3. An object or event changes when its parts change.

4. Our response to an object or event is affected as its
parts are changed or rearranged. The change of color in a
painting changes its overall effect.

Unit Objectives

This unit encourages students

1, to recognize the pervasive nature of the part/whole
relationship in the environment, in man-made objects,
and particularly in works of art.



2. to become aware that things perceived as whole
objects or events can he broken down into meaningful
parts (elements), recognition of which can contribute to a
fuller understanding of the whole object, event, or work

of art.

3, to develop their ability to identify parts (elements).
within many different kinds of objects, events, works
of art.

4: to recognize that some parts are whole works in
themselves and to identify these when combined in

larger objects or events. .

5. to demonstrate their understanding that the parts of
any object or event, their classroom or a work of art, can

be changed or rearranged to create a new object or

event.

G. to understand how changing or rearranging the parts
(elements) may change the perceiver's response to the

object, event, or work of art,

Texture
Rough sandpaper, a slick mirror. the downy fur of

a puppy, nuhbv tweed fabric, the hark of a tree, velvet
grass these are all textures we have seen or touched.
When we see and touch these textures, we know some-
thing about both the surface characteristics and the
appearance of these things, Artists see and touch texture
all around them. Visual artists carry the visual and
tactual information they receive one step further by
manipulating the textural elements in their work to
express ideas or feeling.

In this unit, tactual, verbal. kinesthetic, and visual
textures provide a variety of encounters that heighten
the students' awareness of this element in their environ-
ment and in works of art,

When the students have completed this unit,
they have learned to recognize textures in their world
that they had probably not noticed before. And thev`have
an understanding of the way the visual artist uses these

same textures to express ideas or feeling in works of art.
More important still, they have practiced a new
approach to-looking at their world by focusing on one'
element and its relationship() other parts in a whole.
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In part one of the Texture unit, theistudents
discover that textures have individual qualities that
distinguish them from one another, and they physically
experience and verbally describe a series of textures. In
part two the students examine how body movement is
influenced by textures. Through the activities in part
three they learn that textures have both visual and
tactual properties that can be correlated by matching
photographs of textures and textured materials, In part
four the students use photographs of paintings and sculp-
tures to learn about the visual artist's use of texture to
convey feelings. As final activities they create a sculp-

ture, emphasizing textural effects, to he touched rather
than seen, and a painting incorporating some of the
techniques used by painters to achieve textural effects.

Materials in this instructional unit include the
folloWing: Teacher's Guide, texture bags, photographs,
art reproductions, word cards, and slides.

Unit Concepts

1. The ability to perceive texture as a distinct part of an
art work contributes to a better understanding of the

whole work.

2, Texture is-both a visual and a tactual phenomenon.

3_ Different textures have individual qualities that
distinguish them from one another and that can he

described.

4. The visual artist uses real texture and can create
illusionary textural surfaces in works of art.

5. The ability to respond knowledgeably to the
component parts of an art work, in this case to texture, is

the first skip in the development of an aesthetic
judgment.

Unit Objectives

This unit encourages students

1. to recognize texture as an element in art works,

2. to understand that we perceive texture both visually
and tactually,

3. to begin to develop their critical language by using
their existing vocabulary to describe textures and to
expand their store of "texture- words.



4, to look for, perceive, and describe qualities of ire
in their environment and in art works.

5, to perceiveond identify the relationships between
tactual expettience and hMovement.

6, to perceive correlations between the visual and tactual
properties of objects and events,

7, to identify textural qualities in works oFart.

8, to create art works in which texture is a dominant
element:

Shape
Shapes are all around us. We observe the outline

fullness of a cloud high in the sky, and near it is the
c le of the sun. Closer to earth we can see the shape of
a tree with its straight trunk and the branches and leaves.
The tree casts a shadow, and the shadow too has a shape
Still closer is our own shape, with fingers, arms, feet
the outline of a body.

Everything we can see has a shape, and these
shapes are sometimes similar, sometimes different.
There are geometric shapes and biomorphic shapes
(shapes that have no predictable pattern to their
outlines): there are shapes that are combinations of
these two. Some shapes are symmetrical and look the
same from all sides. Some shapes are asymmetrical,
appearing different from various viewpoints. Many
different things share the same basic shape configura-
tion. What these shapes mean to us will certainly he
different; inlad, we may perceive them as entirely
different things unless we are consciously thinking al- tit
their shapes.

When a oat ber of shapes are combined; a new,
larger; and diff4ent shape is created. Reversing this
process, a largo shape can often he broken down into
smaller shape units, There is the shape of a house: the
bricks or hoards forming its walls, the configuration of
the chimney, the outlines of doors, windows, each of
which remains a shape in itself while existing as a part of
the larger shape: The individual component parts of a
shape viewed separately appear visually different froth
the total shape made when the components have been
put together.

Further, shapes can he two-dimensional and
three-dimensional, For example, a person's head is
roughly egg-shaped, with volume and depth, but a photo-
graph or drawing of the person's head shows it as a flat
oval. Three-dimensional shapes, too, can he separated
into parts.. When the planes of a cube; each of which is a
separate shape component, are laid flat on a surface: the
viewer sees something quite different from a three:.
dimensional cube. And as with two-dimensional shapes,
three-dimensional shapes may, be combined to form
larger volumetric shapes.

The shapes in our environment often form
patterns which can be thought of as one or more shapes
in repetition. Think of the pattern formed by thrnany
buildings and streets of a city seen from some high place,
Think of just one street the repeated shapes of houses,
windows, lamp posts, Other elements, too, recur the
green of many lawns, the rough texture of bricks in many
buildings, the regular sizes of houses or cars, similar
volumes in these same houses and cars.

Why introduce young children to these considera-
tions regarding shape and its relationship ter other Visual
elements? One important reason is to prepare a basis for
their awareness of elements of the visual phenomena
that operate in their lives and environment, Shape is one
such fundamental element, and an awareness that
complex visual material can be broken down into
simpler visual units increases students' confidence to
perceive and judge aesthetic qualities of the things they
see. Another reason is to give students a way to simplify
and relate visual elements, he they within the environ-
ment or within works of art, Students who are encour-
aged to perceive similarities between shapes also
become more aware Of variety within visual elements
such as shape. This perceptual skill is a basic classifica-
tion tool that is exploited by visual artists as one means
of bringing their own perceptions to the viewer.

Visual artists take such arts elements as shape,
color, texture, volume, depth, and size and organize
them into works of art into whatever form best pre-
sents their unique statement about the world they see and
interpret, Increasing the students' ability to identify and



judge aesthetic uses of such visual elements in the arts
and in their environment is the overall purpose of the
Shupe group of WI Is.

The Shape group is actually composed of three
separate units: Shape, Shape Relationships, and Shapes
and Patterns. For the purposes of this discussion the are.'
'treated as a single unit in which the students explore
visual phenomena through shape. Any One of the several
elements color, texture; volume, size = is just as
important as shape, but shape was chosen as the focus
because young children use the shape of a thing to
recognize and classify objects very early in their lives:
The content of the Shape unit builds on this more
familiar element.

To begin, the students consider the infinite variety
of shapes existing in the environment, and see that
shapes exist within other shapes. They see that complex
shapes are often composed of smaller shape units. These
explorations lead the students into the next group of
activities which center around Shape Relationships.
There they discover the shape similarities found among
things di-fforent in kind, learn that some shapes having
volume r ay he seen as composed of smaller shapes or
planes, and find that volumetric: shapes, too, may be
combined to form larger three-dimensional shapes. They
observe the qualities of color, size, texture, and volume
as they relate to shape, and examine some ways in which
the representation of any object differs from the object
itself.

Color, texture; size, and shape are regarded from
another point of view in thif activities that investigate
Shapes and Patterns: Students learn about order.
repetition, and variation and how they apply to pattern
formation. They find that a pattern is frirmed when one
or more shapes are repeated or when elements such
as color, texture, size, and volume are repeated,

The objective of the unit is not that the students
memorize or become exjierts at recognizing or using
these concepts This, as most artists, designers, archi-
tects, and other creative individuals will attest, requiires
long practice and perseverance. The unit should he
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regarded as a strictly introductory experience for the
Stlidents. Reinforcement and further development of
conscious awareness regarding the aesthetic and prac-
tical aspects of the visual environment 4n twbuill upon
this initial- experience:

''-Materials in this group of instructional units
include the following Teacher's .Guides; Thi004hout
Shapes. AtafeThings A bout Shapes, and Thins Abbut
Sheliestind Patterns student books: and worksheets.

Unit Concepts
AS'

1. The'abilitYlo discernthe parts or elements of a work

of art:contributes to abetter understanding of the
aesthetic qualities of whole work.

L. Shape is quality of a thing that depends on the form
of its external surface.

3, All things have shape, shapes can be cat i-rized, and

shapes have aesthetic qualities,
4. Color, texture, size, volage, depth in three -
dimensional objects, anal itlusion of depth in two-
dimensional representations of objects are all aspects of
shape.
5. Many different things in the environment share the

same or similar shapes.

6. A pattern is formed in nature and in art when one or

more shapes are repeated or when elements such as
color, texture, size, and volume are repeated.

7, Visual artists irganize elements such as shape, color,

texture, volume, depth, and size into works of art.

Unit Objectives

This unit encourages students

1 to become aware of the relationship hetwe,en an art
element, shape, anti the whole visual work,

2. to perceive the aesthetic qualities of simple and

complex shapes.
3. to perceive that many objects and events in the

environment share the same or similar shapes.

4. to perceive that objects and events in the environment
also have color, e; texture; and volume.



5, tcfsee the' interrelationship between shape and objects
and events in the arts and.environment:

6. to perceive and describe three-dimensional shapes
from different points of view and to understand the
illusion of depth in two-dimensional representations of
objectv

7. to explore how a pattern made up of shapes employs
shape similarity, repetition, and ordering, and how
visual patterns can also have color, sin, texture, and in
some cases, volume.

8, to perceive and identify elements of pattern in the
environment and in works of art:

9. toimake aesthetic judgments ahout art objects and
events based on an awareness of shapes and patterns.

Tone Color
"Tone color" is the characteristic sound of an

individual instrument or voice. (In musical literature,
"timbre" is frequently used as a synonym for tone
color.")

To help students focus on tone coleir as an aurally
distinguishable element of a musical selection, they use
an approach to listening that consists of learning to listen
for and hear the individual, distinctive sound-parts of
sound combinations. This kind of listeninglistening is done with
the mind as well as with the ear: he ear catches the
sound. and the mind identifies and relates it to the
whole sound combination, Thnugh these "steps of
listening," listeners can come tilt an understanding of
how the parts of the wholesou combination fit
together. With these data, the,f are then in a position to
respond knowledgeably :74i judge and value the whole.
The listener can say,"Ow I understand it, and I like it.-
Or, "I don't like it; but I do understand it:-

A wide variety of performance ley -Is and typos of

*Thr CHIP; fur "timbre in The )xturt.1 Compon ion to Music loth di
"Tirfihro Meuris tone quality -- course or smooth, ringing or

more stnk. pr notrnhng , . the metaphorical how (tone color feisi now
become a corhmonplace as a synonym for 'timbre': the Gormun for
timbre is Klungfarbo )iferally

music are presented to the students. Some of the -selec-
tions are verS' complex, some are easy. The experience
with the'easier selections increases the students' abili=
ties to perceive at least some of the tonkolors in the
more difficult ones, an ability that allows them to move
closer to the goal of being able to judge and value the
range of sounds and music around them:

In the sequential activities in this unit; the
primary-grade students are encouraged to apply the
same confidence and awareness to discovering tone
color in music that they can and do apply to the discrimi-
nation of daily environmental sounds. The students
examine how-things we perceive as wholes can be
broken down into meaningful parts, and they begin to be
able to pick out various tone Colors in musical selections
while becoming familiar with the pictures and names of
the instruments that produce the tone colors they hear.

The first part of the unit on Tone color develops
the part/whole relationship that the students have been
investigating in relation to music, The students work with
"parts" of a musical whole: the distinguishable tone
cam's of instruments and voices that can be enumerated
and identified at any point in a musical Composition,
They learn key terms: one part is a musical Sound (vocal
or instrumental) heard by itself; two parts is two musical
sounds heard together, etc, They are then more able to
see and, particularly, hear parts of musical wholes:

In the second part of the unit, the students learn
how-to identify various tone colors, becoming familiar
with the instruments that produce particular tone colors
by listening to the internal makeup of musical selections:
The main point is that they he able to distinguish aurally
one tone color from another, in terms of how many they
hear rather than the names of the instruments.

Materials in this instructional unit include the
following: Teacher's Guide, filmstrip, film, records,
word sheets, set of tone color cards, and student
response sheets.



Unit Concepts

1, The ability to discern the parts of a musical
composition, in this instance the tone colors of voices and
instruments, contributes to a better understanding of the
aesthetic qualities of music.

2. Tone color, the characteristic sound of an instrument
or voice, is an element in music.

3, Listening to music with both the ear to catch the sound
and the mind to identify and relate it to the whole
composition is the beginning of critical judgment in
music.

Unit Objectives

This unit encourages students

1, to become aware that tone color is an element in
musical compositions,

2. to understiind that the distinguishable tone colors of
instruments and voices can be enumerated and
identified at any point in a musical composition.

3. to identify some of the instruments that produce the
. tone colors they hear, hether used individually or

together.

4. to distinguish one tone color from another aurally in
terms of how many they hear, rather than the names of
the instruments they hear.

5Ao recognize tone color as an important element in
musical compositions that contributes to their aesthetic
qualities.

Rhythm/Meter
In the Rhythm /Meter unit the students are intro=

dared to the concept of meter and its functional relation-
ship to musical composition. The essence of music is its
rhythmicand tonal patterning, and the rules and tech-
niques which apply to these patterns are external. Meter
contributes to the aesthetic qualities of music,

One way to introduce the concept of meter is to
consider recognition of natural and mechanical meters
as a source for the human penchant to organize sensory
input into discernible patterns: The ebb and flow of the
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sea, the rhythmic beating of the human heart, the ticking
of a clock, all of these can he pointed to as regularities of
sound familiar tote student. In addition, connection
can be made between the musical concept of meter and
similar concepts with which the student has already
worked. For example, the study of word syllabication
lends itself to a discussion of rhythmic patterns in
language. Verse and poetry also make use of rhythm
and meter:

The activities that introduce students to rhythm
fall into three categories: rhythm in visual pattern,
rhythm in movement, and rhythm in sound: Some of
the activities are: students identify visual patterns in tile
environment and make patterned prints based on vege-
table and animal forms; students recognize some of the
basic movement rhythms of everyday life: chewing gum,
brushing their teeth; they experiment with the variety of
sound patterns in the environment, in songs, in body
movements (like marching and skipping], in poetry, and
in spoken language.

Through the Rhythm/Meter activities, the students
will find that rhythm is perceived order in the movement
all around them, The students can observe rhythm in the
basic cycles and movements of their bodies, in palms
they see every day, in sounds they hear. For example,
they can feel a steady swing to their arms as they walk;
they can observe the regularity of evenly spaced lamp
posts on a city street or of bricks in a house; they can,
notice the sounds of heavy traffic pausing for a red
traffic light and flowing at the green light. They see that
rhythm is everywhere and that it is both natural and
people-created:

Through exposure to recorded musical selections,
students learn to identify and execute simple meters.
The students learn the -meaning of the musical terms:
"accent," 'Udine," "meter," "measure,'" and "them
Student involvement requires listening to recordings,
making metrical notations on charts, clapping meters
hearkand notating simple duple and triple meters.

lhe'meter activities introduce 1,2 duple meter;
1;2,3',4 duple meter; and triple meter. The three kinds of
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meter are combined, and the students are asked to iden=
tify the proper meter from recorded musical selections.
Then the students are introduced to notation of rhythmic
patterns through use of accent marks.Jhe student
notate the proper meter on an answet sheet. Odd-bme
meters are presented. Finally, the students are asked to
discriminate among three metrical treatments of the
same melody.

Materials in this instructional unit include the
following: Teacher's Guide, records, charts, set of
rhythm activity cards, responle sheets, and test answer
sheets.

Unit Concepts

1. The ability to discern the pals of a musical
composition, in this instance rhythm /meter ,contrihutes
to a better understanding of the aesthetic qualities of
music.

2, The essence of music is its rhythmic and tonal
patterning:

3. Rhythm is order in movement.

4. Using a musical theme in a variety of a titer give s a
different feeling to the music.

5. Rhythm can exist in visual patterns. sounds. language,
and movement.

Unit Objectives

This unit erraourages students.

1, to recognize meter as an important element in the,
composition of music that contributes to its aesthetic
qualities.

2. to identify specific meters by clapping.

3. to understand and use musical terms and symbt s such
as "accent," Airline," "meter," "measure," and
"theme,"
4, to recognize the element of rhythm/meter in their
environment through visual pattern, movement,
language. and sound.

Sound in Poems and Stories
Splash! Whin! Plop! Onomatopoetic words;

sound words; words that "sound like what you heard."
Zip! Zap! Zoom! patterns you can make with these
words. That's what Sound in Poems and Stories is all
abolit. It introduces primary students to onomatopoeia,
alliteration, refrain; and rhyme as literary devices based
on sound which are consciously used to communicate
meaning and feeling. Using this unit students develop an
understanding of the properties of these four devices
and of several literary forms, including the stanza and
the cinquain. This understanding is reinforced by both
using and creating onomatopoetic and alliterative words,
refrain, and rhyme patterns; as well as by creating visual
representations of onomatopoetic words,

An understanding of poetic devices enables
primary students to appreciate how the sensuous quali-
ties of language are used in literature. Unlike the person
who uses language primarily to impart information; the
writer/artist chooses words for sound and meaning,
using sound as a means of reinforcing meaning. By intro=
&icing onomatopoeia, alliteration, refrain, and rhyme as
devices used in literature and by. dealing with word
choice and arrangement, Sound in Poems and Stories
provides students with some ways of using the sounds of
words to point up their meaning.

Although primary students are not expected to he
sophisticated creators of literature, they are capable of
understanding that sound can reinforce meaning. To
encourage this understanding, the unit focuses on one of
the chief means by which writers suggest meaning
through sound onomatopoeia, In its strictest definition
onomatopoeia means the use of words which, to some
degree, sound like what they mean, such as "hiss,"
"slam," and "whirr," Although we introduce the term
"onomatopoeia" because it is a big funny=sounding word
that students might like to learn; we have provided the
term "sound word" as an alternative: The operative
definition of a sound word is "a word that sounds like,
what you heard:- Many of these words are in everyone's
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speaking vocabulary, and many more are spontaneously
created by children and adults alike.

Oncestudents-understand what a sound word is
and how they can create original sound words using
letters, they move toward creating patterns of sound
words. Pattern is used here to mean-repetition of like
elements within which there is juxtaposition and varia-
tion, In literary language, repetition is a rhetorical
device reiterating a word or phrase, or rewording the
same idea, to secure emphasis. When employed bN
deliberate design, it adds force and clarity to a statement.
(See the literary works of Gertrude Stein). Alliteration,
refrain, and rhyme depend upon repetition for their
effect.

The approach used iemphasizes the element of
sound in each of the devices. When the students are
dealing With rhyme, they use onk sound words to create
patterns of rhyming sounds_ the students write
noise poems and sound word cinquains (a poetry form
containing five one-word lines, at least three of which
are sound words),

By exploring and using these poetic devices,
students understand' that they can organize and structure
words by repeating them rn certain combinations and
arrangements, and they begin to recognize their use in
literature, The students also become awareof some of
the sensuous uses of language.

Materials in this instructional unit include the
following: Teacher's Guide, cassette tapes, Seurat Word
Bingo game, Splash! Wham! Plop! and Zip! Zap! Zoom!
student hooks, ruldier stamps, stamp pads, and student
exercise sheets.

Unit Concepts

1. The ability to discern the parts of a poem or story, in
this instance the uses of sound in language, contributes to
a better understanding of the aesthetic qualities of

literature.
2. Onomatopoeia is a literary device that writers use to
suggest a sound through written language.

3. (repetition of initial or final consonant or
vowel sounds], refrain (repetition of individual sounds
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and syllables in some fixed pattern), and rhyme (similar
or identical sounds placed in corresponding positions
within a word pattern) are three poetic devices )ised in
literature,

4. Language can he con used for its _sensuous

qualities,

Unit Objectives

This unit encourages students

1. to recognize some of the uses of sound in language,

2. to become aware that we can use the sensuous
qualities of language to reinforce meaning:

3.0 use onomatopoeia in poems and stories,

4. to perceive that three common poetic devices
alliteration, refrain, -and rhyme depend on repetition
for their effect,

5. to understand that sound contributes to the aesthetic
qualities of language,

(1. to use alliteration, refrain, and rhyme to organize and
structure words into patterns and five-word poems
depending on onomatopdeia for their effect.

Characterization
What we know and what we want to know about

people is central to Characterization: Both the characters:
WO meet in the arts, particularly literature, and the
people we meet in Qur daily lives are known to us along a
continuum from superficial acquaintance to very full
knowing,

We may know some people only by surface
details: sex, age, race, hair and eye color, shape of nose
and mouth, where they live, their salary, their spouse's
name, their children, their religion. Our knowledge of

other people may be more complete, Not only may we
know the surface details, but we may know "what makes
them tick" (drives, aims, ideals, morals, and ideas of
conscience) and what makes them the way they are"
(past and present environment, heredity, education).

What we recognize about our knowledge of other
1ple in daily life cerrelates witkhow wd cone to kno



characters we meet in the arts. In literature most minor
figures are presented as flat or static personages, Usually
we know little more than surface detall's'about such a
character, or perhaps we are aware of one dominant trait
which colors everything else we know about the person.'
Other characters, most often the central characters, are
portrayed not only with surface details but with many
personality traits. These characters are round or
dynamic personages. We see more than one side of then.
The amount and nature of information given us about
such characters during the course of a literary work
allow us to see them in different lights as the work
progresses. Sometimes, as is also true in our real lives;
when we have become fully acquainted with one of
these characters, he or she appears very different from
our original perception.

Characterization does not attempt to bring the
primary student to a conscious understanding of any of
the technical aspects of characterization, such as the
methods a writer uses to build a character. Instead, the
unit attempts to bring students to a conscious awareness
of characterization as applied to the people they may
meet in their daily life and in the arts. Students are-asked
to perceive some surface details (sex, age, role or occu-
pation, actions, and speech) and some deeper revela-
tions of character (feelings and emotions) as indicators
of characterization, Then they are asked to apply these
new perceptions to characterizations in drama, visual
art, and literature. They also bocorne aware that charac-
terization contributes to the aesthetic qualities of a
theatrical performance or literary work.

There are two more concepts implicit in the
content of this unit, They are: because of differences
between individuals, creative products resulting from
the same stimulus may be very different: and literature
is not necessarily created only by professional writers
it may be createdl'hy anyone who uses words to convey
thoughts and feelings.

The unit is designed less for developing the ittri-
Mites of good novelists, dramatists, and short-story writers
than for developing other somewhat intangible attributes
in the students: greater awareness of people and more

sympathy toward them, and more awareness of their
owocreatiye work anti-more perceptivity about it..

The students apply words (some are provided,
some are their own) which classify attributes of charac-
terization in terms of sex, age, role or occupation,
actions, speech, and feeling to the stimuli (photographs,
oral statement; reading passages) and to their own crea-
tive products (drawings, improvisations, writings, and
storytellings). by working with characterization in a
number of disciplines, the students observe that the
ability to handle perceptions of this sort leads to greater
understanding of people and "characters" within the
spectrum of the environment and the various arts.

Materials in this instructional unit include the
following: Teacher's Guide, Characters student hook,
tapes; and demonstration guide.

Unit Concepts

1. The ability to characterize people in real life and to
classify, interpret; and communicate these perceptions is
the same ability needed to analyze and create
characterization in the arts.

Characterization can he expressed in several art
forms: dance, film, literature, theatre, and visual arts,

3: Literature is not created only by professional writers:
it may he created by anyone using word's to convey
thoughts and feelings, and in this instance,
characterizations.

Unit Objectives

This unit encouragts students
L to recognize characterization in daily life Ind in the
arts.

2. to explore specific properties of characterization (sex,
age, role or occupation, actions, speech, and feelings)
and use them in developing their own characterizations,

3. to become aware that perceptions of character ifl
everyday life and in art are similar processes.

4. to understand how characterization contributes to the
aesthetic qualities of a theatriCal performance or literary
work.



.Dramotic Conflict
Conflict is a major element of dramatic structure

. in the theatre and in.literature. In drama, real-life or
structed, conflict is the interaction between a char-

er and some force that is a potential obstacle to the
character's achieving what,he or she wants and/or needs.
The ability to perceive conflict and its formation and
resolution as an element of dramatic structure increases
,the perceiver's capacity to experience theatre or, for that
matter, literature. The major concern of the unit is that

4', the students perceive how conflict formation takes place.
The students are led to this perception through a game
format based on card decks of characters arid character
goals, discussions, story-telling, and improvisations.

The unit begins with a discussion of what a char-
acter is. The presence of characters in stories, books,
TV. shows, theatre, puppet shows, and film is demon-
strated to the students using examples drawnrom things
they are already familiar with Then the students distin-
guish between real and imaginary characters: John-boy
Walton is a real character; Mickey Mouse, an imaginary
one "The Little Erjgine that Could" is also, imaginary; in
this case, a personified object is a character. To demon-
strate their grasp of characters and elements in a story,
the students make up stories using real and imaginary
characters.

Next, the students begin to come to grips with
"goals." Although they may not know the term, they will
all recognize theconcept: a goal is something you want,
something you need, something you want or need to do,
someplace you want to go, someplace you need to go. A
goal can he a person, a place, or a thing. The goal or goals
of a character can he identified in a play or a movie or
T.V. show. The students apply what they have learned
about goals in relation to characters, to stories that they
make up and shortlfriprovisations they act out.

Once the students are familiar with the concepts
of character and goal, the element of conflict is intro-
duced. The character meets a force, perhaps another
character, that tries to stop him or her from achieving the
goal. Again, the concept is related to situations with
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which the students are already familiar: family or school
life; a T.V. show, or a story. At the end of the unit, the
students make up and act out stories, focusing on the
character, the goal, and the conlilict.

Materials in this instructional unit include the
following: Teacher's. Guide, game boards, card decks,
and filmstrip.

Unit Concepts

1, The ability to discern the parts of a story or play, in this
instance the role of conflict in dramatic structure,
contributes to a better understanding of the aesthetic
qualities of the storyor play,

2. Dramatic conflict is the interaction between a
character and some force, real or imaginary, that is a
potential obstacle to the character's achieving a goal.

3. A character's goal is something that the character
wants and/or needs.

Unit ObjectiVes

This unit encourages students

I. to recognize dramatic conflict as an element in
theatrical and literary stkucture that contributes to their
aesthetic qualities.

2. to become aware that conflict in dramatic structure
describes the situation in which some force potentially
prevents a character from achieving what he or she
wants and/or needs.

3. to demonstrate their perception of conflict formation
in story-telling and in improvisation,

4. to distinguish between real and imaginary_ characters
in a variety of media,

5. to recognize a character's goal as something the
character wants and/or needs.

Horn- verbal Communication
[Jot all communication between people is

expressed verbally. Even infants can "sense" when a
person is tense, relaxed, angry, or happy and without
a word being said. However, this concept of non-verbal
communication between people. though sensed intu-
itively, is sometimes overwhelmed by our reliance on



word; by the tyrannilif verbiage. There is a "language
emotions, ideas, moods which can never be

adequately, expressed by words. Children know this, but
sometimes schools, with their emphasis on mare
academic pursuits, do not give legitimacy to the chil-
dren's intuitive knowledge of non -verbal communica-
tion. Hence, by the time they are adults, some feel the
need to re-learn iognitively what they "knew"
effectively as chrldrerr.

Early in children's development they should
become aware of the range of expressive content that is
available in non-vocal non-verbal and vocal non-verbal
sound, and they should begin to be able to identify
characteristics and moods of people that are conveyed'
non-verbally: What does an old person sound like? How
can you tell when a person is angry? etc. Gestures, facial
expressions, vocal qnalities, body positioning, mid
clothing Can convey emotions and conditions that would
remain unexpressed even after everything fiat can be
said has been said, unless a person can interpret the
non-verbal cues.

The theatre emphasizes human interaction and, in
particular, interpersonal interaction: A pervasive mode
of interpersonal communication in the theatre and in the
daily lives of people is non-verbal communication,

This is a unit about theatre:one of its goals is to
enable students to become more attentive to non-verbal
communication as an element that contributes to the
aesthetic qualities of the theatrical experience. So much
of the theatre is not dialogue, but rather action or mood
expressed in movement and vocal qualities, However,
unless students can begin to interpret their immediale
environment, including their own use of non-verbal
communication, they may not be able to appreciate the
subtleties of a 'theatre experience, either as a performer
or as an audience member,

The activities in this unit expose the students to a
wide variety of non-verbal communication, helping them
to decode or understand what is being "said" non-
verbally, and allowing them the opportunity to
experiment with encodinur enacting non - verbal
communication.

t
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In this unit, the students explore the i cirnrnunica-
live potential of the human face, using transparent
overlays depicting eyebrows and mouths and a hand
mirror so they can "try on" different emotions. They
then make up and record a story about their favorite
"emotion face.'' They continue exploration of facial

VNtr_communication cues and extend their stigation to
include posture, body movement, and otr-placement in
relationship to Others. The students hear a song about
possibilities of kinetic expression and see a film about
the communication of relationships between people
through body placement and movement. Non-verbal
communication is easier to see and understand than to
talk about. The students then begin to attend to the
possibilities of the voice as a means of communicating
emotion, age, and ideas separate from the meanings of
the words the voice is saying. Finally, the students use
clothing and hand properties to give non-verbal cues
about people in everyday life and actors.

Materials in this instructional unit include the
following: Teacher's Guide, face boards with trans-
parent overlays, metal hand mirrors, song tape, film, and
flipbooks,

Unit Concepts

1. The ability to distinguish the parts or elements of
communication and theatre, idthis instance non-verbal
communication, contributes to a better understanding of
the aesthetic qualities of the theatrical performance.

2. Non-verbal communication, both vocal and
visual/physical, is an important element of theatre and
personal communication,

3. Facial expression, voice, posture, body movement, ,

body placement in relation to another pttson, clothing,
and personal effects (props in theatre) = these are all
non-verbal interactions with other characters.

....,

Unit Objectives,

This unit encourages students

1. to recognize the role of non-verbal communication in
personal communication and in theatre,



2. to decode and encode various non-verbal stimuli or
cues that communicate emotions, ideas, moods, roles,
and/or conditions-in-life.
3. to perceive the function of non-verbal communication
in their daily lives and in theatrical contexts.

4. to use non-verbal communication consciously for
cree purposes.
5. to understand how non-verbal communication
contributes to the aesthetic qualities of a theatrical
performance:

Stiffing and Environment
Every human being stands in relationship Nuany

environments. Before dealing with concerns itrili6
immediate environment or setting, human beings mutt
realize how environments are related to eakt other an
to themselves. Human beings use their imagination.to
manipulate the enyironment to suit their needs.
Behavior settings are areas which individuals enter into
and in which they act according to given forces which
produce various behavior patterns. People use available
materials to design spaces which fulfill personal needs,
and cooperative efforts by people can change environ-
ments,

This unit focuses on the interactive nature of
people and their environment, both natural and man-
made, Its intent is to Attune students to how setting or
environment affects human beings, whether this effect
comes from natural surroundings, such as rivers, moun-
tains, forests, or from man-made settings, such as homes,
furniture, schools, or stage sets:

One purpose of this unit is to prepare students to .

deal with the concept of setting as it is thought of in the
theatre, To appreciate theatre aesthetically involves
appreciating a number of dramatic elements, one of
these being setting. Before dealing with this concept in
its special relationship to theatre, young students need to
perceive the influence and importance of setting or
environment in their daily lives. Setting and Environ-
ment is devoted to developing this perception:
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Creating and fostering a nsitivity to our environ-
ment is of paramount importance in heightening feelings
of personal responsibility toward our surroundings. It is
a prime intent of this unit to contribute toward such
sensitivity.

During the unit the students actually perform the
functions of both playwright and scene designer. The
students are asked to express their affective reactions to
changes made in their immediate environment and are
given the opportunity to manipulate elements (physical
objects, space, light. color; sound) within a setting to
create certain effects and to solve given design problems.
The students become aware of how setting influences
behavior. The unit promotes individual awareness and.
aesthetic perception and helps students to become
responsive to their natural and man-made environnien

Materials in this instructional unit include the
following: Teacher's Guide, Settings student hook, kit for
creating settings, and foldable'shape sheets.

Unit Concepts

1. Setting is an arts element necessary to theatre that
contributes to its aesthetic qualities.

2. Every person stands in relationship to many settings.

3. Settings are made up of light, sound, color, space, and
furniture.

4. When people design settings, they manipulate light,.
sound, color, space, and objects,

5. Settings influence the way a person feels and behaves.

6. Changing the elements within a setting creates feeling
and behavior changes in the people who relate to that
setting.

7. In theatre settings all the elements and behaviors are
controlled.

8. Theatre settings are artificial settings rather than
actual, even though some appear real (true- to -lifel and
others appear imaginary.

Unit Objectives

This unit encourages students

1, to perceive setting as an element of theatre and to



understand how setting contributes to its aesthetic
qualities.

2. td recognize that a setting is made up-of ound, light,
color, space, and objects.

3. to recognize the relationship of doers (construthors)
and perceivers (audience) in settings.

4, to become aware of how setting affects feelings and
behavior.

5. to understand theatre settings as artificial settings in
whic all the elements are controlled, unlike real
settings in which the elements are notialways
predictable.

Movement
Movement is a phenomenon that pervades our

lives, The elements of movement which give it form are
space, time, and force. Its aesthetic qualities become
obvious when movement functions as a medium of
expiession.

The expressive potential of movement is exten-
sive. It can be used as symbols and gestures representa-
tive of ideas; events, or feelings. For instance, the way a
person walks or stands may reveal feelings and thoughts,
just as the way a dancer moves conveys a particular
feeling. But movement can also be appreciated for its
own innate qualities and forms. Movement can be
appreciated simply as movement, as being expressive in
its own right, not as an expression of something else.
Movement for movement's sake, so-to speak. Having
such a range of expressive potential, movement has
found its way into many art forms: kinetic sculptire,
film, dance, and pantomime.

. The Movement unit develops in elementary
students an awareness of movement in general and of its
expressiveelements in particular. The students' own
body movements serve as the tool with which they expo-
Hence, perceive, and respond to the concepts presented.
Besides being a mode of expression already familiar to
young children, movement provides a natural liaison
with two of the art forms in which it is used aesthetically
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dance and drama. Ark awar 'tress the movement,
through the manipulation of it, elements, can function as
an expressive medium art creaserrthe Students'
perceptions and reap sea -to art works and to natural
etsents in the environ nt whichinclude movement as
an expressive force.

The students begin their investigatidn of the;
phenomenon by exploring body movement. They move
various body parts, then try to coordinate Movement of
more than one part of-their bodies. Then they begin to
focus on the'visual images that the body can produce
when it is died as act instrument of expression, This is
one of the first steps to perceiving movement as an ,

aesthetic element in the arts, whether dance, theatre, or
painting.

In the second part of the unit the students become
familiar with the elements of movement: space, time,
and force. Manipulation of these elements makes
movement expressive. The solents move their bodies to
experience change in bodyshIpe,_positive and negative
space, path in space, tempo, time duration, energy level,
and flow of Movement,

The students then begin to apply what they have
learned about the elements of movement to dance as an
art form using movement. They view and discuss films
on dance, They imitate the dancer& movements, Finally,
they shape movements of,their own for expressive
effects to demonstrate their understanding that all of the
elements of movement operate simultaneously in any
movement and that changing any one element will affect
the total movement,

Materials in this-instructional unit.include the
following: Teacher's Guide, Your Body Moves student
book, film, photographs, plastic cut -outs, abric bags, and
water clock.

Unit Concepts

1. The ability to discern the elements of objects, events,
or works of art, in this case movement as it relates to art
works and the environment, contributes to a better
understanding of the object, event, or work of art.



2 There is a range of possible body movements each of
'which is innate expres'sive potential and requires
varying degrees of coordination.

3. The elements of movement are space, time, and force.

4. ManipulatiOn of the elemehts of space, time, and force
makes movement an expressive medium in art..

Unit Objectives

This-unit encourages students

1. to become aware of movement as an element in art
works and the environment.

2. to recognize and explore the elements of movement
space, time, and force and to understand how they
contribute to the aesthetic qualities of works of art and
the environment.

3. to understand how movement through the
manipulation of its elements becomes an expressive
medium for art.
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:Level 3. hetics add the
Creative Process

In this)level of the curriculum the students take
elementkof, the arts and tle environment and creatively, This levelsof the curriculumtransform the into a what work. All people who create encourages students
art, no matter what the arts discipline, go through a 1. to describe and analyze thesimilar process of originating an idea and organizing aesthetic decisions made inelements into an end product to communicate that idea. completing a whole work of art.Creating a characterization,

constructing a dramatic 1:ilot, 2. to demonstrate their understandingrelating sounds and movements, creating werd,pictures
--these are.among the activities in which the students
make their own structure for the creative process. The
outcomes for the students are: Students examine the
arrangement of elements in works of art and organize
their own method, or structure, for 'completing a whole
work of their ,own design. Students can describe and
analyze the aesthetic decisions they used in completing
the whole work. Students organize the elements into
methods or structures for whole works in a number of
arts -disciplines and, therefore, can contrast the methods,
or structures, of the individual disciplines. Students are
able to criticize, using their aesthetic criteria, their own
work and that of their peers. Instructional units in this
level are appropriate for students in grade 2 and grade 3.

el 3 Conce ts

LeVel 3 Outcomes

of the creative process by organizing

a method or structure for creating a

work, by applying aesthetic criteria,

and by completing a work of art of
their own.

3. to criticize their own work in one
or more art forms.

4. to use their critical linguage

abilities to contrast the method or

structure of the 'creative process in

one arts discipline with another.

5. to recognize communication of

ideas and feelings as the end

result of the creative process.

1. The creative process is central to each of the art forms.
2. Possession of certain basic skills and information is
necessary for creating an art work and for understanding
an art work.

3. Creation in an art form involves an individual making
decisions about arranging or structuring the elements or
parts of art forms on the basis of aesthetic criteria.
4. It is the application of aesthetic criteria to the results
that makes the creative process in art different from that
in any other discipline.

5. The end result of the creative process in art is
communication of the artist's ideas and feelings in the
work of art.



The creativeprocess is the major organizing
theme for Level 3. A number of years ago, Saul Bass
created efilm, Why Mon Creates, about the universality
of the Creative process. Tie film's thesis is that creativity
is a characteristic of humanity the trait that, withintel-
lect, distifiguishis humans from the other sOecies: The
universality of the creative process in all of man's activi-
ties is stressed in the film. The arts have no exclusive
right, to the creative process, but the process itself is
essential to the making of art.

The artshave been considered somewhat dispa-,
rattily at the first two levels of the Aesthetic Education
Program's curriculum, with the emphasis there placed
on their uniqueness. In Level 3 the student is asked to
look across the art forms for a major conceptual
connector underlying all the arts g the creative process.

The thing that distinguishes creation in the arts
from other areas of creative production: such as the
sciences, is the artist's use of aesthetic criteria in
crafting the work and in judging the results: The creative
process through which each artist defines and develops a
work of art by arrangement and selection of arts
elements is the conceptual link for Level 3. The differ-
ences between the arts lie in the art forms themselves
the drama, the sculpture, the dance, the symphony
rather than in the general intellectual process by which
they are created. Within the units, a focus on individual
works of art provides examples for engaging the students
in the creative probess and creative experiences,
allowing them to recognize that there are multiple soli-
tions to the problem of creating a single work of art.

The unique artistic judgments and aesthetic
perceptions that each artist individually brings to crea-
tion are explored in Aesthetics and the Artist, Level 4.

Outcomes
To carry out the theme of the creative process,

students are asked to operate as individuals who utilize
aesthetic criteria to create. Throughout their experiences
with the units, the students have opportunities to create
art works with movement, words, sounds, and images, or
any combination of these: The students become able to
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describe and analyze the aesthetic decisions made in
completing a wholeyork of art, The ability todescribe
and analyze aeslietic deciSion-making is the major
outcome ofis level, since it is the use of aesthetic
criteria tonake decisions that distinguishewereativityln
the arts from the same process in-other fields.

: Recognition and understanding of the process of
organizing a method or structure for creating works of art
is another outcome for this level: It is important for each
student to organize method or structure for creating
and completing a work of art, The activities are designed
so that the structure of the decision &comes from the
students and not from some outside source that directs
their creative efforts. The students decide, adjust,
and decide again, while constructing a dramatic plot,
creating expressive and fluent word picturbs, and
deciding upon and examining their pOint of view in a
photo essay.

A third outcome for the students is that they
become analytical and critical of theittown work in one
or more art fdrms. Simply put, theybecomemheir own
critics and develop the ability to make aesthetic judg-
ments about the quality of 4he elements in works of art.
Related to this outcome is their ability to use the begin-
nings of critical language to contrast the method or struc-
ture of the creative process in one arts discipline. with
another: Words and concepts like -close-up," -transition
statement," "dramatic (=that and "logical sequence"
become functioning parts of their vocabulary: A final
outcome for students is their recognition that the end
result of the creative process is communication of ideas
and feelings.

Conte
The major emphasis in LeveT3 is on the relation-

ship between the arrangement and selection of arts
elements and the end result. The creative process is at
the center of each of the art forms: Creation does not
happen in a vacuum an individual brings something to
the creative act. It may be a background of knowledge
about the thing to be created or a range of experiences
related to the problem to be solved. It may be sensitivity



to the eubj matter; or an acquired manipulative skill,
or a per nal response haa felt need. Just as certain basic

'skills efid information are necessaryito creating an art
wori, they are also essential for understanding an art

rk. Creativity is not a substitute for knowledge, but
pplement to it .

Asecond concept is that creating in an arrform
involves an individual Who makes decisions about the
elements or` parts of-art forms °robe basis of aesthetic
criteria. There are general parameters% any creative
proklem.solving effort: defining the problem, creating a
method for solving it, experimenting with that method,
and designing the solution, The aesthetic criteria the
individual applies to the process are unique,to the arts,
and they are what makes the end product a work of art.

The third concept at this level is that the end result
of the creative process in art is communication. Using the
creative process means designing or selecting a tech-
n qua, establishing aesthetic criteria, and applying the
criteria t© production of a work of art that communicate's
thqindividual's point of view.

uente
The sequence of units within Level 3. Aesthetics

and the,Creative Process, gives the students many oppor-
tunities to create within each of the art forms using the
elements and substance of each. The students work with
arranging the arts elements, the decision-making proc-
ess, and the artist's use of aesthetic criteria to judge the
end product. Students are introduced to this level
through Examining Point of View, a unit which define
point of view as a compound of what I know, what
I feel, what I see, and what I imagine. Each unit in this
level builds on the application of individual points of
view to the creative process. The more aware we are, the
more our senses come alive, the greater variation in our
point of view.

Examining Point of View uses photography as a
vehicle to engage students in developing visual points of
view and delimiting their subject matter in ways which
define the overall concept they wish to communicate.

From this genert introduction to the creative process the
students move to Arranging Sounds with Magnetic
Tapes, a unit that presents environmental sound as one
?basis for musical composition: The students use a range

'of taped sounds to solve a series of sound problems. In
Creating Patterns of Duration and Pitch the emphasis is,
on understanding the role of pitch, duration of sound,
and patterns of both pitch and duration in music. The
students are'encouraged to develop their listening skills
and to create their own sound patterns:

The'next unit is Creating Word Pictures. The
emphasishere icon using language for its sensuous
qualities within the context of cOmmunication, This unit
can serve as an introduction to creative and imaginative
writing and the use of language for all its sensuous
qualities.

Relating Sound and Movement juxtaposes two art
forms, music and dance: It uses the basic elements of
sound and movement as they relate and as they contrast
to solve creative problems in movement. With the next
two units the students explore some aspects of the crea-
tive process as it applies to the theatre: in Creating
Characterization they develop a character as an actor
might, working with physical and vocal expression of
human emotion. In Constructing Dramatic Plot, the
students work to structure a logical and elaborated plot
for either a play, a story, or film. At the end of this unit
they use improvisational techniques to present student=
created plots.

The students then work With korming Movement
Phrases, a unit that gives them an opportunity to take the
basic elements of movement and create a dance or dance
sequence within a given physical space. The culminating
unit for this sequence is Creating with Sounds and
Images, which draws upon the content of many art forms.
The students are given the opportunity to create a visual,
aural, and kinetic statement expressing an idea or point
of view each has chosen.
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-Fipre 5

Level 0 Activities

t Ask a panel of writers, visual artists, and musicians. all of whom do similar work in their art form, to

discuss their individual points of view and to demonstrate how their works exemplify their individuality.

2. Visit a graphics studio. Discuss the importance of word pictures in developing an image, in characterizing

a product, and in expressing a point of view,

3, Visit or invite into the classroom artists who work by limiting themselves to certain techniques or

elements. Let them demonstrate that-artists can work within a narrow framework and still be creatiye.

4. Invite an art critic from- a local newspaper to discuss the creative process as a part of creating art.

5. Have artists such as the e-directors, choreographers, or film directors discuss how the group process

functions in creating a work yt, Asriethern to discuss their relatienships with the other people they

work with.
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Exonikting Point of View
A definition of point of view includes those things

that can actually be seen -from a particular location:
perceiving a particular part or aspect of a thing oridea;
selecting, from a whole, that part which one prefers; and
recreating an idea or thing through imaginative selection
and elaboration. An understanding of the concept of
point of view is central to developing and increasing
visual perception. Through photography, the unit
introduces students to a way of using aesthetic criteria to
see and select a visual statement from the environment
that expresses a personal point of view.

To develop their personal understanding of point
of view, the students are presented in the initial activities
with four aspects of the concept:

L Exposure to only a particular aspect of a thing
may result in a-correct perception of a part and yet
an incorrect generalization about the whole. The
students read and discuss the fable of the blind
men and the elephant.

2. Changing the perspective from which you view
an object can change both your perceptions and
your feelings about the object. A series of sketches
showing different views of a fish illustrates this
for the students.

3. Your feelings about anything may be based on
value judgments which are in turn based on
purely personal preferences. The students read
and discuss a conversation between identical
twiny about their divergent opinions on clothes,
sports. and food.

4. The imaginative re-creation of a thing or idea
depends on accumulated personal experience. All
the students hear the same description of a
nightmarish monster and yet their drawings of the
monster are all different.

Once students have grasped the whole concept
and the role it plays in perception in general, point of
view is introduced as part of visual perception., particu-
larly photography. Two basic premises of photographic
art are presented: first, artists use the camera viewfinder

as a tool to express themselves; and second, artists, as
they manipulate mint of view, use the environment as a
content source. The viewfinder way of looking at things
helps students view, scan, and focus upon their environ-
ment in a new way. Thus, they beicome involved in
subject and form discrimination from their own point of
view, malcing constructive use of their experience wish
images to probe deeper into-the world around them and
their place in it

To develop_ their personal understanding of point
of view the students begin with a ptudy of examples of
photographic techniqueslorshowing ideas, and,criteria
for judging the expressiveness and aesthetic quality of a
photograph. They then take their own photographs,
learning to move a camera in space and to alter the
scale of objects (close-up, middle shot, long shol , In
experiments with viewfinders, frame corners, and
cameras, tile students manipulate one of the most
expressive elements of photography the dramatic use
of frame. They use framing as a way of indicating
personal statements about the effects, meanings, and
interpretations of their photographs.

The unit culminates in an activity wherein the
students, using aesthetic criteria, plan, create, and judge
a photo essay that presents their personal point of view
of a portion of their environment,

Materials in this instructional unit include the -----
following: Teacher's Guide, Point of View student book,
frame corners, viewfinder, activity photograph, and
photographic equipment,

Unit Concepts

-1, A definition of point of view includes: perception of a
part of a thing or idea; those things one can actually see
from a particular location; selection of preferred parts of
things; and imaginative recreation of an idea or thing.

2. Photography as an art form is an expression of
personal point of view in combination with the
photographer's physical position in space and technical

3. Delimitation, the process of selecting subject matter
from the environment. isanecessary first step in
photography.



4. Delimitation, distance, angle, and view are
manipulated by the photographer to express a particular
point of view,
5. The artist/photographer yses the environment as a
source for inspiration and content.

Unit Obiktives

This unit encourages students

1., to perceiVe and understand two basic premises of
photographic art: The artist uses the viewfinder and
camera as expressive instruments to make visual
statements, and the artist, through manipulating point of
view, draws onjhe environment as a source for
inspiration. and expression:

2. to form a personal definition of point of view.

3. to express visual point of view using a viewfinder and
camerto delimit subject matter, select views, and
create perspectives using aesthetic criteria.

4. fo discuss their photographic decisions, increasing
their aesthetic awareness of photography as an art form.

Manging Sounds with Magnetic Topes
In this unit the students do just what the title says

they will do:, they use magnetic tapes to arrange and
rearrange sounds. Students juxtapose sounds of different
rhythms and tone colors, such as squealing pigs, orches-.
tral sounds, and sonic pings, and change their durations.
After an introduction to simple arranging of taped
sounds, the students are given a library of twenty taped
sounds and a splicing block with attached take-up reel
and scissors these are their tools.

The students listen to tapes which explain simple
composing with taped sounds. Then, working in small
groups, they proceed,ito make their own sound arrange=
rents by splicing five, then ten, and ultimately, twenty
sound selections from the library. The students discover
how to arrive at compositions having unity and balance
by varying sounds in terms of time, content, and other
elements. They also present and discuss their tape
compositions and, on the basis of their discussions,
revise their selections into another composition.
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The activities in the unit require the students to
compose and arrange sounds at varying levels of

complexity, using the behavior of the composer/arranger
as their model: In one of the simpler problems, students
working as a team of four are asked to choose four
sounds and arrange them into a theme, deciding what
kinds of sounds to use and how long they want each
sound to last, They then repeat their theme three times to
complete their sound composition. &more sophisticated
task for the students begins with arranging another
three-sound theme. This time, however, instead of
allowing whatever pauses or rests they have decided
upon to remain silent, they are asked to compose a sound
of their own something that will put them "inside" the
composition. The .students the judge what they have
composed as it relates to the rest of the arrangement
how well it ties together what came before it and what
follows it.

When they make decision's about the planning and
construction of their soundAtrangements, the students
are involved in the same creative process experienced
by the artist: The unit also exposes them to different and
unusual sounds so they can better appreciate the wide
range of sounds and music in their environment.

Materials in this instructional unit include the
following; Teacher's Guide, sound library board, sound
library tapes, narration tape, charts, holding boards,
leader tape, splicing blocks, and sound-action cards.

",.

UnitConcepts

1. Conscions awareness of the composition of sounds
enhances appreciation of the wide range of sounds and
music available in contemporary society.
2: Work in the medium.of taped sounds requires the
mechanical skills of cutting and splicing tapes.

3, The form of a musical theme is developed using
repetition, duration, and silence:

4. The composer/arranger uses repetition, duration, and
silence to create a theme and variations.
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Unit Objective(

This unit encourages students

1, to become aware of the creative process of the
arranger /composer through the selection and
arrangement of sounds.

2. to investigate different and unusual sounds so they can
better appreciate the wide range of sounds and music in
our- ,culture.

3. to:practice the mechanical skills of cutting and splicing
required for working with tapedsounds,

4. to experience musical form through using repetition,
duration, and silence in developing a theme.

Creating Patterns of Duration
and Pitch

Certain basic musical skills are necessary for
increasing musical understanding; the highly abstract

,nature of music requires development of these skills.
hi unit's approach to the understanding of musical
onfmunication is base'd on the primary-grade student's
elationship to the three levels of aural perception

nearing, listening, and assessment Most have attained
the hearing level. This level has no aesthetic significance
and is the visual equivalent of looking but not seeing. On
the other hand, the third level, assessment, requires
analysis and performance training: To the youngstudent,
This level is of no major consequence. Itis the remaining
level listening that Can give the primary student a
major introduction tb,theitt of-music.

The ability to Ififentb and understand the role of
pitch, duration of sound, and patterns of both pitch and
duration is the beginning of understanding the composi=
lion of whole musical works, which are built of patterns
supplying form, variety, and unity. The unit is designed
to develop an understanding of the part played by
patterns of sound duration and pitch in the total musical
work. Students listen to sounds of short, medium, and
long durations and manipulate symbols representing
them. Using visual symbols before actual sounds, the
students,create patterns by counting various sound

durations.in a series. Then they perform their own
patterns or those of their classmates with a musical
instrument or their own voices. Next they add pitch to
the duration patterns. The approach concentrates on
understanding patterns of pitch and sound as the
elements that supply form, Variety, and unity to a
musical work.

Materials in this instructional unit include the .

following: Teacher's Guide, information booklet, pattern
board, student pattern reading booklets, color-coded
pattern sheets, duration symbols, maracas, and wind
instruments.

Unit Concepts

1. Sound patterns are made by varying sound duration
and pitch.

2, Musical compositions are given form, variety, and
unity by manipulating patterns of sound duration and
pitch.

3: Manipulation of patterns of sound duration and pitch
can create a whole musical work for appreciating and/or
valuing.

Unit Objectives

This unit encourages students

1. to recognize that sound patterns are made by varying
sound duration andpitch.
2. to become aware that patterns of sound duration and
pitch give musical compositions form, variety, and unity,

3, to understand that artists manipulate patterns of
duration and pitch to create musical works.

Creotin Word Pictures .

Precise a.nd flexible combination of words is the
most active verbal process used by a speaking being. The
delight of cdgnitively perceiving the images that appear
through the manipulation of words is an extremely
importantrand yet much ignored, process in the develop-
ment of the verbal being. This unit exposes,the primary
student to the process of word combination with an
emphasis on the sensuous perception of objects
and events,



-A word cdrittll you what to see; what you want me
ro see, what I want to see; what you want tosemind
yourself to see, what I am reminding myself of. A word is
used to name a thing, but you must know the thing before
you need name it. In this way, language is basically
symbolic. Each wprd has a spedific referent. When you
hear a word, you can think of the look and sound and feel
and movement, the smell or taste of that thing, All of its
sensuous attributes can be examined when you concen-
trate on the thing that the word is. Two words, both .

unique, can be combined into a context to say a thing
more specifically, a little differently, or in a new way.
Through precise combinations; words define or expand
meaning (literal or symbolic) and allow new images to be
produced and perceived by the students. Finally, words
can be positioned to construct a total picture, to capture

or express thought.
Words are more than letter clusters. Words and

combinations of words can be recognized not only as
phonetic symbols, but can also be visualized and known
and lit elcomed on various levels in the region of the
internal eye. With this knowledge, any student can turn
on to words, language, and ultimately, literature and

poetry.
The appearance of the precise verbal being -- the

poet, the critic 7this outcome is a long time coming. It is
not the tamer sat outcome of this unit, which is only a
parrof the long parade. Word combining may conclude
.in poetry writing. And an understanding of word
combining may conclude in critical analysis. More
immediately, the outcome of these eight or nine hours of
study might be simply an ability on the part of the
student to laugh at verbal combinations. This laughter is
important because it is a cue. You must perceive an
image before you recognize the intrinsic humor of the
thing. ("Lightning toes" was a howling success in one
classroom trial.) Or the unit may result in an ability on
the part of the students to choose more precisely the
words they will use to express an idea, Combining words
may (and did for one teacher) conclude in a child's
questioning, "Can I use my imagination?
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The two basic concerns of the unit called Greeting
Word Pietures are the students' growth in communica-
tion and in creativity with words. At the end of the activi-
ties the students should be better able to communicate
effectively and imaginatively in the English language,
both orally and in writing.

The activities are based on groups of word cards.
The students describe verbally the sensuous connota-
tions of words they select, By combining two words, they
create original and humorous images and change them
by transposing them. Through the activities, the students
become aware that words can evoke all the senses to
enhance the aesthetic qualities of language.

The students also describe their sensuous percep-
ticins of words through written or verbal means and in
drawings. Finally, they demonstrate that they can use
words creatively to communicate thoughts effectively by
constructing complete throughts and sentences, b/ =
consciously using the sensuous properties of words, and
by experimenting with word combinations- until they
find one that is acceptable.

In this unit originality is more important than
logic; the freedom to play with words outweighs
grammar. When students feel free to combine words
without constraint and to savor combinations which
please them, their minds will be open to not only their
own creative imagery, but also that of others friends,
writers, ppets.

Materials in this instructional unit include the
following: Teacher's Guide, or' :ook student book,
game, word card sheets, r in eets, and diagnostic

activities sheets.

Unit Concepts

1. The sensuous perception don object or event can be

communicated by the connotations a the words chosen
to describe it.

2.
,Wards are symbols that are used to communicate

ideas.,
3. Every word has specific connotations and can be
combined witfeanother word to produce an image
embodying the properties of both words.



'4. Words can he used creatively and aesthetically to
embody an image.

5. Tivo words iised in#conjunction produce an image
embodying the properties of both words an image that
will change as the words are transposed.

Vnit Objictives.

This unit encour.as students_
1. to describe verbylly the sensuous connotations of
words.

2. to explore dealing original and_humorous word
images..

3. Id demonstrate they can use words'creatively and
effectiviefy to communicate thoughts.

4. to demonstratilhat words can evoke all the senses
seeing, touching, smelling, hearing, and tasting to

enhance the aesthetic qualities of language.
_ _

Relating fund and Movement
In the artistic, aesthetic dimension of dance-music.

events there are three possible relationships between
sound and body movemst. First., as accompaniment: the
music may accompany. the dance or the dance may
accompany the music. Second; they may relate in a rn re
equal balance. Third, there may be no intepded relatio_
ship except chance because the dande and the music are
conceived and written as independent works.

Relating Sound and Movement is an introduction
to this sophisticated and often complex fu ion of
movementoveent and sound in dance and muss events.
Exploring the relationship between so nd and body
Movements will enable students to experience these
events more fully by focusing their attention and crea-
tive efforts on this aspect of dance -music events.

The unit is designed to provide students wit a
vehicle for exploring .experiencing continuums
within pitch, tempo, and amount of intensity in sound:
within amount of Space, amount of time nd amount of
force in movement. The activities are arri ged to refine
the students' ability to differentiate ame g high-low,
fast-slow, loud-soft/strong-weak soundS and movements.

The students explore possible relationihips between
sound and movement; match sound with movement;
contrast two; and finally, integrate their experiences
with sound and movement and share the results with
other students and the teacher.

The content Of the explorations of sound and
movement within three continuums, high-low, fast-slow,

4 and Ntrm.weak/Ipudioll; is only a means tcrunder-
standing, and it was chosen to guide the students to a
focus in Movement and sound. By attending to very
specific sounds and very specific movements, the
students relate these two mediums intentionally and
begin to perceive the range of their relationships.

In order to begin to explore the relatimiShips that
can existpetweep sounds and body movements, the
students Arm iodic at a film on movement and listen to a
variety of sounds, and then move and create their own
sounds from a variety of soundmakers. They learn to
differentiate high-low, fast-slow, loud-soft, and strong-
weak sounds and movements. They are encouraged to
make use of sounds and movements that they see.and
make themselves every day. The students also work to
refine their perceptions using a variety of soundmakers,
flashlights, and their own shadows. Finally, they work in
pairs to develop a sound-movement experience that
builds'on matching similar sounds and movements and
contrasting opposite sounds and movements.

Materials in this instructional unit include the
following: Teacher's Guide, Continuum student book,
record, films,flashlight belts, chart, answer sheets, and
observation sheets.

Unit Concepts

1, Sound and movement phenomena can be related by
matching or contrasting the dynamicsnf the
corresponding elements of the two media: Matching or
contrasting pitch, tempo, and amount of intensity in
sound with amount of space, amount of time, and
amount of force in movement.

2. More knowledgeable perception of a dance/music
event is achieved by breaking the experience down and
recreating its specific components of sound and
movement,
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3. A series of intentionally chosen and related sounds
and movements is, in essence, a dance/music work of art.

Unit Objectives

This unit encourages students

to explore sound elements by listening to and
producing sounds of varying timbres within continuums
of high-low (pitch), loud-soft (intensity)and fast-slow
(tempo),

2. to explore .movement potential within three
guard itativedynamics by responding to examples of
high -Low, fast-slow, and strong-weak movements:

to investigate relationships of sound and movement by
matching and contrasting sounds and movements:

1. to develop a sound movement statement that
incorporates mataitig similarsounds and movements
andantrasting opposite sounds and movement.

S. tosrituaze and evaluate i oir work and their peel's
using aesthetic criteria.

Creating 'Characterization
One eof the elements in th'theatrical experience is

characterization. Characterization may he defined as the
actor's process of selection, synthesis, and expression of
the personality traits, emotional 'and intellectual, of a
-rilaracier: In preparing a part, actors will identify
specificmental and emotional characferistics of the
personality they wish to portray. The characteristics
chosen must'then be organized and related to ether
facets of the character's personality and motivation.
Finally, the actor's body and voice must he Made to
express those. characteristiesior the audience. The
ability to perceive any portion of the actor's portrayal
increases the students' capacity to experience the
phenomenon of theatre,

This unit directs the students' attention to one
aspect of theatrical characterization, the expression of
emotions, Creating Characterization exposes the
students to these major modes used by the actor: facial
expression, gestures, body movements, and vocal expres-
sion: While students will be involved in improvisations
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based on personifications of specific emotions, partic-
ular care should he taken to ayjid a stereotyping of
expression. There is no one ''right'' or,Twrong" way to
express an emotion, The important points are that the
students gain 1. a knowledge of,different modes of non-
vocal and vocal expression, and 2, a knowledge that the
portrayal of emotion in a theatrical context is a delib-
erate decision-maWng proceSs.

Creating Gharacte"rization deals with the physical
and vocal expression of emotion in a theatrical.charac-
terizatiOn. The students are introduced to the word
emotion- and encouraged to think about the range of

emotions. Then, through photographs; they begin to
explore how a character's emotional trait can be
expressed through physical means: face, hadds, arms,
legs, feet, body. They begin to understand why, as audi-
ence members, they should carefully attend to the rela-
tionship between emotion and movement because it has
been consciously worked out bythaactor to tell the
audience something about the character's personality.
The students perform, evaluate, and then improve their
own characterizations,

The process of recognizing emotion in characteri-
zation is then repeated, concentrating on vocal exp`res=
'sion. Here, too, the students are asked to recognize the
conscious element in the actor's use of the character's
vocal means of expression. The students create their own
character voices, evaluate them: and improve. on them.

Combining voice and movement to express
emotion is the next step in the process of characteri-
zation. The students experiment with several combina-
tions and then select the vocal qualities and movements
they think hest suited in'express a particular emotion.
Then they try out their selections on an audience of
classmates and teacher to see if they have communicated
their intention,

The unit also includes an exploration of the use of
color and texture in costume, lighting, and theatrical set
decoration as thevlehite to an actor's characterization:
The exploration of the relationship between colors and
emotion, and textures and emotion is important because
it reveals as stimulation mode utilized by actors as they



work on developing characterizations. It alsO leads they
students to use their imagination and to think in alterna-
tives, While the students are still looking at characteri=
nation, now it is from a different point of view. Where
emotions were used as the starting point in thairst part
of the unit, in the second part, color and texture are used
as stimuli. The idea, of course, 6 to have the students
understand that there is more tan one creative
approach to solving the characterization problem Thev
work first with one color and one emotion and then with
one texture and one emotion: always attempting to
express related emotional traits in their selections,

Materials in this instructional unit include the
following: Teacher's Guide, Motion student hook, char-
acterization picture composities, masks, texture
swatch hooks, set of cards, theatrical gels, filmstrip,
record chart, answer sheets, and evaluation sheets.

Unit Concepts

1. Voice and movement as well as color and texture may
he used as stimuli for charamerizatimi..

2. In a dramatic characterization a character's emotional
traits can be expressed physically and vocally:

3. An actor conscionsk'deytdops the relationship
between movement, voice, and emotion to tell the
audience something about the character's personality.

LI. Color and texture can also he used as stimuli for
tcharaVerization.

Unit 'Objectives

This unit encourages students

1. to mcreasi! their Capacity to e per ionce aesthetic
phenomena in theatre byi perceiving and describing how
emotion is used in a theatrical characterization.

2, to exfdore using their bodies and voices to exress
emotion.

3: to become aware that the relalionship between k'OiC
movement, and emotion in a chiiracterization is the
result of an actors conscious choices.
4. to recognize that cider and te'xture n nv he used
stimuli for characterization. w,

Constructing Dronititic Plot
The ability to perceive more clearly any of the

elements of dramatic structure increases the students'
capacity to experience theatre. An understanding of

dramatic plot, a significant aspect of dramatic structure,
will increase the students' aesthetic perceptions of the
theatrical experience.

Dramatic structure implies a sense of heightened
interest on the part of the audience and a perceived
unity in the theatrical experience. The audience can
experience heightened interest if the performance
contains relevant incidents: if they can perceive the skill
with which the incidents have been selected, arranged,
and developed; and if there has been an arousal of
suspense, unity' requires selection, arrangement, and
development of incidents into an organic pattern of
hirth, growth, crisis, and resolution:

A dramatic plot is achieved by the selection and
arrangement of incidents, setting, characters, cOnflict,
crisis, and resolution into a story which evokes height-
ened interest. This unit leads the students to an under=
standing of dramatic plot structure by having them
manipulate those elements in the :dyelopment of their
own dramatic plots. The experien'm should cause
students to have a deeper understanding of the elements
of dramatic plot and increase theirability to recognize
these elements when viewing a theatrical performance,
The students also experience some of the joys and
sorrows of the playwright as they arrange and rearrange
the elements of their own dramatic plots:

This unit is designed as a series of three games,
each posing specific problems. By selecting and
arranging the elements of dramatic plot structure
characters, setting, incidents, conflict, crisis, and resold-
lion the students solve the problems and begin to see
how a playwright uses these elements to achieve unity i).1
a av and create heightened interest in the audience.

In the most basic game the students should be'able
to select characters and setting for a plot and to put
together a short and simple story by arranging incidents
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into logical sequences, Then they tire asked to put
together simple but longer stories. When the students
have a firm grasp of the basic elements and can manipu-
late them into a logical order with confidence, they are
ready to progress to the second game in which they begin
to elaborate their stories with characters, setting, a
conflict, and incidents. The Third and most challenging
game requires stories with a crisis and a resolution in
addition to plot, characters, setting, conflict, and inci-
dents. Finally, the students act out their dramatic plots.

At the highest level of sophistication the students
consciously use the concepts learned in the unit to write
a short play. Not every student will reach this level. Sot,
while many students may not progress beyond devel-
oping simple plots, the important t, int is that all of the
students have worked with this ele out of dramatic
structure.

Materials in this instructional unit include the
following; Teacher's Guide, game board, rules sheet,
card decks, and set of sample dramatic plot cards.

Unit Concepts

Dramatic plot, a major element of dramatic structure,'
is the selection and arrangement of incidents, characters,

conflio, crisis, and resolution into a theatre
experience.
2. A dramatic plot begins to lie developed by linking a
series of incidents.

3. A dramatic plot has an organic pattern of beginning,

development, crisis, and resolution.

4. Playwrights use elements of dram ic plot tc.r f;reate

plays.

Unit Objectives

This unit encourages students

_. to increase their capacity to experience theatre by
becoming aware of dramatic plot as an important
element in dramatic structure:

experience and create dramatic plots by selOcting
arranging incidents, characters, setting, conflict,

ause and resolution into a theatrical event.
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orming Movement Phrases
The rules for developing aesthetic form hive

evolved from human experience. Although there is no
universal agreement about the adsth6tio nature of any
particular form, there is agreement among those who
perceive.Ahe form that a particular set of rules is
applicable to the construction of that form. This unit
attends to the rules or concepts which describe or
prescribe aesthetic forms of movement:

We have control over our bodies and their
movement. We can make an infinite varleiy of move-
merits, each of which is unique because we made it.,
There are several basic ideas essential to the concept of
forming with movement; we can start and then stop; two
bodies cannot he in the same space at the same time: and
creative movement is serious and hard world, although it
also can be fun:

The unit examines how movement can be affected
by artistic intention; how repetition and contrast are
used: what the elements of movement are; and how to
begin to judge movement on aesthetic criteria,

The students are introduced to the creative
process of forming as it applies to forming movement
,phrases. Forming requires conceptualizing, organizing,
and carrying out an idea: Through the activities the
students learn what a movement phrase is and explore
the uses of repetition and contrast in a movement phrase.
They also come to understand the meaning of artistic
intention in forming movement phrases:

The students explore three major elements of
movement: level, direction, and dimension. Then the
students look at anaparticipate in movement as formed
by chance, They begin to apply what they have learned
by organizing movement phrases. They demonstrate
their grasp of the concepts by creating movement
phrases that illustrate each concept. Throughout the unit
they are asked to make judgments about their movement,
phrases anti those of their classmates based on aesthetic
criteria.

Materials in this instructional unit include the



following: Teacher's Guide and Movement,
non, and Dimension student hooks.

Unit Concepts

1. The creative process of forming requires
conceptualizing. organizing, and carrying out an idea.

2. When forming movement phrases, the elements of
repetition and contrast are applied to the creative
process,

3. Movement phrases can he varied by forming them at
different levels, in different directions, and-in different
dimensions or sizes.

4, Artists consciously use movement phrases to
communicate their ideas and feelings.

Unit Objectives

This unit
r
encour ages students

1, to experience composing movement phrases for a
specific intention.

2. to describe the aesthetic decyons user in completing
a movement phrase of their own design

3. to recognize repetition, contrast, level, direction,'and
dimension in movement phrases.

1 to criticize their own work and That of classimites.using
aesthetic criteria.

ye), three-

Creating with Sounds and Images
Here an image.
There an image,
Everywhere an image. image.

Here a sound.
There a sound.
Everywhere a sound, sound,
Image, image; sound, sound
Imago-, sound, image, sound,
All around. 0

Marshall Mclaihan in The Medium Is the Message
was the first to popularize the idea of the image overload
in our society. It seems now that he only pointed out the
forest that we'could not see for the trees of magazines.
television, billboards, and movies. Accompanying the

images which now move and have color are all,the life=
like and higger =than =life sounds of talking margarines
and singing figs. We. live out our lives bathed in,:and
sometimes awash in, sounds.and images,

The unit called Creating with Sounds and Images
is designed to help children understand these phenom-
ena, how they work together and how they can be used to
communicate and to enhance perception and apprecia-

.tion of the environment, The unit presents the concepts
that images with their aesthetic qualities communicate;
that to enhance their communication potential they must
he carefully selected and sequenced: and that when the ,

phenomenon of sound is added to the images, the
communication can be made more powerful.

To explore the idea that images and sounds
communicate, the students try communicating without
words. They make their own drawings to convey partir=
ular ideas or incidents, and they select from a set of
photographs those which convey particular information

someone's anger, how to make.something, something a
person might see in a dream, etc They discuss and
experiment with matching and contrasting sounds and
images, exploring various possible effects.

As an introduction to the idea of sequencing, the
students improvise situations and select and draw
several images with the intention of communicating a
particular situation to others. The students listen to

'$ortions of stories, and by supplying different "befores
and "afters- for the stories, they come to understand
that, in addition to selecting images from an existing
sequence, they can create part or all of the siTquence
They become aware from this procedure that.changing
the parts of a sequence alters the whole. They also
know that a new story or intention for a'sequencetralls (

for changes in the sequence, To grasp this, they rat ate /

image sequences in response to stories of increas
difficulty and complexity. Through avay-4-0-5,11_
sequencing activities the students le-__-rf the imp-DT-tame
of timing when putting images and 'mounds- together, and
they discover the many potential re ,ationships between
image and sound based on the complexity, moodcolor,
eta, of either image or sound,



In the culmFnating activity the students create
their own total image/sound presentations with their
of images. sounds, and narration. When they have
completed this activity, the students become aware of
the many elements involved in communicating with
image and sound.

'he students also develop some criteria tor evalu-
ating the multitude of sound/image communications in
:society. their effectiveftess, and their potential for
pleasure and expanding awareness of our surroundings.
Finally, the students he,ilin to develop the ahility to

`communicate their own thoughts with images and
sounds.

Materials in this instructional twit include the
following: rFri,acher's Guide, slide/tape presentntion, set
of photograph,s, taped sound effects, stimulus stories,

. photographs, story cards, storyhoard sheets, slides, and
slide mounts.

Unit Concepts

1: Images and sou ii s have aesthetic: qualities and are
used us triodes ol communication.

2, Effective 'communication requires well-chosen images
.and sounds

3. Tho nature of the way we communicate is affected by
the aesthetic choices involved in selecting or creating, in
ordering and comhining images and sounds:

Unit Objecth'es.

This unit enconr4 . students

to become aware that image s and sounds with'their
aesthetic qualities are modes for communication.

2. to understand that complex and detailed
communications require i °erie s of,images dil I sounds
that mils' he eire liilli spridencNI,

to experience the complexity of sound/image
relationships: how mood, (Mini:. si;,:e, and dynamics can
affect the relationship,

4. to develop sonic aeE stheti criteria for evaluating the
multitude of sounds ml images in out' soi:ietv,

5: to practice communicating their own thoughts with
images and sounds chosen using iiesthetic criteria.
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Level 4: AesthetAs and the Artist

Who are the people that make works of art? Why do

they do it? Where do they get their ideas? These are the

questions explored in this sequence of units. Students

see how the artist takes an idea, work with arts

elements, and organizes them into object .and perform-

ances. Students also create their own art arks, doing

activities that are analogous to the procebes the artist

uses. The outcomes for the students are: Students

understand that artists are individuals involved with everyday

human concerns as well as with aesthetic and artistic

concerns. Students perceive, analyze, and describe the

process that artists use in creating a work of art.

Students engage in activities similar to those artists use in

creating works of art. Students understand how the artist

as an individual has an effect on the form and content of

the art work itself. Students develop a critical language

for both describing and responding to works of art.
,.

iInstructional units in this level are appropriate for

students in grade 3 and 4.

Level 4 Concepts

1, Artist's get their ideas from what they see or hear in

the environment, from what they have experienced, and from

their imaginations or interpretive sense.

2. The art form dictates the processes, methods, and

tchniques used by artists, and the individual artist

brings a personal imagination and way of working to the

prAcess.

3. The individual is the variable who makes each work co

art unique.

4. Describing and respOnding to art works requires

critical language sk lls,

'Level 4 Outcomes

This level of the curriculum encourages students

1. to understand that artists are individuals involved with

everyday human concerns as well as with aesthetic and

artistic concerns.

2. to perceive, analyze, and describe the process that

artists use in each of the art forms to create their'works

of art.

3. to make distinctions between the way a visual artist

solves problenis in a sculpture or painting and the way a

corposer solves problems in music or a choreographer

in dance.

4. to understand how the

artist as an individual has an

effect on the form and content

of the art work itself,

5. to engage in activities

and experiences that are

similar to those artists use

in creating their works of art:

6. to develop their critical

language skills for describing

and criticizing the creative

process and works of art.
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The artist as an individual is the subject matter for
this level of the curriculum. The way the artist works and

the artist as a person are two major themes that are
emphasized. The process that the artist uses to develop
or make art is exemplified by artists in many of the in
forms: the sculptor, the painter, and the graphic artist in
the visual arts: the actor in theatre arts': the choreogra=
pher and the dancer in dance: the filmmaker and t e

cinematographer in film; the poet, the storyteller, and
the playwright in literature; the composer in music; and

the critic in arts criticism. Each of the artists is also
shown as up individual with the everyday concerns of
the rest of hUlithflulv

In the twentieth century the artist's role is broad

and varied. Media such as television have given artists
additional opportunities to express themselves and
reach more diverse audiences. The expansion of

operforming arts centers in communities has given the
artist accets to larger and larger audiences. There are
more museums for the display of art objects: The arts

have flourished during this ceukFv, and a broader
- consciousness about the arts has been developed on the

national level hy the National Endowment for the Arts
and on the slate and local levels by local arts councils.

In a student=centered view of the artist, this level

of the curriculum provides information about how artists
work, where they gel their ideas, what shapes their
ideas, and how these factors affect what the artist
produces. Also, the student hecomes aware of how the
artist as an individual feels about ihe arts and how the

arts influence the way artists live. The arts as a way of
life is an appropriate subtitle for theunits in this level of

the curriculum because most artists dd nut make a
di.stinction between their art form and the way the live,

the arts are so closely related to their personal values

and their dav-to-dav activities.

Outcomes
The primary outcome for this level is that t1),e

students gain a general onderstanding that artists are
individuals involved with everyday human concerns as
Well as aesthetic and artistic concerns, A view of the
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artist as an individual in society who has to operate on an
everyday basis cinder the same constraints as the student
is presented. The students learn to perceive, analyze,
and describe the process that artists use in each of the art

forms to create their works of art. They are able to make

distinctions between the way the visual artist solves

problems in a sculpture or painting, and how a composer
solves problems in music, and a choreographer in dance.

The students begin to understand how the artist as an
individual has an effect on the form and content of the

art work itself. In order to gain this understanding the
students engage in activities and experiences which are

similar to those artists use in creating their works of art:

The students then take on therole of the artist and

simulate the prneess that the artist uses, introducing
their,own aesthetic criteria into the process of making a

work of art. In addition, students develop their critical
language for description and criticism of the process and

the works of art they are creating, and those the 4ptist?

created.

Concepts
The first major concept in this level is that artists .

get their ideas from what they see or hear in the environ-

ment what they have experienced, and'from their

imaginations (Jr interpretive sense: Artists need stimula-

tion to work. They need a sense of purpose, and a sense

of structure, and they draw upon a wide range of experi
em.es and things to create works of art. Actors use their
observations of people around them to interpret a char-

acter. Visual artists use forms within the environment to
stimulate their approach to paintings or sculpture.
Writers use real situations to gain inspiration for their

poems and stories.
A second major concept is that there is no

universal method or formula for creating works of art.

The art form dictates the process, the methods, and

techniques used by artists, and each artist brings a
personal imagination and way of working to the process.

The individual is the variable who makes each work of

art unique. Throughout the sequence of units in this level
of the curricultun thi i! artist is the subject matter for lho



teaching of aesthetic decision-making, aesthetic values,
and aesthetic behavior, The artist in each field uses
aesthetic criteria to judge the results of the creative
process. The decisions -made, the background knowledge
and information necessary for making the decisions, the
reason why the decision was made is important content
to be taught. For example; the reason why Mondrian's
Broodwuy Boogie Woogie is a vary rigid geometric
composition or why Arthur Miller portrayed Willie.
Leman as a loser in Death of a Salesman is as important
to the work as the identity of its creator,

Sequence
The sequence-of units for Level 4 concenkates on

the role of the individual artist in the creation of art
works and the function of the critic in resiondng to the
art works. Each of the units deals with specific individ=
uals who are artists and explores where they get their
ideaS', how thev construct their works of art, where they

work, and what they want to coma throu, their
work. The sequence is bracketed on each end h i1i 1 a

unit which presents the critic as an individual who an
he a student, a professional or a member of th-i

audience for the art work.

After an introduction to the role of the critic, the
students begin to meet the people who create the works
of art: In Writers students explo're how all writers,
whether professional authors or not, are concernechwith
the creative use of language: Composers presents ft tise
who arrange sound into musical compositions as individ-
uak and artists: Visoul Artists concentrates on artists
who interpret their environment through visual images.
In a similar manner Choreogrophers focuses on the
people who create and design movement into the mans

.,,,Wrins of dance. In the context of this curriculum
F'S(_-!q nonce, Actors are shown as the interpreters and re

creators of the playwrights intent:

Just as actors most work with playwrights. archi='
tects must collaborate with others to creite their art
works: Architects presents this artist as an individual
who must work with a client vithin,the constraints of
form and font lion Edmmohers also work as individuals,

but they, too, require the cooperation of others to
produce the final work of art. The unit concentrates on
filmmakers as cinematographers.

The culmination of the sequence of units is a
recapitulation of Critics. Students review how to analyze
and make judgments about the works that artists create:
They make aesthetic judgments about the works them-
selves and demonstrate that they are On the way to

hecoming members of an informed audience for art.

This sequence of units may also be-used to review
career opportunities in the arts on the basis of an in-
depth look at the lives of producing artists in literature,
music, the visual arts, dance, theatre, architecture,
filmmaking, and criticism. Students can explore what the
artists do; how they make theiriiving, where they work,
and what happens to their artistic products. The
sequence demonstrates the range Of artistic roles
possible and also exposes students to an overview of th'e
diversity of creative and productiv' e career opportunities
in the arts.

VT
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Figure 6.

Level 4 Rel reed Activities

I, Visit an art museum or a gallery. Find sevcral works by different artists dealing with the same'or a similar
subject. Discuss how the works are different because of decisions made by the individual artists.

Visit the studios and/or homes of visual artists, of musicians, and of writers. Have them discuss the
problems of their craft, tht, way they work, and the sources of their ideas.

Ask a critic: from a local newspatr tti distuss a variety of artists in the community: their styles, their
qualities, and their ways of working.

4: Visit an in gallery and ask the gallery staff to discuss how they go about displaying, lighting, and selling
art. Taik about the effect of thefjallerv's work on the artists' production.

5. Develop an inventory of the work of artists in the community, List such things as art works in the city, in
e\,ents taking place, and stories about' artists in the local newspapers. Make this a year -long activity including
all cultural events in the community. Ask the students to critique those they have attended.

6. Aka booking agent to talk about how performers are chosen for productions,

7, Visit a theatre or performing arts center and talk with the managing director about how performances and
performers are selected. Talk with Ihcatriul director shout casting a play. Interview members of the
technical skiff of the theatre: fru example, the lighting director or costume designer.
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Critics
According to the dictionary, a critic is one who

expresses a reasoned opinion on any matter inyolYing a
judgment of its value, truth, or righteousness, an appre=
ciation of its beauty or technique, or an interpretation.
This unit introduces students to critics as individuals
with everyday human concerns whose job is to analyze
evaluate, and express their reasoned opinions about
works of art and events,

The students become aware that no two critics go
about their job in exactly the same way. Some critics try
tri find in every art work or event answers to questions
like these: What is the purpose of this work or event?
What is the artist or performer trying to express or's
to us? What is the artist or performer telling us about his
or her view of life and the world we live in How well
does he or she tell us? How important, if at all, is this
work or event?

Some critics like to describe what they saw and
felt as they experienced an art work or event. Some
critics like to write and talk about how the elements or

iris of an art work or event work together or don't work
Jgether: Other critics like to describe what they saw and
elt, write about the elements, and find answers to ques-

tions like those above and other questions: What helped,
the artist andjor performer express themselves well?
What would help them express themselves better?

Activities ask students to become more aware of
themselves as critics, Students are to begin with honest
reactions shout how particular works of art make them
feel, then try to determine why they feel that way.
Through activities in the classroom and out-of-class
experiences, the students begin to analyze and judge
artistic woe ks)hy answering weistions ideabout the artist's

possible intent, whether or not he or she suceeeded in
that intent, and whether or not the effort was worth-
while, Both through hearing other students reactions
and professional critics' reactions, the students discover
a range of possible responses to any given artistic; work.

Throughout the unit the emphasis is on de'veloping
the students' ability` to respond to works of art and events

with reasoned opinions based on aesthetic criteria% To
accomplish this, students work to expand their critical
language vocabulary by criticizing a series of art works,
meeting a number of professional art critics, visiting
museums and galleries, attending films and perform-
ances, and working within the art forms themselves.
Students also begin to understand that many art
works depend on the collaboration of several artists.
This is particularly true of dance, music, theatre, televi-
sion, and movies. Students explore the effect of the
collaborative nature of these art forms on the efforts of
critics to respond to them,

Materials in this instructional unit include the
following: Teacher's Guide, Critics student book, taped
interviews, sound filmstrip, worksheets, art f'eproduc=
Lions, and booklet of critics' reviews,

Unit-Concepts

Y. CritiCs are individuals who analyze, evaluate, and
express their reasoned opinions about works of in and
events.

2, Everyone can be a critic. Professional critics express
their reasoned opinions to an audience; their work is
often printed or broadcast,

3. Critics use a critical process or methodology to critique
art works and events.

4. We can begin to develop a methodology for criticizing
art works and events by engaging in activities similar to
those professional critics use.

5. Critics use elements of critical language to describe

and respond to art works and events,

6. An understanding of the collaborative nature of many
art forms (notably dance, theatre, television, and film)
enhances critical kills.

Unit Objectives

This unit encourages students

t to become aware that critics are individuals involved
with everyday human concerns as well as with critical
concerns,

2: to investigate how critics develop and use a critical
process or methodology to critique art works and events:
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3: to engage in activities similar to those professional
critics use in critiquing a_ works and events`.

4, to become aware of the collaborative nature of many
of the art forms.

5: to develop a critical language and aesthetic criteria for

both describing and responding to art works and events.

Writers
This unit introduces students to three different

kinds of writers = poets, storytellers, and playwrights.
The unit was developed not to train students to be
writers (though such training is a natural outgrowth of
working with those materials), but to develop the
students' knowledge of the creative process through
study of the writers relationship to his or her work, and
to supplement this understanding with work on their
own short pieces of prose and poetry and drama, Young
students who acquire this knowledge develop a keen
aesthetic awareness. They make good readers and
develop into adults who are aware of and involved in a
world full of the people and events that stimulate all
artists.

A published piece of writing = whether it he a
poem, a story, a novel, a non=fiction hook, or a play is

the end result of a creative procesS that begins wh
writer; stimulated by any number of persons or experi=
ences, thinks or feels something he or she wishes to
express so that others (readers) might share that thought
or feeling. Through selecting out some details and adding
others, the writer finally produces a work that recreates
those feelings and ideas for others to share:

The total creative process for a writer is elusive: it
cannot he easily defined or described because it differs
from writer to writer. However, it might bedescrihed
broadly in this way' Writers, like other artists, have
developed their awareness of themselves and of others
and of the world in which they live. They have increased
their powers of imagination ttnd have sharpened their
112.4.-th<al skills through training and/or hard work and/or
what they have learne=d by reading others' writings.
Using all these skills, writers try to find the precise
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words and images that will hest express their thoughts
and feelings. These ideas and emotions may he pres-
ented, depending upon the individual writer, in a partic-.
ular form a poem, story, play, article, or essay.

The unit focuses on the different ways writers go
about creating: by mixing real anh imagined people or
events, by creating situations and characters only from
imagination, by elaborating a situation told to them by
someone else, The unit concentrates on three literary
forms: poetry, prose, and drama, on the assumption that

di these are the three forms with which elementary
students are most familiar.

The major purpose of this unit is to develop the
students' knowledge of the creative process as it applies
to writers through a study of the writer's relationship to
his or her work.

The activities involve the students in various kinds
of learning experiences: Students meet several writers
via slide /tape, recorded, oilirinted interviews to learn
about the writer's interests, experiences, and attitudes.
They see that writers, talented though they may be, are
individuals, involved with human as well as artistic,
concerns, and that some of these concerns affect how
writers create and what they produce. Further, as
students proceed to reading the writer's work, they learn
that the finished Piece of ,writing; does not Miraculously
appear on the page, but is the-result of a fascinating and
sometimes frustrating process uniqae to every writer:

In discussions after their reading, students are
encouraged to perceive and describe the writer's crea-
tive process as it has actually shaped the finishedpiece
of poetry, prose, or drama: They read comments and
pieces by other writers working in the same form and see
that, although the process varies, each writer uses the
same tool words. They are introduced to some _tech-
nical terms such as "characterization- and "conflict"
and perceive that the writer manipulates these elements
according to his or her own lights. Then as the students
try to express their own ideas in writing, they experience
firsthand the challenge and excitement of the creative
process. In a final activity; the students produce books of
their own writings and/or put together a class magazine.



Materials in this instructional unit include the
following: Teacher's Guide, Writers: Poets, Storytellers,
and Playwrights student book, taped interviews, film=
strips, Creative Writing File Box, Sharing Your Writings
worksheets, and Blue Willow by Doris Gates.

Unit Concepts

1. Writers are individuals with everyday human as well
as artistic concerns:

2. Writers use their personalities, their experiences.
their imagination, and their knowledge to sti lllllllllll their
creative process.

3. All writers use words tca communicate,

Unit Objectives

This unit encourages students

1. to become aware of the creative process as it applies to
writers through a study of the writer's relationship to his
or her work:

2. to recognize that writers are individuals with human
as well aN artistic concerns.

3. to understand how the writers creative process moves
from feelings and thoughts through imagination to
communication by words.

4, to umierstand how writers are stimulated by hearing
stories, by events around them, people they know, things
they observe and remember.

5. to become aware that all writers face; .he same chid- ,
lenge and enjoy the same rewards: they communicate
through words and they see their completed work in
print for others to read:

Composers
Who is that mysterious character, the composer?

Most voungrople have no difficulty identifying visual
artists sculptors or potters. The same is true for
musical perforiners or conductors. -That's a drummer.-
or 'llere comes the leader of the hand.'' But the specific
role of the composer often remains a mystery:

If :students can descrihe a composer: they come up
with the stanthird theatrical version a wild eyed,

unhappy character plunking away on a piano, ur-
rounded by reams of paper and dozens of pencils. Hut

as composer is more than a piano-plunker and paper--
waster,

This unit prwionts composers as individuals With
ideas about sounds who have the.abiity to express their
ideas for others to hear and/orperform. A composer may
be an aborigine in some faraway land chanting to a self-
made instrument in preparation for a new ceremony; or
an individual creating electronic music in a studio. The
unifying factor lies in the fact that they organize sounds
for others to hear:

A composer will choose from three basic methods
of communicating sound ideas: The first, and for many
composers the most practical, is the rote method. Here
the composer communicates "sound ideas" to the
14rformers directly. This method is very informal and
highly dependery on spontnneity and the performers'
ailities, It does not use written sYmbols. The second
method of composing is the written method: the sound
ideas are translated into written symbols from the outset
and before performance. The composer and the 7
performer understand and agree upon the meaning of
these symbols and how the sounds will be produced: The
third method oPcomposing has developed out of the
advances made in electronic technology'. It is called the
recording method. The composer usually does this kind
of composing with the assistance of electronic engineers.
The sound ideas areprodtrced by "electronic_instru-
mews- or acoustical instruments, or any combination of
these,

Through use of this unit, the students experience
forthemselves the first and second methods of
composing. Arranging, ounds with Magnetic Tapes, a
unit in Level 3 of the curriculum, will allow them to
experience the third method of composing.

In Composers, the students first learn who
composer is and what the process is that enables him or
her to create sound ideas. They then concentrate on their
own creative process and apply their insights to
composing music. To clarify their understanding of the
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creative process, the students play a game where they
respond to cue cards suggesting an incident, a word, or
an object. Thtt then translate their responses into
musical meanings and share the music as the composer
does. At the same time, through various media
slide/tape interviews, a student text the:ndents
meet composers who explain what they do and
how the go ahout doing it.

The students then begin to work with the basics of
notation, instrumentation, and other technical elements
of the art of composing, and they create their own sotd-:
symbol system and select their instrumentation to use in
recording their sound ideas, The final section of
Composers introduces a general notion of the organiza-
tional requirements of composing: the idea that
composers may fit their composing into one or more
specific types of organization mach as a poet might
choose a particular stanza form or rhyme scheme. The
students listen to taped examples and compose using one
of the possible types, This final section also lets students
know that composers work in many different areas;
composing music that meets thtouecific demands of the
movies; television, a symphony orchestra, a commercial,
or whatever:

Materials in this instructional unit include the
following: Teacher's Guido, Compose: Discover the
Feeling student hook, films, card deck, slides, taped
interviews, worksheets; and score pads.

Unit Concepts

1. A composer is a person who creates sound is ears
music for others to listen to and perform:

2: In order to communicate their sound ideas to others,
composers must use a widely-understood symhol system,
or they can evolve an original system and assign sound
meaning to it.

3. The choice of matrix.(score) and the choice of s:mhols
affect each other. if the svmhols are'devised first, the
matrix is chosen accordingly: if the matrix is devised,
first, the symbols are chosen accordingly.
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Unit Objectives

This unit encourages students

1. to become aware that u'composeyr is a person who
creates sound ideas or music for others to listen to and
perform.

2. to experience the creative process that the composer
goes through.

to create their own symbol systern to communicate
thGir sound ideas,

4. to understand how the choices of sound svmhols and
matrices (scores) that a composer makes affect each
other.

5: to develop their critical language skills and aesthetic
criteria for describing and responding to sound
compositions.

Visual Artists
Vista]] Artists introduces students to the visual

artist as a real person whose chosen work is creating
visual images based on perception; skill; personality, and
experience. The unit 'emphasizes how visual artists
perceive and interpret their environment through visual
images, The students see how artists live and go about
their work\and what finally happens to the work.

Visual Artists provides students with two kinds of
experiences, The students first explore the very indk
vicrualized places where artists work. They read about
their studios. examine photographs; and at the same time
discuss artists' responses to other students: questions
about visual artists. The arts activities, the second kind of
experience for students; develop out of what the artists
have to sav about their work and how they go about doing
what they do,

The activities in this unit are created to reinforce
the concepts by giving students the opportunity to put
themselves in the role of the visual artist, There are five
groups of activities in the unit. The first set of activities
involves the students in perceiving their environment in
ways they may never have before. They describe each
other's appearance as accurately as pomible before
and after calculated changes. From memory they draw as



precisely as possible their own rooms or a schoolroom
and then check the drawings against the originals. These
activities are designed to make them -stretch their
They then stretch their eves on some paintings, naming
in a round-robin, no-repeats-allowed fashilathe details
they seu in a reproduction.

The second group of activities involves students in
gathering ideas' for art works. For this, they draw upon
things,they see, things they know, and thrrigslheY
imagine. Using these categories as jumping -off places,
the students create their own works of art. Then they
discuss the, source of the artists' ideas in a number of
reproductions.

The third set of activities,engages the students in
making decisions leading to completed art works: These
activities are worked out with puzzle pieces so that
varyirig levels of ability will not interfere with the
primary outcome of the activity, which is artistic deci-
siormaking. Problems are set develop a landscape, a
monkey rmize. and so on and the studentsniust decide
how to solve them usiiis the puzzle piece's at hand. Then
the students plaw1and execute a series of 'celfilages.

The .fourth group of activities has,t4t-students looklat seral illustrations O wf the ork of a nu4her of artists
to see that they can often recognize an artist by certain
characteristics of his or her art, '.1hey do this first with a
series of unrelated paintings and then with a 004 of
paintings by thesameirtist.

in thi .! fifth arurfinal set of activities the students
explore the different interpretations posSilde for any
given work of ;lit. BY examining a group of paintings,
writing stories about them. and then comparing the
stories about individual paintings, the students find that
different people see art 1,yorks differently and that the
differences come from the viewers' past experience and
background. The students then choose their favorites
from among the art works they have created while
working with Visual rtists and exhibit thrim They
examine their work in the light of what they have
learned about getting ideas, making decisiOns, organizing
arts elements, and identifying personal characteristics
in art works.

Materials in this instructional unit include the
followi4: Teacher's Guide, A Special Place student
hook, student activity hook, card decks, shapes, puzzles,
worksheets, taped interviews, and filmstrip,

Unit Concepts

1: The perceptual awareness if visual artists affects the
objects they create.

2. The perceptual awareness of those who view the work
affects how they see it,

3. Artists get their ideas from what they see in the envi-
ronment, from all they have experienced in their lives,
and from their imaginations.

4: Visual artists communicate their ideas by selecti
and organizing visual elements into a whole work
embodies their experiences and feeling.

5. The ability to identify and analyze works by a partic=
filar artist improves with experience.

6. The same art work can create different reactions.

7. Reactions to an art work in different view6rs are based

on the knowledge and experience of the perceiver.

Unit Objectives

This unit encourages students

1, to understand how visual artists perceive their envi-
ronment and interpret their experiences, how they live
and go about their work, and what happens finally to
their work.

2, to become more aware of their own perceptual skills:

to become more observant themselves apid begin to
understand how central a part perceptual awareness
plays in artists' lives and4in our own.

4, to understand that visual artists cOmmtmicate their
experiences and feelings by selecting and organizing
visual elements into a whole work.

5, to look at art Works in terms of the creative process the
artist engages in and the results of that process.

6. to become familiarwith the characteristic ways a
particular artist works and through them to identify
other examples of the artist's work,



7. to understand that, like artists, they too can reale
different products to represent a shigle idea.

8. to recognize how the same art work can evoke'
differentreactions based on the knqwledge and feelfrigs
of thipeyceiver.

raphers
"Choreography," "choreographer" these are

mysterious words to many people who have liftle or no
knowledge of what chepographers are and how they
w.orkil.ore familiar to students are "dance," -croncing,"
"den s" words which conf up many ikages in
their minds. The purpese of this is to introduce
students to choreographers as creative artists who make
dances which- are presentedin performance by aver-
performers.

The raw- material of choreography is move nt.

Choreographers work with dancers who bring their
movement ideas to life. Dancers performing artists
recyeate the work of choreographers in-performance, the
final stage of the making of a dance. The making of a
dente is a highly personal act, unique to each choreogra
pher and to each dance, There are no easy solutions-or
rules for making darfces. Personal style, preferences,
experiences,teelings, and points of view = these all
affect choreographers' ideas and methods of working.

The intent (the image or thought) choreographers
have when they begin to make a dance determine their
selection of movement: their inclusion of theatrical
elements, and the overall look and shape of the dance.
Choreographers may work with an established vocabu
lary of dance movement such as in ballet: they may try to
create a new and "different" movement; or they may
use familiar everyday movemenu. The making of if

donce = the work of choieographers involves the
selecting, shaping, and forming of the material of dance.
teconvey the personal vision of a parti6ular choreogra-
pher, and finally, it involves performance by dancers.

The relationship between choreographers and
dancers is special. The choreographer considers the
personal characteristics of dancers, ttreir strengths and
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weaknesses as executors of movement, their styles, their
sizes, heights, ways of moving; all of these factors influ-
ence the look of a dance. Some choreographers work:to
pull movement from their dancers;improvising and
exploring with them in rehearsal, while others may come
to rehearsals with a more fixed idea of how the moVe-
ment 6atterns, the whole dance, will look. Although
there are dance notation systems, they are hot widely
used to choreograph dances. Instead, choreographers
create directly With their dancers, and on their
dancers, making personal-notes and relying on their
and their (lancets' kinetic memory.

Choreographers encourages students tolook for
and describe movement in their surroundings and to
perceive how movement, when transformed by the
imagina(ion of a choreographer, is the source of dance
ideas: To accomplish this, the students work gtritharily
with their own bodies to identify the different roles of
creators,(choreogiaOherslifitperforming artists
(dancers) and to become acquainted with the materials
of each dance movintent: As they use their bodies to
explore movement, the students experience dance as a
creative art, and they begin to understand choreogra-
phers' creative, decision-making process through the
:mating of their own creative and aesthetic decisions.

The,unit'has' three main sections: First, the
students are introduced to choreographers as people
whose work is creating dances; they explore movement
as the material of dance: they begin'tquse their bodies as
instruments for making movement: Then the students
investigate the working methods of several choteogra-
rthers. Along with their investigation the students work to
identify movement ideasffinally, bringing together the
various 41ements)nvolyed in a dance performance, the
students explore idea, movement, design, setting,
lights, propsand costtAes, and organize and present
their Own dances:

Materials in this instructional unit include the
following: Teacher's Guide, DancePtple student book,
taped interviews', card deck, worksheets, rubber balls,
and elastic chains.



Unit Concepts

1. Chorepephers and dancers are artists whose
medium is movement.

2. ChOreographers express their movement ideas in
dances to be performed by dancers.

- 3; The process bf making atlance requires selecting and
organizing movement ihas.

4. Improvisation and exploration art methods for
-

creating a movement idea.

5: Such Jheatrical elements as costumes, lightifig, and
props are sources'for movment ideas and/or enhance
the expression of a movement idea:

6. Making a dance is an individual act, different fot each
choreographer.

Unit Objectives

This unit encoura ges students

1. to become aware that choreographers are people who
create dances.'

2, to took for and describe movement in their
surroundings. i.

3, to perceive how movement transformed by the irnagi
nation of a choreographer is the source of dance ideai.

4. to exploreew ways of using their own bodies:

5: to become Gware of the process of selecting and organ-
izing movement to express a specific idea orieeling,

6. to understand that making a danCe is a highly personal
creative act individual to each dance.

to improvise their own movement studies.

8. to make careful choices about sound, props. costumes,
lights, and settings to enhance the conimunicationof a
dance.

Actors
The actor is th-e visible center of the theatre expe-

rience: Whether an actor's performance is the result of a
playwright's work orlhat of a director: or grows from his
own conception of the-role, or is an amalgam of all three.
the art of the theatre is mint Visible: alive, and PXCiting
in the actor's work:

L7

The purpose of Actors is to help students better
understand.who actors are and what they do: Since
actors, whether live.or on film or television, are at the
center of theatre, studying the actor is a means of h.

enlarging students' understanding of theatre in general.
Unlike otherjrtists the painter who uses a brush or the
musician who uses a French horn actors are both the
creators and the creation: they form and are the char
acter they create. To do this, actors must prepare their
bodies, voices, and minds to the point where they are
able to express ideas and feelings to the audience
through the character.:

This unit Muses on the connection between the
actor's human concerns and the artistic process of
creating characters for the audiences: Students learn
that, likhctors, they can build on their own feelings and
ideas to create characters. They find that, though'we pre
not all born actors, there is an actor in each of us. They
learn tonotice how= people express themselves by sound
and md-vement. They use their own imaginations to play-
act: By studying actors who have developed their talents
and sensibilities through imaginative use of observa=
bens, training, and practice, students acquire a keener
understanding of the actor's role in theatre and are able
to evaluate aesthetically the theatrical and everyday.
expressions of ideas and feelings surrounding them.

The first part of the unit introduces the technique
used to acquaint students with a variety of actors.
slide/tape interviews in which actors talk about their
work and themselves. The actors discuss their lives and
how the.), form their real feelings, experiences, and ideas
into imaginary characters. The second section of thi;unit
deals with actors' preparation of their bodies,-votc'es,
and rnindsahrough observation, training, and practice.
The students make use of the same techniques both to
refine their perceptions of the craft,of acting,and,to
enlarge their acking abilities: The st4nts begin to see
the ways in which an actor's work is kfluenced by other
people: his or her coropariions on stage, the people
backstage, the andienceout front Or all around. The
stUdentSmake choices at this time about lights,
properties, sound effects, and costumes. They alsoio,
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rehearse and sharerscenes with their classmates. In the

final section of the unit, the,stodents share journals they
have kepttliroughout their eixperiences with the unit and

41iscu.ss as a group theirrestions to the unit.
Materialsin thisiostructional unit include the

followrtig: Teachen'sluide, Acertfall, taped inter-
views, games, journals. The Mighty Owl (an open-ended
'pity), and card'decks.

Unit Concepts

I. Actors are people Whose work is creating characters
for audiences.

2.4tkctors' skills are developed by experience, observa-
tion, training, and practice.

3. Actors use their bodies, their voices, and their minds to
create theirjharacterizations.
4. To create plays, actors must respond to other actors as

well as to the playwright. the director, designers, and
technicians.
5. Whereliractor plays and who the audience is affect

the whole performance.

Unit Objectives

This unit encourages students
I. to understan&ho actors are sndwhat they do.
2. to see actors as performing artists whose work is to
form real ideas at `feelings into imaginary characters.

3. to become aware that anActor'Avork is the result of

intensive-experience and practice anththat an actor uses
body, voice. and mind to create a characterization.

4.- '4. to understand that actors must watch", listen to, and
respond to other actors do the stage.

5. to understand that actors work with what the play-
wright has written and with the director.

tr 6. to understand that actors coordinatetheir work with

that of other theatre people set and costume designers,
light and make-up people, and so on,

7, to understa that the actor's ultimate collaborator is
the audience.

Architects
Architects introduces students to architects as

individuals and as artists whose art form sign of
structures for people. The students explore lu-

ences that affect the work of architects; they examine the
process of organizatidn and decision-maki,ng through
which architects develop their work; and they investi-
gate the many end results of the process: appropriate
spaces for people.

Throughoot the unit, architecture is defined as the
art of creating places for people. It is approached as a
form of visual language. Architects emphasizes also that
trchitesture becomes an aesthetic experience for people
when the place that is created not only looks good, bul
feels good an4 provides do appropriate setting for the
people who are going to participate in a particular
activity within it. The unit also gives students a little of
the historical background of architecture and introduces -
them to the names and some of the works of influential
architects. In a series of taped interviews, architeits talk
about their reasons for choosing their profession their
methods,of working,and their feelings about their work.
The students beCome aware that architecture is in a
sense drooperative art, with the architect working with a
client toward the solution of a particular problem.

The activities encourage sttfdents to investigate
their own spaces and how they experience them by
solvinia series of design problems. The students become

`involved i tivities that relate to architects' percep-
tiorAand use of space, 11 ht, and form. They work with
manipidatives such as la inated cardboard pieces that :
fit into slots on a foam-rub er board, They also use
people and animal shapes o help them understand
scale. Activities based on materials like these allow the
students to make decisions about form and function,
scale, and use of space. The students alio experience
many types of architecture and explore its development

in,relationship to their previous experiences in the activ-
Hies,



Materials in this instructional unit include the
following: Teacher's Guide, Places for People student
.book, student activity book, taped interviews, slides.,
Create-a-Place file, Spaces=and-Places hoard. cutouts,
and cardboard shapes. *-

Unit Concepts

L Architecture is the art of housing human activities
within appropriate spaces.
2. Architecture is a form of visual language.

3. Architects create environrnen4s out of the, elements of
scale, line, color, texture. light, and space.

Unit Ob 'actives

This unit enedurages students -

t to become aware that architects are people who design

buildings.
2. to recognize architecture as an art form.

3. to investigate what the architect does and hocv he or

she gets ideas and works with others to create places for

people.
4. to become aware that the architect creates praces to

house the activities of people: living, playing working,
and 'Yarning,

5. to understand that building's their shape, how they
ale designed, their exterior = tell us something about
what they are designed for.

6. to examine examples of architecture objectively in

relationship to scare, line. color, shape,.texture, light,
and space, an-to how these elements come together to
create an architectural form.

Filmmakers
The purpose of Filmmakers is to make students

aware of Who filmmakers are, where they get their ideas,
how they plan and develop their ideas, and what the/y
must know and do to create films:

The unit engages students in activities and experi-
ences designed to increase their perceptions of film-
makers as people and creators. Experiences are strue=

tured to allow students to participate in the decision- ,
making prosy used to create a film. Studenfs move..
from the discovery and selection of an idea through the
initial stages of its development to the making of crea-
tive, technic-al decisions which achieve the effects
needed to express the Chosen idea on film.

As they explore the process of creating films, the
students begin to experience filmmaking as CCreative
art, and they begin to understand the filmmaker's deci-
sion-making process through making their own creative
and aesthetic decisions. They also develop a vocabulary
for discussing and responding to films.

When the students have completed the unit, they
should know who filmmakers are, what they do, what the
filmmaker's creative process consists of, and where film-
makers get their ideasaFor those students who wish to
make films of their own, this unit also providen basic
introduction to using filmmakers' trials. And, finally, the
students should be more perceptive about what they are
seeing on television or in movie theatres, and they
should be abliio talk about what they see with rime

egree of critical sophistication.
In the unit, the students learn that filmmakers are

people who work to create films. Students explore the
illusion of movement that makes movies move. They
imitate the process by making flipbooks to illustrate an
idea of their own, They.combine their flipbooks 4) see
how the presentation of ideas becomes inoreasingly
complex throughcombination and arrangement. Finally
the students choose a simple idea to express'and draw
their images within the frame spaces of clear leader.

The students begin to collect ideas far future films,
They learn about and create scripts T verbal Plans of a
film, and work with storyboards visual plans of films.,
The students learn that the structural elements film-
makers work with are the shot, the scene, and the
sequence. They explore the range of camera shots which

filmmakers can use to express their film ideai and they
work with lighting as another phenomenon that is
manipulated in expressing film ideas': The students use,
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viewfinders simulating camera frames to select subject
matter; and they decide an the nd of shot that is best for
getting across a particular , They investigate their
surroundings for sound a then select sounds to help
communicate the visual ages they created for their
flipbooks. They work to c eate a sound track for a
Sequence of images.

The last step in the cti five process of making a
film is editing. The students work to learn how film-
makers use the editing process.to express ideas. They
become aware that filmmaking is a special of seeing
and hearing that artists use to express ideas and feelings.

At the end of theutit the students have two
options for bringing together all that they have learned,
The first option is to plan and create an animated film by
drawing an clear leader film or using a movie camera;

. the second is to use a movie camera to create a film from
start to finish. Each of these options provides the oppor-
tunity for students to participate in the creative process
of filmmaking in its entirety.

Materials in this instructional unit include the
following; Teacher's Guide, Filmmakers student book,
The Rainbow King Meets the Lizard Man film, Captain
Cinema comic book,,Japed interviews, card decks;
games, worksheets, journals, viewfinders; and clear
leader.

Unit Concepts

1. Filmmakers are artists who use film as a medium of

communication.

2. The audience of a film is affected by and can critically
respond to the filmmakers' expression.

3. Filmmakers selecrim ages to express thoughts and
feelings and to cominunicalajdeas.

4 Increasingly complex ideas m'a e expressed by
adding and arranging imago.
5. Filmmakers get ideas from their on experiences, the
experiences of others, their awn and others' feelings,
and their imagination and that of others.

6. Filmmakers' planning folds are the -script a verbal
plan for the film and,the storyboard = a visual plan.'
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7. The basic structural elements of film are the shot, the
scene, and the sequence.

sa. Filmmakers decide on the kind and amount of lighting
that will produc&the effect on their audience that best .

communicates their film idea,

9. Editing is the final,step in the filmmaking process in
which the filmmaker decides how to put the pieces of
film together their order or sequence and the length of
each piece of film.

Unit Objectives

his unit encourages students

1. to recognize filmmakers as personsln the everyday
worl4who areso artists creating within their chosen
medium.

2. to discover that the sources for their Own ideas and
filmmakers' ideas are the same and-explore their own
minds for ideas, thotights, or feeling&they would lilt to
express on film.

3. to become aware of the relationships Utween the
visual, oral, and kinetic aspects of film and how they are
used by filmmakers to express ideas.

4. to experien the process jiimmatcors use in creatinga
film.

S. to begin t evelop a vocabulary for discussing and
responding to films,
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, WEL 5: ST IC AND THE CULTURE

The relationship between aesthetics and culture is

.explored at this level of the curriculum. Through eXaii-

patio ()Utile unique points of view of several cultures,

students come to understand how aesthetic elements can

be used, to understand other cultures and to identify .

what is' similar and different in cultures. Students are

encouraged to form ideas on :human creativeexpressfons;

'how those expressions are generated by indiViduals and

_ups and shaped by their interaction with the culture;

and'on how aesthetic values and forms are similar or

different in-various cultures for a variety of reasons. The

outcomes' for students who have experienced two or more of

the units are: 'Studenta understand that the aesthetic

me of a culture are closely related to the other

Values of that.culture. Students understand that,differeat

eultures have different aesthetic' values. Instructional

.unite in this level are appropriate toi Students in grade

4 and grade 5.

Level 5iConce ts

1. The aesthetic values of a. culture can be'determined

through an examination of the culture itself,0

2. Approaching a culture through an examination of its

aesthetic values is a means of understanding the

ratiovle behind that culture's humanistic values.

3. Aeithetic values,ete not separate from the content of a

culture, and they and the art objects and events in which

they*reside provide some of the best ways of understanding,

experiencing, and knowing another culture.

4. Aesthetic values differ from ,entture to culture.

Level 5 Outcomes.

This level of curriculum encourages students

1. to realize that each culture has its min aesthetic values

that shape its art. forms.

2. to perceive, describe, and, analyze some of the

aesthetic objects and events of a culture, and from the

results of these operations, draw some conclusions about

the similarities and differences among the cultures'

peoples, their way of living,their attitudes towards the

arts, and their society.

3. to,engage in arts activities or events that exemplify the

aesthetic values of the culture.

4. to become aware that aesthetic values are related to

other values in the culture and that each culture imposes

its own aesthetic criteria.

1,.

5. to gain an understanding

that aeothetic values are

different, n each culture and

that what' is valued as aestheti-

in one culture may or may not b.

considered aes hetic in another
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The study of cultures other than our on for their
historical, political, economic, and geographic signifi-
cance is a part of the general educatisn program in the
elementary school. Schools have traditionally been
concerned with the development of a concept of
humanity in a world society. One of the most difficult
aspects of the study of other cultures is exploring cul-
tural values and developing an appreciation for values
unlike our own. In today's world,community, informa-
tion about the geographic, politidal, or economic climate
is readily available; however, the values of a culture are
neither as visible nor as easily approachable.

One of the significant aspects of a culture and a
key to its total value system is its creative efforts, particu-
larly its art: the paintings, the rituals, the architecture,
and the literature produced by the culture, An under-
standing of these works and the rationale for creating
them ensures a better understanding of the culture. The
aesthetic values of a culture are embodied in its art
forms, and these values are studied in this level of the
curriculum as an approach to understanding the whole
culture.

The arts ate used as examples of aesthetic values
in each of the cultures and as vehicles-for comparing
aesthetic traditions. The units ih this level investigate six
cultures by identifying, exploring, and analyzing unique
characteristics of their aesthetics bs exemplified in tfieir
arts. Students come to the important understanding that
cultures differ greatly in their aesthetic values and in
their criteria for making aesthetic judgmenis, The
content in each of the Units is based on exemplars of

these aesthetic values.
The specific art forms that are important to a

particular cultural tradition are also introduced to
students, and where it is possible, the aesthetic elements
or principles dominant in the art forms are ide-ntifie

Mike in a tribal African culture, storytelling in Nati e
American culture, folk music and folk art in Russian
culture g these all embody particular cultural values
and traditions. The resulting sequence of units is an
investigation of six cultures through their art forms.
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Outcomes
'The primary outcome for students at this level is

the realization that each culture has its Men aesthetic
values which shape its art forms. Students are able to
perceive, describe, and analyze the aesthetic objects and
events of 4culture, and froin the results.of these opera.'
tions, draw some conclusions about the similarities and
differences among the cultures' peoples, their way of
living, their attitudes towards the arts, and their society.
Students engage in arts activities or events that exem-
plify the aesthetic values of the culture. They become
aware that aesthetic values are related to other values in
the culture and that each culture imposes its own
aesthetic criteria.

Finally, and perhaps
gain an understanding that
in different cultures and tha
in one culturemay or may n
another.

Concepts
The aesthetic values of a cultdre can be deter-

mined through an examination of the culture itself.
Approaching a 4liture through an examination of its
aesthetic values is a mean of understanding the
rationale behind that cultue's humanistic values.
Aesthetic values are not separ.ate from the content of a
culture, and they and the artobjects and events in which
they reside provide some of the best ways of unirstand-
ing. experiencing, and knowing another culture. Aes-

thetic values differ from culture to'culture.

ost importantly, students
th tic values are different

is valued as aesthetic
e considered aesthetic in

-ence
Most elementary schools study different cultures.

We have chosen six cultures and have built curriculum

units around those cultures, emphasizing the role of

the arts.
The units in this level of the curriculum are linked

through their common examination af..those symbols,

rituals,'and art forms which express and communicate
the aesthetic values of cultures. Students explore the

ti
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aesthetic _es made in each of the cultures that
elevate, ertain ideas, objects, and events to prominent
places within the value system. By examining the range
of choices made in these different cultures, the students
begin to understand some of the similarities and differ-
ences among the peoples of the world. They hecore
aware of the arts as a special kind of cultural experience,
and by participating in arts experiences similar to those
provided by other cultures, they gain some insight into

.other cultures,
There is no suggested progression of `units on this

level. The sequencing of units is to be determined in
each classroom on' the basis of what is happening in
rather curriculum areas. We have selected six cultural
areas that are representative of the world views
commonly explored in elementary classrooms, The
world views we have chosen to investigate are those of
the contemporary United States, Native American
Indians, pr.Columbian Mexico, the U.S.S.R., japan, and
the Yoruba peoples of western Africa,

We feel strongly that sequencing at this level
should be tied to the study of these cultures in their
entirety, Accordingly, these units arenot planned as a
linear progressionsimilar to those described in the
preceding curriculum levels. These units should be
integrated lulu the study of culturesandoountries
wherever they fit into the existing curriculum.

We recommend that more than one unit he taught,
whichever two or three or more units are chosen, It is
most important for the teacher to provide the bridges
between units, pointing out the contrasts and/or similari,
ties operative in the cultures and emphasi4ing to the
students the aesthetic qualities and influences at work.

In general, each unit represents a cultural point of
view towards aesthetics, and each builds on the earlier
concepts presented in the aesthetic education curricu-
lum, concentrating on the individual/artist whose think-
ing/creating/producing is influenced by the culture.

it
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Figure 7:

Level I Activiti s

In I n,l .'im,. 11 in

1. \ ;1;11.

Ho. )1,milhi

\11 h

1. Identify the dominant ethnic cultural groups in the cbrnmunity and experience some of their art forms
through their artists or arts events. T_ rqce the history of the groups in the community over the past one
hundred or two hundred years. Discuss changes.

2. Identify and find examples of folk arts. crafts, or art forms that transcend individual cultures. Identify and
find examples of those that seem to pertain to a single culture.

3. Identify cultures in which crafts (pottery, handweaving, and so.orir are still part of everydaylife. See if
you can find any groups within your geographic area in which crafts still play an important role. Visit the
craftsmen or bring them to the classroom.
4: Invite a curator from a museum with a collection representing several cultures ro talk about the role of the
arts in each'culture.

5. Put together a Festival of the Arts FroM different Countries in the school. Display and perform works of art
that exemplify different countries. Select foods, costumes, folk art, literature, dance, and music to be parts of
the Festival.

6, Visit a department store or large gift shop to see how many and what items represent different cultural'
groups. Make a list of those items that represent the arts and crafts. Make some judgments about their
aesthetic qualities and what information they provide about the culture they represent,
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The United States: kn Approach
to A .._

This unit introduces students to American culture
between the 1920s and the present. We choseie begin
with the 1920s because it was during.that peribd that
rapid cultural chanie began to occur in the United
States. During the ensuing years, the variety and
diversity of aesthetic values resulting from cultural
changes have continued, significantly affecting the
American cultural scene. The variety and diVersity are
such an important partof American culture that we have-
chosen it as the theme of this curriculum unit.

The students explore five areas in which the
variety and diversity of cultural and aesthetic values are
ide tifiahle as contemporary American. They are: 1. the
coming together of diverse ethnic heritages into a'
compl x but unified culture; 2: the intuitive creative
process as applied to arts elements, in jazz, for example;
3. the attitude toward nature and the environment: 4, the
place of technology in art: and 5. the cycle of growth.
development, and decline typical of "pop culture." The
six arts areas dance, film, literature, music, theatre,
and visual arts are treated within this framework,

Using a game format, the students become
farniliar with certain-concepts and terms that are
particularly related to American cduternporas.y art and
culture, such as abstraction,iimprovisation, and
expressionism: They investigate ite art forms of the
contemporary United States in thaght of the diversity
of cultural traditions that influenced those forms. The
students also come to recognize those concepts in art
works, and they begin to use them in works of their own.
The, students incorporate this terminology into their
critical language for both describing and responding to
works of art.

Materials in this instructional unit include the
following: Teacher's Guide, game board, materials for
playing the game, and activity file box:

Unit Concepts

I, Variety and diversity of aesthetic values:are character-
istic`of the culture of th,e United States.

There is no one dominant cultural tradition in the
United States,

3, The cultural and aesthetic values of thelinited States
are drawn from many sources.

4, One aspect of our contemporary culture; "pop
culture," has created a cultural image for the United
States.

Unit Objectives

This unit encourages students

1. 0 become aware of the diversity of cultural traditions
in t United States and to understand its culture more
fully.

2, to investigate the bases for cultural and aesthetic
values in the United States.

3. to examine the effects of art forms past and present on
cultural and aesthetic values in the United States.
4. to explore the role of pop culture in the UnitedStates*

The First Mericans: An Approach
to Aesthetics

This unit introduces students to the traditional and
modern arts of North American Indians, including tribal
groups in Mexico Canada, and the United States. The
students explore the concept of the arts as an expression
of cultural vitality and of historical tradition that
develops organically over time They also explore the
special meanings and functions of the arts in the daily
lives of Indian peoples*

Native American cultural groups are and have
always been highly varied, but virtually all have strong
aesthetic values and traditions that express the vitality of
the groups. Many of these values ire shared, at least in a
general way, by the majority of Indian tribal groups, This
unit allows-students to explore thwarts as an expression
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of cultural values. The students also become aware that
different cultures embody different basic values and
perceptions (world views) which in turn account for

differences in aesthetic values,
The unit introduces students to the concept that in.

North American Indian society aesthetic values are
expressed in activities, in doing: It exposes students to a
learningBtyle different from that required by most
school *Vivifies and similar to that favored by most
Indian groups, a style particularly favorable to the
development of craf nship skills. Students explore
the rich American Inn oral literature tradition and
engage ip activities to enhance their ability to create and
transmit oral literature. Students are also asked to
become aware of the development of tribal art styles.

Through exposure to American Indian visual art,
literature, music, and dance from a variety of tribal

sources, students become aware that the arts of a people

express important cultural values and express the
vitality of the culture. They discuss cultural values

shared V a significant number of Indian tribes: group

unity, harmony with the natural rhythms of life and the

total environment, individual responsibility for learning

necessary skills and meeting responsibilities to the

group, and competition primarily between groups rather
than among individuals. Students identify the ways in

which these values are expressed in he art works to

which they are exposed and the ways in which these

values lead to aesthetic principles common to many
Indian societies: complex symbolism based on the
natural environment; visual symmetry, generally with

seine subtle break in the symmetry: complex rhythms
based on the rhythms of human speech as well as sounds

present in the natural environment; and use of vivid

imagery, based on metaphors taken from the natural

environment:
As they examine examples of American Indian

art, students engage in activities leading them through

creative processes similar to those utilized by many
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American Indian groups. They recreate and create
complex cat's cradle patterns, utilizing-individual
Experimentation and observation of others' efforts
rather than direct instruction; they greats qystems of
natural symbolism, based on their own observations of
natural phenomena and subsequently use these
symbolic Systems in crafts objects, Oral literature, and
chanting activities. They recreate the kinds of situations
in which traditional Indian oral literature activities take

place. Finally they must relate all the skills and arts
activities in which they have engages to create "give-
away- feasts which combine social and arts activities.

=

Materials in this instructional unit include the
follciwing: Teacher's Guide, The Arts of the First
Americans student book, slides, tapes, art reproductions,
and card games,

Unit Concepts

I, Native Americans generally- regard humanity as an
integral, responsible part of a balanced, cyclical, and
harmonious natural order:

Native Americans generally have a deep respect for

all aspects of the natural world as equally integral to the

natural order:

3, The aesthetic principles reflecting this world view are
integrated into all aspects of life and are not differen-
tiated by most American Indians into a separate domain

of "the arts,
-

4: Native American aesthetic principles are: (a) tightly

integrated symbolic systems using natural objects and

expressing the view Of the total natural order as
perceived by the individual tribe or group; (b) vivid

imagery derives primarily from the natural world; (c)
complex, irregular rhythms:often based On the familiar .

rhythms of Iniman speech.as well as sounds present in
the natural environment; and (d) preference for visual I

symmetry, generally with some break of the pattern
(similar to organic formsgin nature which are generally
but never perfectly symmetrical).



Unit Objectives

This unit encourages students

1. to become aware of the diversity of American Indian -

cultural and artistic traditions,

2. to recognize the set of core values shared in a general
way by most American Indian groups and to contrast
them systematically with modern American cultural
values.

3. to explore th6sthetic principles mmonko many
Indian groups systems of natural sY _bolismi'use of
vivid natural imagery; use of complex, irregnlar
rhythms: and preference for visual symmetry, with
subtle breaks in the Symmetry and relate these princi-
ples to underlying cultural values.

4, to understand the traditions of oral literature and
increase their ability to create and transmit oral litera-
ture with accuracy and imaginat n,

5. to understand the potential of a life's activities for
expressing aesthetic as well as cut ural vpluesond to
identify the aesthetic principles expressed (or denied) in
everyday activities.

6. to recognize the impact of the development of the
United States on American Indian cultures and aesthetic
traditions,

Mexico: An Approach to Aesthetic
The purpose of Mexico: An Approach to Aesthetics

is to introduce students to Some of the cultural and
aesthetic values of the world view of pre-Columbian
Mexico and to its effect on ancient and contemporary art
and aesthetics,

The Creation of art in ancient Mexico was directed
toward problem-solving, In pre-Columbian Mexican
culture, art and life were interdependent; art was used
for personaradornment, magic rituals, and medicine and
also for the cornmu-nication of ideas and the creation of
vital symbols, Indeed, art served as an effective agent of
human behavior, for it not only reflected life,..hut was
als an instrument of life that ordered the world of
net -r-

11

Pre-Columbian Mexican art was kaleidoscopic
full of color, jewels, floWers, and birds. The natural
world Was a sa, androus place, yet a place of danger as
well as beauty. Nature, full of color, violence, and magic,
was the temple of the gods. Art served a wide range of
religious ideas, stressing the underlying unity of all
knowledge and utilizing complex, interrelated symbol
syslems, derived from the natural world, to express
intricate ideas.

Quetzalcoatl is perhaps the best example of an all-
inclusive Symbol, varying from one pre-Columbian
culture to another but generally embodying the ptinci-
pies of truth, justice, and courage. The way in*which the
same symbol was utilized by peoples of different cvilture
is an excellent example of are processes of cultural
cross-fertilization,

by studying the tight141-knit symbolism of Quetzal-
.

coati, the students can begf to understand the relation-
ship of nature and art, hovaymbols arise from nature,
how they are used in cultures, and how they bpconie
distinct and special within the culture itself.

The unitintroduces several major cultural themes
of ancient MexiCo: duality, continuity;and order. These
themes are identified in symbols, games, and art forms.
The students study the aesthetic principles used to
express these themes and,participate in art activities
similar to:those of pre-Columbian peoples. They see how
cultural themes can influence the culture's art forms. To
do this they investigate The presence of the themes in
mythology. poetry, craft activities, the calendar, and
mural-making:Finally, students collaborate in the crea-
tion of their own myths, crafts, calendars, and murals.

Materials in this instructional unit include the
following: Teacher's Guide, The Plumed Serpent:
Symbols of Ancient Mexico student book, tapes, calen-
dar, and cards.

Unit Concepts

I. Duality, continuity, and order of the natural world are
major cultural themes of pre - Columbian Mexico.
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2. Themes of duality, continuity, and order of the natural
world can be identified in the symbols, games, and art
forms created by pre-Columbian Mexicans.

3. Arthits incorporate the basic themes of a culture as
symbiils into a culture's art forms.

4. The symbols of ancient Mexico are found in myths,
crafts, the ancient calendar, and murals.

Unit Objectives

This unit encourages students

to become aware that dhality, continuity, and order
are major cultural themes in pre;Coiumbian Mexico.

2. to recognize these concepts in games, in symbols, and
inVorks of art created by artists,

1

3. to'explore the process through which artists incorpo-
rate the basic ideas of a culture as symbols into the
culture's art forms.

4; to become familiar with mythology, poetry, crafts
activities, jewelry making, the calendar, and mural
making.

5. to produce their own myths, crafts, calendars, and s,
murals incorporating some of the symbols of their own
culture.

The Yoruba. An Approach t Aesthetics
This unit introduceistudents to traditional arts

of the Yoruba petiples of southwester igeria and
Dahomey: Its objective is to develop hth,e students an
awareness of the aesthetic consideratihs which shape
the arts of these peoples and make.them aware of how
these aesthetic considerations derive from values and
beliefs central to the culture,

The traditional arts of the Yoruba are an exprei-
sion of and an affirmation of their work! view. These arts

in particular the myths, sculpture, music, dare, and
ceremonies in which they are combined have a
special meaning that is understood by the whole
community. The ceremonies express and extend mythic
themes, keeping traditions.aliveand reminding people to
behave with respect and composure. This meting is
organized around the polar ideas of order and disorder
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and their resolution in the concept of balance which -.

becomes composure in life situations.

.Apeopleis relationship to nature influelicesits.
world view. This world view is in turn reflected in the
arts; particularly in their myths, Among the Yoruba, who
had no written language, story-telling was a primary way
of preserving knowledge and Continuinglheir traditions
from one generation to the next. However, myths are
more than just stories. Myths embody beliefs about the
moral and physical laws thWovern the universe,
contain past history, and seTout guidelines for proper
behavior, 4. .

1
Yoruba beliefs, values, and life-style evolved as a

response to an unpredictable and often dangerous envi-
ronment over which humans had little control. Among '-

the most important of these beliefs are: There are a
multiplicity of life forces which pervade all things and
affect human life. These forces are personified by the
Yoruba in the orishos (the gods). Good and evil, order

her y and cooperation Are essential for group
and are invariably found together Sbcial

nia'
survival, When'individuals respect the authority of the
gods, the ancestors, and the elders, they help insure the
continued well-being of the.community and bring
balance and order to the world.

Three ways the Yoruba have traditionally coped
with the unpredictable hazards of their environment are
through an ideal life incorporating behavioral standards
of respect for authority, composure, and character;
through divination; and through the creation of art works
and ceremonies to placate the forces of disorder and
cause them to act favorably toward humans..

The Yorubas' concern wi th balance, order, and
predictability is reflected in their artistic'style which is
based on considerations of symmetry, emphasis through
exaggeration or contrast of important parts of the work,
and rhythmic pattern.

The students are introduced tp these ideas and
beliefs in the prat literature, sculpture, music, and dance
of the Yoruba. The concept of cultural style is introduced
by having students compare and contrast their own



works of act with examples of Yoruba visual art and the
Visual art of other African peoples.

is become aware that all of the arts of
the Y _uba the myths, art, music, and dance convey
Ideas and # = liefs that are shared by the community and
tha =e to affirm their world view. Students examine

mples of Yoruba masks, dance, and music for their
function and meaning, and they create their own masks
and dance based on a Yoruba myth "Obatala's Visit to

theMango," which embodies the Yoruba concept of t
World. They also examine and discuss photographs of the
worleof contemporary artists to see how the ancient

frican traditions are reflected in them.

Materials instills instructional unit include the
following: Teacher's Guide,',The Arts ofthe Yeruba
studeot book, tapes, posters, anslides.

Unit Concepts

1. The beliefsi*alues, and life style of the Yoruba
evolved as a response to an unpredictableand often
dangerous environment over which they felt lit-tie
control.

2. The Yoruba world view is reflected in their arts,
particularly myths.

3. In the visual arts, the Yoruba's concern withshalance,
order, and predictability is reflected in their artistic style
which is based on considerations of symmetry, emphasis
through exaggeration or contrast of important parts of
the'work, and rhythmic pattern.

4. All the arts of the 1)0ruba myths, art, music, and
dance convey ideas arid beliefs that are shared by the
community and that serve to affirm their world view.

Unit Objectives

This unit encourages students'

1. to become familiar with the principal beliefs of the
'Yoruba world view as revealed in one art form, myth,
and to relate 4hem to the Yoruba's experience with their
natural environment.
2. to become aware that all peoples share the need to
explain the appenings in the world around them and
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that the similarities and differences in these explana-
tions arise from life experiences, some of which are
common to all humans and some of which are unique to a
particular culture.

3. to explore the aesthetic principles that shape the tradi-
tional sculpture of the Yoruba and make it distinctive
from that of other cultdrei..

4. to investigate taw the artistic principles of the Yoruba
relate to the basic values in the culture from which they-
are derived.

. 5. to understand that in traditional Yoruba culture the
arts are not relegated to museums and concert halls, but
arean integral part of the life of the people.

The U.S31.; An Approoth &A etics
People of different lands have unique ways of

perceiving and expressing aesthetic values. We can
observe theie values in the daily liveS of a people as well
as in their al:florins, For example, people express Their
values in the clothes they wear, the flavoring of their
foods, the sounds of theirpusictt4e words of their 'songs,
their dance farms, their visual arts, and their literature,
All of these manifest the aesthetic values of.a people.

We can learn about the aestheticvalues of another
people by reading aboot them or by listening to someone
tellus about them. But our understanding trec6mekmore
complete when we can occupy all dour senses in the
study of those people. That is what this unit is all about.
It is an attempt to help students gain an appreciation of
the aesthetic values Ole particular group of people the
people of the Soviet Union through a total sense
experience.

The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics is the
name of a Whole nation. The U.S.S.R., with a population
i9f NO million people, occupies one-sixth of the earth's :-
surface. It stretches from the pacific Ocean to the Gulf of
Finland and'from the Black Sea to the Arctic Circle. The
Republic of Ruisia dominates the U.S.S.R. politically
and culturally. But, idst as the U.V. iStnade up of
smaller' units'called states, the U.S.S.R. is made up of
units called republics fifteen in all Each one df the



republics is much_morecompleX-thtin anyone of od
statesince each one represents a distinanationality
And a oemplex Nstorical development, in-this unit the
term "soviet Union" refers Jo the group of republics;
"Russia" refers to the Republic of Russia

-. Through this Unit.stu,dents expdierfce the Soviet
Unity' not only by seeing and listening bUt also by srriell-
ing, tasting, and touphing, They take a vicarious journey
through ihe Soviet Union, and during the course of their
travels they observe Soviet culture firsthand in the
streets and fields as well as the museums,

The students acquire a ba,ckgrtiund knowledge of
the Soviet Union as a culture Made up of fifteen
different cultures. They explore these cultures through 1
sense experiences.: seeing, hearing, touching, smellifig or-
tasting something indicative of the By examining

-.the works of some Soviet artists,. the students gain ah
predation of their accomplishments. The students also

experience the folk art or the Soviek republics wid
explore the change in the role of the arts since the evo-
lution of 1917.tinally--,--they come to an awareness iof
some of the similarities and differences between the
Soviet approach tofulture, art, and aesthetics, and their
own.

-.7 Materials in this instructional enit include the
.following: Teacher's qiiide, game board, materials for
playing the game, slides, tapes, diaries, and various
objec from4he
Unit Concept
1. Diversity is a characteristic of the culture of the Soviet
Union because that culture reflects the fifteen different
Soviet republics and their individual histories.
2. The political system of the U.S.S.R. has its own
cultural and aesthetic values.
3. Cultural.traditions in the U.S.S.R. are related to the
political and geographic makeup of the country.
4. The role of the arts in the U.S.S.R. changed after the
revolution of 1917.
5. The folk art of the Soviet Union grew out of the
different environmental and geographic influences
acting on.the Soviet republics.
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6. The cultural traditions of the U.S.S.R. are.drawn from
the continents of Europe and Asia and the many ethnic
groups that make up its peoples.
Unit Objectiyes
This uni,t encourages students
I. to recognize that the culfure of the Soviet Union
reflects fifteen different cultures.
2. to become aware of the cultural expressions of some of
the Soviet republics.
3. to read, listen to, or otherwise experience the art forms
of the Soviet Union.
4. to gain an appreciation of Soviet artists' accomplish-
ments. t
5. to understand the diverse cultural and aestheti tradi-
tions of the.U.S.S.11,

Japan: An proach to Aeithetics
This unit is designed to help students.see and

understand the way in which Japanese Culture and its-.
aesthptic values reflect one another. The unit focuses on
the tri; ditional Japanese atOtude toward nature, which
comes from a religious and philosophical background,
and the effect of this attitude on both the art works and
cultural values of the people. This attitude is that people
are a part of nature and, therefore, should love and
respect the natural world.

The aesthetic- principles of the Japanese, particu-
larly those exemplified in the visual arts, are intimately
related to their love and respect for-nature. The three
aesthetic principles. emphasized in this unit are preser-
vation of the intrinsic qualities of nature or elements of
the natural world; simplicity; and asymmetry. In
Japabese culture, the artist does not treat these princi
ples as design concepts, but as aesthetic standards. The
role of the artist is to make the beauty of nature more
-visible. -

In these tdrms, preservation means respect for the
inherent qualities color, shape, line, texture, and so on

*Japan: An Approach to Aesthetics was jointly developed by CEMREL
and The Asia Society.



of materials used in works of art. The aesthetic focal
point of the art product is °fie or rrfore Of these qualities
as enhanced by the artist. The Japanese garden illus-
trates this prirOple.

Simplicity is best described as "less is'rriore.7
ikebano, the japanese'art of flower arranging, and
monochrorrie ink painting exemplify simplicity

Asymmetry in nature as opposed to the symmetry
`of machine-made objects emphasizes the dynamic rather
than the static world. As a visual element in Japanese
aesthefc tradition, asymmetry gives the feeling of
incompletenesS and movement. Ikehano exemplifies this
principle. '-

The special Japanese attitude toward nanfre and
the aesthetic values derived from_ it are expressed in

tuals as well as in art works. Chd- no -yu, the tea ceremo-
ney, extends the special attitude toward nature and the
three art principles into a ritual event. The tea ceremony
expresses an ideal way of lifein which personal
qu pity is attained through an awareness of harmony in
nature (including men and womenj and the need for
reverence and purity in regard to nature.

The activities in this unit are designed to help
students understand how the Japanese attitude toward
nature influences the arts and culture in Japan. The
students are engaged with art forma that exemplify the
three aesthetic principles-of preservation of nature,
simplicity, and asymmetry. They make models of a dry
garden and practice calligraphy and ink painting. The
focus of the unit is the traditional tea ceremony, cho-no-
vu. The students use examples of their calligrapWor ink
painting to make the scroll required for the ceremony.
They also make clay tea bowls and create an kkehano
flower arrangement for the ceremony. The culmination
of the unit is a series of small-group tea ceremonies in
which students have the opportunity to be hosts and/or
guests and to observe how cho-no-yu brings together the

fferent aspects of the Japanese approach to nature they
have learned ahout.

MatNials in this instructional unit include the
following: Teacher's Guide, The Way of Nature and Art

C

and Ghg-no-yu udent books, slide rapes, film, and
demonstration cards.
Unit Concepts

I. Ancient religious beliefs reinforce a distinctly
Japanese traditional attitude toward nature.
2. The Japanese attitude toward nature is that humans
are a part of nature and should love and respect the
natural world.
3. Three principles of visual .art are related to the belief
that humans should,hiveand respect the natural world;
preservation of the specific qualities found in natural
elements; simplicity in 'terms of "less is more": and
asyinmetry in shape and arrangement.
4. Cho-no-yu or the tea ceremony, a ritual which devel-
oped to its classical form duringThe sixteenth century,
embodies the three art principles and extends the
special attitude toward nature by expressing an ideal-
ized life in which personal tranquillity is attained
through an awareness of harmony in nature and the
need for reverence and purity in regard to nature.
Unit ObjeCtives
This unit encourages students
1. to become aware that the Japanese attitude toward
nature (people should love and respect nature) evolved
from ancient beliefs and customs.
2. to recognize in Japanese visual arts the three aesthetic
principles of preservation of inherent qualities in
natural materials, simpjicity, and asymmetry.
3. to recognize that these three principles of Japanese
visual art derive from a traditional Japanese commit-
ment to a philosophy of respecting -arid loving the natural
world.
4. to understand that the special Japanese attitude
toward nature is not limited to the arts, but also has other
cultural expressions such as the tea ceremony (cha no-yui
where this special attitude toward nature is exten
into a particular idealized life where people gain
personal tranquillity through awarenessof their need for
harmony, reverence, and purity as they live their daily
lives.

t`i
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LEVEL,S; AESTHETICS ENVIRONMENT'

Aesthetics plays a major role in the affective
quality of our environment. To learn this, students
investigete the effects/PO t&chnology on their
surroundings; examine personal and public spaces of today;
imagine filikture environments; and consider the
Interrelatedness of functional and aesthetic concern &.
Using the artist!! creative fools, students demonstrate
their. interpretation of environmental quality. The
outcomes for the students are: Students analyze,
judge, and Value their environment for its aesthetic
properties. Students make informe4 aesthetic

. judgments about the problems that affect the general
human donditien. Students make decisions relating
functional and aesthetic covIderations in the
environment. Students are awallie that aesthetic
considerations play aaajor,role in the affective
quality of their environment. Students critically
analyze the aesthetic condition of the environment:
Students demonstrate their interpretation of a
quality of environment by organizing arts elements and
environmental components. InstrUctional units in this
level are appropriate for students in grade 5 and grade 6.

Level'6 Conce is

1. Environments are places and people together.
2. All things in the environient have aesthetic
qualities that we experience through our senses.
3* Aesthetic considerations play a major role in
enhancing the quality of the environment.
4. We can enhance our environment by making decisions

about it on the basis of aesthetics.

Level 6 Outcomes

This level of .the curriculum encourages students
a1. to become aware that "the environment" is not an

object, but an ever-changing phenomenon and that
people and their activities are part of the environment.
2. to recognize that aesthetic considerations play a major
role in enhancing the quality of the environment.
3. to analyze, judge, and value the environment KO itS

-aesthetic properties.
4. to explore ways of changing environments to make"
them better and more aesthetic places for people.
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6. to demonstrate their
interpretation Of the aesthetic
qualities of the environment by

r(prganizi g arts elements and
environme tal components for change



Aesthetics is part of our everyday world, no
confined to a museum-or a concert hall. Aeathetics
permeates all levels of our existence.-From the simplest
choices of child picking a green crayon to the design
decisions behind the development of new towns,
aesthetics plays a very important and positive part in our-

. -everyday life. If we are conscious of the decisions we
make and their aesthetic potential, we can enhance and
improve the quality of life style and increase the ability
to celebrate life. We can exist in a less aesthetieenviron-.
ment, but why should we? Aesthetic expdrie-nces enrich
our existence, giving us intrinsically pleasUrable experi-
ences that enhance all-our lives.

It is most important for a curriculum in aesthetic
education to attend to the everyday aesthetic decisions
we have to make. Collectively and indiVidually, we-
make, and live with, aesthetic choices about such things
as clothes, homes, automobiles, parks, andhighways
every day. The purpose in this level of the curriculum is
to heighten the students' understanding and awareness
of the aesthetic decisions they have to make concerning
their personal environment and the wider corn-triunity

'and societal environment in which they live.
In these curriculum units, the word "environ-.

mem" is used to mean the interaction of people and
places. The key word here is "interaction," a concept
that is developed throughout the level to mean that
environments should allow people to become involved
and participate actively and, finally, that aesthetic
environments should invite, reinforce, and enhance the

, activity and participation of people.
Two major themes are inherent in this exploration

of aesthetics and environment/When we approach an
environment (or virtually any phenomenon, for that
matter), we immediately take in information about that
environment through our senses in the form of sensory
perceptions. Aesthetic perceptions and responses follow
when we express how the aesthetic qualities of the
environment have affected our senses. Awareness of the
aesthetic qualities in the environment, accompanied by
an ability to describe them, is the first theme of this
level, The second theme embraces concerns about util-
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The primary concept in the environment series is
that all things in the environment have aesthetic quali-
ties that we experience through our senses. A second
concept is that aesthetic consideratiions play a major role
in enhancing the qual ty of the environment,. and the
third concept is that w can enhance our environment
by making decisions about it on the basis of aesthetics.

\uence
Level 6, Aestheti s and the Environment, consists

of six curriculum units. The recommended sequence
begins with the first thr _e units, which are more experi-
ential: Emiironments-Ae Places and People Together,
Sensing Places, and Mo ring Through Environments.
Then students deal with, specific environmental probes
lems in You and ?our Place, Cities Are _ _ . , and imagine
a Place. Each of the six rinits is based to same extent on
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concepts from previous sequences of units in the curri
ulum.

Environments Are Places and People Together is
the introductory unit. It gives the students a working
definition 5fenvironment- and also introduces the
word "aesthetic ", by giving the students some examples
of what an aesthetic reaction or experience might be.
This unit,takes the students from initial perceptions of a
place to sensory perception to aesthetic response. and
finally to aesthetic ludgrrient. The remaining five units in
.the level are based on this unit.

Sensing Places expands on the sensory pprception
concepts introduced in the previous unit and provides a
variety of experiences for the students. These experi-
encesenable them to become aware of how we experi-
ence places through our senses and how each of our '
senses can be affected to produce an aesthetic reaction,
whether i0e offensive or pleasant. This unit is highly
experiential and culminates with a major activity that'
takes the students through an aesthetic decision-making
process. Moving Through Environments is the third unit
and its major emphasis is:point of view. This unit builds
on the previous one with students exploring the many
ways our senses are affected as we move through envi-
ronments.

You and Your Place, the fourth unit in Level 6,
begins to deal with specific kinds of environments. It
builds on all the concepts in the first three units and
relates them to the individual and personal space. This
unit asks students to become aware that aesthetic choices
of clothing, personal belongings, and personal space
send messages to others about our personalities-At the.
end of the unit students move from making choices about
space to making them al-Willi personal space in a
communal setting. The fifth unit. Cities Are . . . , asks the
students to look closely at neighborhoods. communities,
and cities as the larger environment in which they must
make and live with the results of aesthetic decisions.
Again the students are required to deal with form and
function on the basis of the balance required to create
and maintain a city: an environment for living. They

examine how a
pleasing place I
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1. Visit areas in thdorriniunity that have been renovnted Discuss whether or not the changes made have
created a more pleasing environment.
2. Take a "five-sense tripthrough the downtown area or the center of town. Create a photo essay
emphasizing sensory responses to delicatessens, outdoor markets, concert halls, shopping centers, and.so on
3. Go to a playground. Analyze how it was designegiand what clues the design gives about how to move
through it Disettss:the choices involved in the decision-making process with a playground designer.
4. Go.to a park. town square, shopping mall, or anik_where there are many different kinds of activities.
DiscUss how the design of the place affected the Arivities of the people there.
5. Visit a department store where there are furniture display rooms. Analyze why each room suits or doesn't
suit students' personalities. Talk in terms of the aesthetic qualities of the display rooms.
6. Invite city planners, zoning offit:e personnel. urban renewal experts, and so EA n to talk about aesthetic,
considerations of their As_ Attend a city council or zoning board meeting where.a derision will be made on
the basis of aesthetic considerations.
7. Visit a museum and seek out examples of imaginary places in the work of artists.
8: Visit a theme park where imaginary places have been created and do d critique of their aesthetic qualities
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Environments Are Ploces,ond
Pio Ole Together

There are two themes inthisintroductory-.
exploration of "envkronment." Tfre firseis that when
approaching an environment (or virtually any
phenomenon, for that matter) we immediately take in
information about that environment through ousenses
Students are encouraged to responcfsensorily,,gathering
information on how the environmerifyioks,_feels,
sounds, smells, and tastes: This unit helps them move
from these immediate puretY sensory responsesto the
next level of response, the aesthetic. The students are to
become aware that they are constantly reacting
aesthetically.to environments and to the objects within
them. Whenever they say. "This shirt is'neat,- "That car
is wow," "The movie was terrible," or "The flowers
smell terrific," they are making aesthetic_responses
they are expressing their feelings about how their sense
were affected ban experience.

The students' understanding of aesthetic
perception and response is sharpened through use of
questions thaj get at the aesthetic reasons for their
reaction. Thefy are asked, "What is it'abOut this shirt
that you like? Isif the texture of the-fahric (soft. rough,
bumpy), the color (bright, soft-, warm, and so on). the
style (the cut of the sleeve, the shape of the neck or
collar. the buttons, or whaNever)?- This line of question-
ing helps make the students aware of the aesthetic
qualities that make them feel the way they do and
sharpens their ability to perceive really see and know
the aesthetic qualities in their experiences. Answering
these questions also develops the students' use of
critical language: they will f ind words to describe their
reactions other than "yuk.- ':wow." "neat." "gross."
and "terrific."

The focus is then- brloadene.d to embrace concerns
about utility. convenience, cost. and appropriateness in
addition to the aesthetic. As the students explore
environments they begin to find some aesthetic qualities

are more appropriate for some objects or plaGes than
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'others. A cobblestoned bike path maybe made up of
lovely shapes, colors, and textures, but if iris
Anappropriate for bike7ridinguit L4 not as aesthetic as if
might be.

This introduces tltesecond theme in the unit: the
balance of form and function in emvironinents, with form
representing the aesthetic eletherits and.function
representing how the place or object serves the purpose
and peopleit Wai intended for dorm and function
cannot be separated and there is not alway6 a fifty-fifty
balance. This unit helps students become more aware of
that delicate balance.

The experiences in this unit encourage ),

students to explore, analyze, and make decisions about
envirennients, And they provide oppothinities for
projects leading to some immediate-changes in the
studnts' environments. Too often students are asked to
solve environmental problems that are beyond their
reach and on which they can have little or no effect,:if
students begin to-work with their classroom environmeyt
and move on from there to the total environmental issue,
the experience will be more meaningful. In this unit and
the following ones-students work primarily with their
immediate environment where-they can have some
effect and see the results of their decision-making. This
introductory unit is alp the basis for the five units that
follow, Each can be taught separately, but the six uhits,,
stand together as an explorAtion of the whole concept
"environment."

The materials in thkinstructional unit include the
following: Teaeher's Guide, Environments Areloces'
nil People Togeth student hook, tape, and worksheets.

it Concepts
1. Environment is the iraction of people and places.
2. Well-designed envy onments allow people to become
involved and participate actively.
3. Aesthetic environments invite, reinforce, and enhance
the activity and RartiCipation of people_



Unit Objedbles
This unit encourages students
1. to develop a working definition of environment as
placekand people together.
2. to becometacqUainted with the idea that environment
is not an object, but an always-changing phenomenon
and that people and their activities are part of the envi-.
ronmetaf.---,
3. to explore ways of changing environments to make
them better and more aesthetic places for,people.

Sing Places
This unit introduces the following ideas: A

person's environment is everything beyond or outside of
his or her skin. Environment is the interaction of people
and places. Environments should allow people.to
become involved and participate:Aesthetic environs
cements should reinforce the activity and participation of

eople. We experience anvironments through our
senses.

The general objective of these materials is to
have the students become aware that all our senses play
an important role in how we interact with environments
and hqw the environments make us feel. Environments
can also add to or detract1rom the activities that are to
take place in them. Some places and the activities that go
on in them appeal to one or two senses more than others.

This unit takes the students through sensory
explorations of many places, singling out each of the

- senses. Tile students explore the environments and
'Jives that they know and how they specifically' relate to
themselves. The students learn that some qualities
appeal to our senses and others offend our senses. The
students analyze their experiences in various,environ-
ments from this viewpoint.

This unit encourages students to explore. analyze,
and make decisions about environments based on these
ideas and provides opportunities for projects leading to
some immediate changes in their environments.

Materials in this instructional unit.include the
follOwing: Teacher's Guide,- 4ensing Places student book,
sets of cards, slides, tapes,andi4all chart.
Unit Concepts
1. Weexperience environments through our senses.

. A person's environment is everything beyond or
outside of his or her skin, .

3. Environment is the interaction of people and places.
4. Well-designed environments allow people to become
involved and participate.
5. Aesthetic envirnnifnents reinforce the activity_ andi .

participation of people.
Unit Objectives
_T.his urn t. encour ges students__
1. to become awa that all our senses play an important
role in how we inleract with environments and how
environments make us feel-.
-2. to explore hew the sensory qualities of environments
can add to or detract from the activities that are to take
place in them.

Moving Through Environments
Environments that work for people are places that

`meet the movement (activity) needs of peke. Move-
ment is both a functional and an aesthetic component of -
an environment. Movement on roads, paths, and side-

'walks is a functional need of communities, but this
movement and the routes taken can also he aesthetically
pleasing and provide people with greater opportunities
to experience their world. The feeling of movement
created by the relationshipnLone place to another and

I the movement activities of people and things in their
environments add excitement and life to places.

Environment is a theatre for action and inter-
action. Different environmerus provide people with
opportunities for different activities and experiences.
Designefs of environments for people should consider
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1,4

the movement-activities of peo-p1e. In turn, different
places are changed and reshaped by movement. An
awareness of natural movement in the environment, and
of the interests, needs, and activities of people helps us
to shape more pleasing environments,

In order to understand these ideas, students
examine the movement and interaction of people and
things in their environment, their own movement needs
and interests, and those of the larger community. The
idea that we want students to come away with is that
while movement on roads, paths, and sidewalks is a
functional need of communities, this movement and the

Nab choice of routes can also be aesthetically pleasing and
.providepeople.with greater opportunities to experience
their world. The activities invite students to become
-mote aware of movemelin,their rid. At the end of
the unit the students are asked to d'n_ lyze and judge
places as to how they provide opportunities for people to
celebrate life. They are also asked to selects place in
theirschool or neighborhoorithat they feel could be
improved in this manner. Activities-include observing
movement :in the environment, participating in move-
ment experiences based on responding to the organiza-
tion of different places, and the creation of different
places (or models) which provide opportunities for
different activities.

This unit encourages students to explore, analyze,
and make decisions about environments based on these
ideas and provides opportunities for them to make some
immediate changes in the environments most available
to them.

Materials irithis instructional unit include the
following: Teacher's Guide, Moving Through Environ-
merfts student book, card deck, and activity sheet.
Unit Concepts
1:Environments that work for people are places that
meet the movement (activity) needs of peopir, 1

2. Movement is both a functional and an- aesthetic
component of an environment.
3. Movement on roads, path, and sidewalks is a
functional requirement of a community.
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4. Movement that is aesthetically pleasing provides
people with greater opportunities to experience their
world.
5. The sensation of movement created by both the
relationshipsof one place to another and the movement
activities of people and things in their environments
adds excitement and life to places.
Unit Objectives
This unit encourages students
1. to become aware of the movement and interaction of
peopleiand things in their environment.
2. to explore their own reactions and those of other
people'to the movements around them of which they are
a part.
3. to become aware of how people movein response to
the ,organization of different places.
4. to become acquainted with some of the components
necessary to'create different places (or models]
provide opporvi tunities for things to happen.

You and Your Place
We all have an emotionally and aesthetically

charged zone around us, much like a soap bubble. This
zone says something special about us.

The in 'victual space that we inhabit may be
affected by t e way we fix our hair, what clothes we
choose to w ar, the food we eat,-the way we talk, ,

whether w shout or whisper, the way we move our body
through s ace. The way we look, smell, sound as we talk,
the wu w listen: all these qualities say something about
us.;Alaihese things regulate our space when we are.alone
or around other people. They create a bubble orrra
around us called personal space. #

People esire to define and personaliu the spaces
they inhabit. The students become aware that their
personal environment is an extension of themselves. The
unit helps students examine themselves and their own
personal space. They make'some decisions and plans for
changing areas considered personal space. They also
become aware of the-concept of communal space and

# -
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how It differs from personal ipace. hey-explore the
tontrarsbetween private space and public space.

The students are introduced to and explore ad .

students are introduced and
definition of-personal space, and they developideas for
aesthetically pleasing personal spaces for living, sleep-

, Ing, studying, Playing, and for storing belongings. They
attend to and make decisions about the components of
aesthetically pleasing personal space, gaup personal
space, and communal space.

Thlough these projects the word "appropriate" is
introduced in relationship-to aesthetic qualities. Ques-
tions such as; 'Is the design of a space appropriate for
what is to take place there?",-are ask-ed. The concept of

. appropriateness can th4n be applied.to making critical
aesthetic judgments of design situations many situa-

--lions . rather ,than to making value-judgments as
connoted.by the use of the terms "good" and "bad."

The students ar ncouraged to assess themselves .

aesthetically,p "tune in"Io themselves and how th --:-
-'

decisions about private spew which affect their -_-.__y of
look and live, and to explore, analyZe, and make so I e'l

living. Activities reflect thOidea that people are sending
messages about themselves and their self-images by the
way they dress and what th'ey do with the environmenin
which they live. These projects provide opportunities for
the students to make some personal spaces or to change
Already existing spades. By analyzing and designing their
own personal spaces in this unit, the studentS gain
greater awareness of and aesthetic sensitivity to the
larger environment. N,

Materials in this instructional unit include the
following : Teachers's Guide, You and Your Placeistudent
book,'worksheets, and charts,

_Unit Concepts
1. The emotionally and aesthetically charge'd,zone
around each person is called personal space.
2 -. Personal space reflects the way an individual loots,
feels aboutitimseli or herself, smells, sounds, and
moves.
3. People want to defile and personalize the spaces they
inhabi-t\

4. Decision-making about communal space calls for
different criteria than decision-making about personal
space.
Unit Objectives
This unit encourages students
1. to become aware that their personal environment is an
extension of themselves.
2. to explore the role of aesthetic components in creating
pleasing personal spaces.
3. to understand that de'cision-making about group or
communal space often requires comprolnises.

1,-liwar, Are
In Cities Are . the fifth unit in the Egvironment

level, the studonts begin to lobk closely at neighbor-
hoods, communities, and citiqs. As before, students are
involved in discussions and activities relating to sensory
perceptions, and they are asked to attend to the qualities
that make places aesthetit and allow for the participa-
tion of people. ttt

The focus is on cities, their function, their look,
and how their shapngrows out of the natural features of
their locationg and the particular social, economic, and
cultural needs of the people who live there. Students
investigate the growth of cities in response to these
factors. They also explore.their own city or community to
discover the forces that shape its individual atmosphere.
The students do this by building on the.understanding of
environments gained in the earlier units in the level.

By now the students are familiar enough with
aesthetit elements to begin thinking about aesthetic
principles. In this unit the idea that the interaction and
coming together of the elements provides us with a sense

,nf order is emphasized. Order relates forms and objects
in harmonious and pleasant ways. In'the earlier units the
students become consciously aware of order, unity. and
diversity; in this unit they are the main considerations
students explore in regard to environment as places and
people interacting. They examine how the activities that
define the city affect the city's aesthetic qualities.
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The particular viewpoint on cities to which
students are exposed is based on the following cepts:
The-activities. taking place in a city give the city its
meaning and also affect the city's appearance. The image
pi a city depends uram its activities and on the percep-
tions and feelings that people haveAbout that city. The
form fa city takes grows out of the natural reatures of its
surroundings and the particular social, economic, and
cultural needs of thepeople who live there. Perception
of the interaction and coming together of elements in an
appropriate way provides us with msense of order.
Order Can be established by relating formtand objects_
in a harmonious and pleasant manner. Activities. imag`e,
form, and order shOuld all come together M the city. The
city should come 'Ave for work, for play, for elaxation..
and for celebrating life.

Materials in this instructional-unit include t-he
following:-Tacher's Guide, Cities Are . . . student book,
simulation game, photograph_ s, activity cards, and poster.
Unit Conepts
1. The activities taking place in a city give the city its
meaning and also affect the city's appearance.
2. The image of a city depends upon its activities and on
the perceptions and feelings that people have-about it.
3. The form a city takes grows out of the natural features
of its surroundings and the particular social. economic.
and cultural needs of the people who live there.
4. Perception of the interaction and coming together of
elements inan appropriate Way provides us with a sense
of order.
5. Order is established by relatir;g forms and objects in a
harmonious and pleasant manner.

Activities, image, form, and order all come together in
a city that is alive for work, for play. for relaxation, and
fdrcelebrati ng life.
Unit.Objectives
This unit encourages stud`e

to become aware that the activities of a city affect a
city's aesthetic qualities.
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2. to investigate the idea that the image of pity depends
on the activities that take place there and thaperceptions
and feelings that people have about it.

to become aware of the elements that contribute to the,
form of the city.
4: to explore how to estabA order in creati:
appearance of a city by relating forms and o leers in a
harmonious and pleasant manner_

It5. to examine _w a city can beinade a more
aesthetically p -axing -place to livd. ,

Imo line a Place .
'ne a Place is:the concluding unit in this level.

It follow up-on concepts that were included in the
previous u _..s, but it is primarily concerned with intro -
ducing the idea that artists have been creating places for
people (envitonments) throughout history. Some of these
are found in literature; arr or theatre; some of these are
created for purely aesthetic purposes; and others are
created with an eye toward reality and the future.
Students explore a number of these imaginary elviron-
men and beCome aware that artists have alwaysl
cre d imaginary places as an expression of their feel-
ings and emotions.

This unit reinforces the concepts of form and 01'

function, and allows students to review what they have
experienced in the preceding units in the sequence. The
students investigat4 the idea of appropriateness in
design h-v solving imaginary environmental problems
that require them to balance form and function. Students
also provide solutions to aesthetic problems related to
enviromvent and the senses, movement, personal space,
and citiA or communities based on whet they have
!corned.

erials in this instructionaLunit include the
following: Teacher's Guide. Imagine a Place student
book. excerpts from books, photographs. and posters.
Unit Concepts
1. Imagination is the biggest environment there is
2. Im4aginary places are sometimes exaggerations and
distortions of real places.



3. Imaginary places created by artists can help solve
actual environmental problems.
4. Any environment, read orimaginary. must brlance

form and function. .

Unit Objectives
This unit encourages students
1. to investigate the idea of appropriateness in design by
solving imaginary environmental problems requiring
them to balance form and function. , .

2. to provide solutions to aesthetic problems related
en rohmen) nd the senses. movement. persona) spa_i

an cities o communities based on.what they have
learned.
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Aesthetic education is mainly concerned with
teaching the arts in the elementary school, and to date
aesthetic education, like the arts, has been a peripheral
issue in elementary schools'. Morris Weitz has noted that
tudents educated in our schools are :11!stheticallv
eprived.' This is partly due to the foci that the arts
ucation community has not articulated very clearly the

role of the aets,and'aesthetic content in the basic educa=
Lion of the child. There are linkages through concepts,
activities, and through content of all disciplines. nut lost
the arts. that make'the case for the inclusion dim
aesthetic education curriculum based in the arts as a part
of the program in the elementary school,

This chapter attempts to strengthen the case by
pointing out how the aesthetic education curriculum,
while meeting itsIttate'd goasIs for aesthetic education,
can contribute to thebroad educational goals of (level-
ciping aesthetic perception, building knowledge about
the arts, creating a positive attitude toward learning,
and strengthvning generalizable thinking skills. In
addition, by discussiM the role of the arts themselves in
general education. we hope tO.solidify their place in the
e4err?entary school asan area of study equal in value to
any other.

in the 19 os. limner outlined a curriculum m , lel
based on identification of major concepts and skills
which were then cycled and expanded throughout the
learning process According to this model, major
conceptual, touchstones developed in the early learning
years are Apanded and reinforced over lime, becoming
a continually developing conceptual base for learning.
Although the aesthetic education curriculum is not
specifically designed on the Bruner model_ did influ=
once the designers of the 4iesthetic education curriculum
in which a core group of skills and a knowledge base of
concepts are continuously expanded throughout the SiN

tylorrui Woltz. Vliat Is Aiaithetic Eilucanon?"
Ae.q'thetir Education Centt-r. ed. tar rmird -IiNI!11111iltt OXilShIlly1(111,

Americ:In Theatre Associotion ;Ind StTronis, \M1 1 , Iti
104'2). pp. 94=05.

le rome S. Bruner. Prrict!ss oftluco ruhridge.
Harvard 1,:royersay PrrIss.

levels, and these skills'and concepts are reinforced in
each of the units.

GOAL TO DEVELOP AESTHETIC
PERCEPTION

A major goal of the curriculum is to devclop
aesthetic-pm-ception: the abilicy to perceive objects and
everts using aesthetic: criteria, In each unit some mode of
aesthetic perception is demanded or requested as part of
life experiences or instructional prticess, so that the
oyeralrouteome of a continuing experience with the
curriculum is an ever-expanding sophistication of the
studertts' perception.

Level 1 of the curriculum, Aesthetics in the Phys-
ical World, Introchmes the concep-t of aesthetic aware-
ness as a first step in aesthetic perception. The early
units of instruction stress observation of all types of
phenomena and awareness of their aesthetic Kopeyies.
Listening for sound within the environrilent, rrievin /the
body as an instrument, looking at things within the
environment that move, being conscious of how some-
thing smells, tastes, feels these are the introductory
activities for developing aesthetic perception. At this
stage of their development, young students are reacting
to aesthetic phenomena but not necessarily using
language that is descriptive of the aesthetic object or
event or of their aesthetic qualities. Later.the students
start to select out and recognize the qualities within an
object or event, or an art form, that can he characterized
as aesthetic. Broudy terms them the sensory, formal',
technical, and expressive properties of the object.'
Kaolin terms themcounters": the things that count for
the aesthetic in art object or event.' Either term applies
here, By focusing on the aesthetic qualities of phenom-
ena, the students are starting to select out those things
that they think are aesthetic. They have arrived at the
middle stage of aesthetic perception.

' S. liroudy, Enlightonoil Chorishing: 1 no Aesthetic.
Education (I Ill.: I Iniversity of Illinois Press. 1972I: pp. II -H9.

-it!SthltniC Education. A Role for Aesthetics Prop-
Aestl-fene Eaurotion c.1 (1)168). pp. 21-61I. Reprinted in Aestin.Wes ond

Problems (If Vancotion. ed. Ralph A. Smith (l Irharm: III.: I Iniversily of
Illinois Press. 1971). pp. 144-61.
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. Later, at a more advanced stage students start to
establish relationships within or between the counters-or
qualities and the object itself. This initiates ihe process
of analysis that is (he beginning step in aesthetic criti-
cism. The students begin to verbalize about relationships
that exist in what 1114 perceive, They begin to make
judgments about the ohects and events(they encounter,
whether they he in forms or objects aiAl events in the
environment. Yet a more sophisticated stage of percep=
lion involves the anal,zing, generalizing, and justifying
of aesthetic perceptions and judgments. It is now that
students begin to describe and analyze phenomena for
their aesthetic qualities: they are able to make judg-
ments about them and relate these ludgmeccits to other
encounters within their own experience. This is the most
sophisticated stage of aesthetic perception and is the
culmitfation of fhe process of perceiving an object
aesthetically.

Critical Language
One part of the development of hetic perc

tion is a cumulative development of the language of
aesthetics that we term "critical language.'' All through
the curriculum, students are introduced to the terms and
language used to descrihe the aesthetic,qualities of
objects and events. In each unit they learn to use this
kind of language, to phrase aesthetic judgments. In the
early levels of the_turriculorn, words are matched up to
objects, events, and experiences. Simple relationships
are establish'ed: the feel of art,ohject is its texture; char
acierization has something to do with human emotions.,
Simple matching and juxtaposing of experiences, art
forms. and language are the first steps to developing a
critical language. As the students move through the
curriculum they are asked to analyze and react to the
aesthetic experiences they have within each of the units.
On reaching Level 4, Aesthetics and the Artist, they are
asked to do more formal analysis such as a critic does in
writing N review of a hook or a dance performance or a
music concert.
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Language development is not presented as a list of
terms to he memorized, but rather as a descriptive tool to
enable students to describe and compi:ehend aesthetic
qualities, to make aesthetic judgments, and to justify
those judgments, whether they are dealing with the art
forms themselves or the environment as a whole: In this
case language development is from the simple to the
complex. The continuum is_as broadly based as the
leacher in the school wishes lo mike it. There is no
prescribed vocahnlary list for each level of the curricti-

-him, but as the curriculum expands, it continually .

develops the students' ability to use critical language.
Thus the students acquire over time the language of
aesthetics they develop aesthetic literacy.

Sensory Development
Within the activities the students engage in (that

is, within (he actu,o1 learning experiences in the class-
room), theres a definite movement from sensory and
expe'riential types of activities-on the lower curriculum
levels to more cognitive, knowledge-based experiences
on the higher levels. On the introductory levels students
are asked to react to experiences through their emotions,
This is not to say that there is no knowledge or cognition
taking place on the early levels, nor does it mean there
are no sensory or experiential activities within the later
levels of the curriculum. This is rather a matter of
emphasis and growth for the students as they move
through the curriculum.

Young students are made aware of how things
feel, taste. sound, look, and move. They are asked to
participate directly in (hese experiences and are not
necessarily required to explain the bows and whys of
these sensory experiences. The students work with their
five senses as keys to aesthetic awareness and percep-
tion and begin to comprehend how the senses assist in
cognition of aesthetic qualities. These early levels of the
curriculum provide a sampling of different aesthetic



experiences-through the arts, and the students are not
asked to order or make choices ahout them. Thev are,
nonetheless, actuallyinvoli.',ed in these sensory eXperi-
ences as an introduction to the realm of arts-based
aesthetic experiences in which they will participate
later.

On the higher levels of the curriculum more
information is presented and more analysis is required,`
putting the student in the role of making and justifying
judgments about the aesthetic qualitieS of things and
&lents. Because knowlddge is micessary for intelligent
choices. the learning process at this level is more cogni-
tive than experiential in nature.

The student is now more mature intellectually,
anti more able tri deal with complex ideas and content
than in the primary grades. As the students move from
the sensory and experiential to the cognitive and knowl-
,edge-based, the activities in the curriculum units
encouragv their development and growth.

Although this chapter began-with a.discussinn of
-aesthetic perception as an outcome of the curriculum,.
general perceptual skills even without an aesthetic
component are of primary importance to education and
deserve a separate mention here.

Throughout the curriculum the students are
continually called on to perceive objects and events.
They engage-in the physiological perception of seeing,
hearing, smelling, tasting. and feeling, and in the psycho-
logical perception of observing, interpreting. and
anal }-zing visual, aural, tactile, olfactory, and kinetic
information, and making judgments about it. All of the
experiences in the curriculum encourage the mildews to
use all five of their senses as aids in perception. This
assists the students in language development, in reading,
in developing curiosity, in creative problem-solving.
An increase in general perceptual ability will complement
all areas of the curriculum using perception as a basis
for leirning,. It is difficult to think of any that do not

GOAL : TO TEACH THE ARTS
Aesthetic education is primarily concerned with

teaching about the arts. As indicated in previous chap-
ters, the knoWledgp base for the curriculum is the arts,
that is, dance, film. literature, music, theatre, and visual
arts. It is obvious from reading the descriptions of the
units that the arts are the major source of content for the
currimilum. This section summarizes how the students
learn about the arts throughout the curriculum.

On the early levels the students become familiar
with and experience each of the arts disciplines. They
then are engaged in manipulating and creatkng within
each of the art forms so that they may become aware of
the relationships between the elements that are the

' substance of wort of the art forms and of the whole work
itself (Levels 1 and 2) Further, they experience firsthand
the'creative process within each of the art forms. and
they'hegin to accumulate ['larger knowledge base about
the ciesthetic qualities of each of these art forms (Level 3).

Trorn there Ihey move to an exploration of what Might
be termed the individual's role within the art form and-
how the artist plays a role in the creation of works of art
(Level 4). N,ext, much more information is added about
the cultural context of the art forms within a country or
society (Level 5), and finally the application of the art
forms to the environment and_ the societvin which we
live is investigated (Level 6).

Throughont the process of learning ahout and
experiencing the art forms, the students are acquiring
more and more knowledge about the art forms as discip-
lines, While moving through the curriculum year by
year, they come to understand that the arts are an inte-
gral part of our society. They understand that the arts
have some unique characteristics that identify them as
aesthetic objects and events. The imp_ ortant part of diis
aesthetic education in the arts is the nurturing and
growth of students ability to:intike aesthetic judgments,
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to become part of a perceptive, critical audience. and
secondarily, their desire to hecome performers or
producers of the arts.

GOAL TO CREATE A BETTER
LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

The installation of the (mulct-dun-1 may of itself
have some significant secondary effects not directly
identifiable ig; instructiomil outcomes that will assist the
school towards its goal of educating its stu4nts. A curric-
ulum of this kind reinforces the ideas of pMastkre, joy,
and intrinsiGrewards within the school context. The
:events an,d objects with which aesthetic education is
concerned can he validly experienced for their own sake
and not for any tither outcomes. Aesthetic, experiences in
a school context can bring ioy and satisfaction to
stildents, teaching them that learning is pleasurable and
rewarding, It is important for each of us to realize that
aesthetic encounters are always among those things we
remember and consider most significant in our lives. if
only a partial sense of this is introduced ink') the elemen-
tary curriculum, it can have a positive effect on the
overall educational climate of the school. Alter having
experienced this curriculum, the students should have a
better attitude toward learning in all areas and have a
more positive foiling about the school.

It is not easy to identify these feelings or to cify
them as instruCtional outcomes, but teachers involved in
teaching iesthe iic'education have continually referred
to theca. Lenore Rosen and RoSalie Gale taught the
Primary One class at Greensfelder Elementary School in
University City. Missouri. The following is their charac-
terization of how an emphasis on aesthetic education has
contrihuted to the educational chMate at their school:
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We have mar:, visitors from all over the United States ----

,because our school is a CEMREI, Demonstration School.
Our visitors never fail to comment about the children's
happy.faces, responsivenev,sparkling personalities,
and the.beautiful environment they have treated. The
room is covered with original art work no store-bought
or copv-type work exists here. With all the emphasis on
!he arts, some skeptics might wonder about the reading
iituT'rithmetic. But the children's scores on their Stan-
ford Achievement Tests provelhat there are alternatives
te) being screwed to a desk, and working on skilibooks,
drills, and ditto sheets all'day.'

Comments like this indicate the potential effects
of the aesthetic. education curriculum on the total
leurning climate and total design of the school pilogram

effects that cannot he measured in quantitative terms
.nor reflected with any'kind oracctiracy through test data
But this attitude, this feeling that.is created within f he
school is surely one of the most positive outcomes of any
kind or curriculum and if the aesthetic education curric-
ulum can foster.it, that may he its major contribution to
the general education of every student.,

GOAL :70 PROMOTE- GENERAL
EDUCATION

In addition to the positive effect of the total curric-
ulum on the overall look and feel of the school, imple-
mentation of the curriculum can ako contribute to the
general education goals of the school. Each of the units of
instruction is designed to take into consideration the
ongoing goals of the education program in the elemen-
tary school, and a further outcome of the curriculum is
its ability to use aesthetic education to foster general
education. There is a continual development and exec-

Lenore Rosen and Rcxealie (:ale,'''two I-qimary Teacht tt' View cif
Aesthetic Education. nos quotation is from one of it series of case
studnis written at the request of CNIREL's Aesthetic Education
Program hy teachers who have taught some of the aesthetic education
currimilum units Three of the case studies, edited for length, are
included as Chapter 5.



cise of thi king skills applicable to general education in
the aesthe is education curriculum. Understanding of
such concepts as point of view, part and whole, and
alternate :ethods of expression. is cruciarto all '`"

learning, yithout being restricted to aesthetic
education or the arts.

Aesthetic Education
and Other Subject Areas

The conterrt areas treated in this curriculum are
relevant to subjects now within the general education
program in elementary schools. They culture units, for
example, complement social studies: the environment
unit's complement and extend the physical and social
sciences. The Level 4 units on artistsare directly applic-
'able to career education investigations. The introductory
units for the primary grades relate to language arts.

In the individual units basic skills are developed
that relate to language development.Literary and
performing arts a4 ivities require use of the basic skills
of reading and wil ing. Units like Creating Characteri-
zation Constructi , Dramatic Plot, and Creating Word
Pictures help the &dents develop language under-

-standing and Osage, reading and listening skills, and
verbal response skills by asking them to perceive the
instructional content, the structure, the subject matter
and theme, and style of dramatic and literary works.

In units such as Movement, Iteluting Sound and
Movement- and Forming Movement Phrases, activities
based on dance/movement maintain and further
students' interest and enjoyment in activities involving
the use of their whole body (large-motor skills) and help
students gain control over the use of body parts (small-
motor skills). They increase the students' awareness of
space. structure, balance, endurance, rhythm. flexibility,

formations, relationships between body and space,
motion, direction of movements, and time. Music or
sound-centered units, like Tole Color and Arranging
Sounds with Magnetic Tapes, develop students' basic
skills in aural discrimination Ind perception of voices
and instruments, combinations. sound, harmony, tone,
and simple and complex patterns. All of the units can he
analyzed in this way to deterr inc their general skills
content.

Aesthetic Education and
Cognitive Skills

Engaging in the kinds of activities required by the
aesthetic education,curriculuri units also helps studen'ts'
overall cognitive psychological development. In the area
of reasoning, the behaviors ca led for by the units are in
the areas of ebserving, analvz ng. negotiating. drawing
concrusilms, and making judgments. The students are
also making inferences oral applying what they have
learned to situations outside the learning situation. For
example. students who hkive worked through the
Dramatic Conflict unit.are able to apply the
understanding of conflict to what they read and to what
they watch on television, and to what they experience in
their own lives.

Constructing Dramatic. Plot is another of the units
that aids in acquisition of generalizable cognitive skills.
The studentsidentify characters; they sequence inci-
dents; they identify motive, plot elements, crisis, inci-
dent. and resolution. The ability to analyze material in,
this way is useful in every subject area. In Writers, the
students work to become aware of the variety of ways in
which a writer presents an individual point of view.The
students art asked to draw conclusions from what the
writer has written, an important first step on the way to



becoming intelligent critical readers. Similarly, the
activities in Writers require students to evaluate the
content of spoken and written language. Last and not
least, the students are encouraged to write themselves.
Each of the curriculum units can he analyzed in this way
to show how it contributes to the development of cogni-
tive-sk ills.

As part of the background for this hook, teachers'
who had worked with aesttietic education curriculum
units were asked to write descriptions of how they used
the units in their classrooms. This series of case studies
shows-time and again how aesthetic education fits into
the general. education curriculum. Whether the students
are criticizing each other's poems using aesthetic criteria
or commenting on the shapes they see tinder
scope or judging what they hear and see on, television,
the teachers recognize that these kinds of responses
are reinforced by the presence of the aesthetic education
curdculum units in the classroom. The following
excerpts from the case studies'point out how the
aesthetic education curriculum strengthened the overall
elementary program in their classrooms.

Janet Davis, a fifth-grade teacher in the Jefferson
County Schools, Colorado, says:

With the CHNIREI. units and units of m own design, I try
to provide students with the opportunity to develop their
unique talents, to increase self-confidence and aesthetic
awareness. to sharpen critical skills, and to work cooper-
atively within the larger framework of grolip effort. I
have found that this approach successfully enhances and
complements existing curr'icula in language arts. social
studies. and math. and makes these content areas more
meaningful to the students. An aesthetic ordering of the
elements in content areas allows individuals never to
lose sight of themselves, their feelings, their strengths
and their talents within the ohjective context of skills.
13nilt into each learning situation cat concrete facts is the
opportunity for children to use their understanding and
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manipulate their knowledge into a,personal statement
consistent with contemporary expression and their own
singularity."

Eddie Katsumoto, who teaches second and third
grade in the Jefferson'Counly, Colorado schools,
remarks:

My goals for the school year are to develop aesthetic
appreciation, creative expression, visual perception,
auditory awareness, and integration of art, music, and
physical education with the total curriculum. These
ohjectives coincided with the philosophy of the aesthetic
(ulucation curriculum Mat,erials". Through experiences
with the units students definitely became more highly
aware of the world around them:-

A first grade teacher, Barbara Shanley of
Jefferson County, Colorado, says:

Our first-grade curriculum heavily emphasizes the
language arts areas of study. In fact, about fifty to sixty
percent of every school day is spent in reading, word
attack and study skills, handwriting, and other language
arts-related actlymes, The aesthetic education units fit
most readily into theseturriculum tMeas ... Math, social
studies, and science are taught daily in half-hour time
Hocks: the application of the units' ideas and techniques
effectively complemented countv-prescrihed objectives
in the subject areas also."

Ms. Shanlev concludes her comments by saying:
The aesthetic education units fit well into our interdisci-
plinary approach to die arts, for they afford children the
opportunity to experience a real transfer of learning
from one subject area to another. Not only do children
see shapes, for example, as mathematical structures, but
also as the configuration of words in reading, the body
form of a friend, and as the patterns that are repeated on
their clothing:'

laanet Davis, "A Fife de 'reacher's Viccw of Aesthetic Education.'
Eddie kaisunnao. secondirrerd Grade Teacher's View of

ties ;thetas Education,
irhara Shanley, 1,1 Teac hers View of A(-thetic

tucatinn.-
Shanlvv.



,GOAL: TO USE THE ARTS AS
GENERAL EDUCATION

The: aesthetic education curriculum uses the arts
as a content base for the curriculum. The activities
outlined for each of the units usually result in art experi-
ences that give the students a wide range of ideas and
attitudes towards the arts. The aesthetic education
curriculum presents a comprehensive view of the arts
because the curriculum basically teaches the arts.
Therefore it mav be helpful now to discuss specifically
how the arts contribute to basic education, and how they
enhance and reinforce the general goals of the elemen-
tary school,program.

For the past eight years, The JDR 3rd Fund has
been involVedAhrough their Arts in General Education
Program, iwlooking at the arts in the context of genehal
education,-The Arts in General Education Program has
been involved in or has supported many projects in the
schools, among them Project IMPACT, SEARCH projects
in New York State. and the pilot projects that the 1_,'ural
itself has financed in school systems in Mineola, New
York; University City, Missouri; Jefferson County,
Colorado; and elsewhere. Many of the unitS of instrnt:-
tion included in this curriculum have been tested in a

number of pilot projects supported by The JIM 3rd Fund
-as well as many other school systems. Recently Kathryn
Bloom and Jane Renter of the Arts in General Education
Program developed the following analysis of how the
arts contribute to the basic education of every child.

1. The arts provide a medium for personal expression,
deep need experienced by -children and adults alike.
Children's involvement in the; arts can he a strong moti-
vating force for improved commonication through
speaking and writing as well as through drawing or
singing,

2, The arts focus _option ind energy on personal601
vation and self-atVareness. They can make childrtm di I
adults more aware of then environment and holii them
develop a stronger sense of themselves and a grefder
confidence in their own abilities. Throughincrea0
self-knowledge, children are more likely to he able to
command and integrate their mental, physical, anCi
emotional faculties and cope with the world around,.
them.

3. The arts are a universal human phenomenon anti
means of communication. Involvement in them. holtri-
participant and observer, can promote a deeper urnivr"-
standing and acceptance of the similarities and diffrtr?.
antes among races, religions. and cultural traditions,-,
4. The arts involve the elements of ,ourid, movement,
color, mass, energy, space, line:shope, and language.
Thes elements, singly or in comhination. are common
the concepts underlying many subjects in the curric-
ulum. For example. exploring solutions to problems in
mathematics and sciem40 through the arts can increase
the understanding of the process andthe value of both.
5. The arts embody and chronicle the cultural, aesthetic,
and social develOpment of man. Through the arts, chil-
dren can become more aware of their own cultural
heritage in a broad historical context. Arts institutions,
cultural organizations. and artists have a vital role to
play in the edpcation of children, both in 'Schools and in
the community,
F. The arts are a tangible expression of human creativitv
and as such reflect man's perceptions of the world.
Through the arts children and adults can become more
aware of their own creative and htiman potential.

The various fields of the arts offer a,wide range of
career choices to young people. Arts in education
programs provide opportunities for students to expl
the possibility of becoming a professional actor, (lancer,
musician, painter, photographer, architect, or leacher.
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There are also many lesser kr-Lown opportunities in carts=
related technical areas such as lighting engineer,
costumer in a theater, or a spetiialist in designing and
installing exhibitions in museums. Other opportunities
lie in administrative and educational work in arts orgam=
zations such as museums, performing arts grojdps, and
arts councils.
8. The arts can contribute substantially to special educa-
tion, Edimational programs emphasizing the arts and the
creative pot ess are being developed for students with
learning disabilities, such as the retarded and handi-
capped. These programs are conceived as alternative
approacheslo learning for youngsters who ma? have
problems in adjusting in more traditional classroom
situations, The infusion of the arts into the general
educationmf all children also encourages the identifica-
tion of talented youngsters whose:special abilities may
otherwise go unnoticed or unrecognized.
9. The arts, as a means for personal and creative involve-
ment by children and teachers, are as source of pleasure
and mental stimulation, Learning as a pleasant.
rewarding activity is a new experience for many young
people add can he very important in encouraging posi-
tine attitudes toward schooling.
10. The arts are useful tools for everyday hying. An
understanding of the arts provides people with a broader
range of choices about the environment in which they
live. the life-style they develop. and the way they spend
their leisure time

'Karhryn Bloom and Jane Romer. -A Rationale for the Arts in
Education."' Arts in Education Ikogram.Tht, ItiR 3rd Fund. November
1975,
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Fly. making the case for including aesthetic content
in fhe schools' education curriculum via thearts.
wr have,come full circle back to aesthetic education.

To sum up: The aesthetic education cnrriculum
gives students a knowledge base in the arts and engages
them in aesthetic, experiences that connect to and
enhanc e! their daily lives. The curriculum also comple-
ments their general education and fills the void that we
sense in our puhlic elementary schools. Our reasoning is
simple and straightforward: The arts and aesthetics
enrich and inform human knowledge and intelligence.
The arts are unique and precious to the individual who
creates within them; they enlighten and expand the lives
and sensibilities of All who come in contact with them.
They strengthen and illuminate culture and society.
While we know that the aesthetic education curriculum
by itself cannot fulfill all these goals, we do believe that
it does have integrity in relationship to what it was
designed to accomplish and in relationship In what it
purports to teach. At a minimum this curriculum should
further enhance the aesthetic sensibilities of children,
and. even if this is all it accomplishes, then we will have
made a significant contribution to education.
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There hlti e been a number of teacher~ who over a
period of years used several of the curriculum units and
integrated them into their existimulassroom programs.
These teachers were asked to expliiln how they
sequenced the units of instruction ii.nd organized them tt
relate to their grade level and their school programs.
The case studies put together by Diane Dion, a third
grade leacher. lod Diamond. a fifth/sixth grade teacher,
both from University City_ Missouri schools, and Linda
Gabel, a music specialist in the Jefferson County, Colo=
ratio schools were particularly relevant to the concerns
of this hook.

It should he noted that the following descriptions
refer to only a limited number of units and are not
consistent with the recommended sequences. This was
due to the fact that not all of the units were available to
the teachers. However, teachers are expected to adapt
any curriculum design.to their own' needs, and the case
studies show how teachers have adapted aesthetic
education units to meet their own needs in the class-
room.

-A THIRD GRADE TEACHER'S VIEW
OF AESTHETIC EDUCATION
Diane Dion
Daniel Boon* Elementary Schi eI
University ty, Missouri

I have tried to establish an aesthetic education
curricadum to suit the needs of my third grade class.
First, 'had to establish my goals for the year. I decided
there were four main objectives I wanted to accomplish.
These were in the area of perceptual awareness,
vocabulary development (language development).
creative expression. and aesthetic appreciation. Then I

chose four sets of CEMREL materials as starting points to
achieve these goals. They were: Shapes and Patterns.*
Creating Characterization, Creating Word Pictures, and
Constructing Dramatic Plot,

I introduced each set of materials separately. Each
of them'had specific objectives to be learned. I used the
aesthetic education materials and worksheets and added
some activities of my own, as I found them relevant.

As I worked on individual units I tried to integrate
their conceptS with other areas of the curriculum. I also
tried to interrelate the concepts of the different sets of
materials. All, the while I was teaching the specific
concepts of the'materials, I kept my general objectives in
mind. I did this so children could relate to all they
learned as a total environment, not just as
isolated incidents.
Shape and Shape Relationships

I began this unit in October, assuming nothing.
Some children had had Shape and Shape Relationships
before; others had not. I used the first two Shape units
sparingly, also the worksheets, so as not to repeat what
the children had hefore. Hut I did want to fistablish the
learning of some basic concepts before I proceeded to
Shapes'and PatternS. such as the following:

shapes are everywhere;
shapes vary in color. texture, size, volume;
many things have the same or nearly the same shape;
and some shapes appeal to you more than others.

Perceptual Awareness and Vocabulary
Development
Basic concepts to he devel4ed: All things have shapes
and shapes can he categorized. Children learn to
verbalize what they ore seeing.

We played "I See Something.- Each child
describes an item as fully as possible : its texture, shape,

*The unit descrihed in this hooka s Shape was used by Ms. Dion as
three separated but related sets of materials: Shape. Shape Relation-
ships. tend Shapes and Patterns.
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size, color. One child described an object as "round, kind
of hard, black and white, it has smalle shapes inside it
it looks like half of a ball and makes a purring sound.-
That was a Clock on the wall. d liked the idea of the
sound, so another day we played the game with ohjects
that had sound. We took t walk outside and around the
school. keeping an eye and ear open for shapes and
sounds. Naturally this led to a two-day lesson on sounds

how to describe what you are hearing and how to
verbalize what von mean.
Creative Expression
Basic concepts to he developed: To create shape coin-
sitionsr to show shape relationships: to experiment wi
shapes: anti to express oneself aesthetically.

brought in an unusual vase with many colors and
two different textures. I put it in front of the room and
asked the children to write a paragraph describing it as
fully as possible size, texture, etc. I told them a myste-
rious story and asked them to use their imagination to tell
more Omit this vase.

Then we created our own pictures with geometric
cut-out shapes and created pictures from Shupe work-
sheets. We also made mobiles. Some children made the
elements the same shape hut varied color, size. or
texture. One boy made a "texture mobile as he called it.
By this time children felt free to express themselves and
dismiss what they were doing. We attempted paper
sculptures but these were quite difficult for the children
at this time. At Halloween we created our own shaped
jack-o'-lanterns. Children felt secure enough to experi=
ment with different shapes. All jack -o'- lanterns don't
have to be round, and all cats don't have to be black.
Aesthetic Appreciation
Basic concepts to he developed: A r,tis(s, designers. and
all people use shapes, texture. color, vc. to express their
feelings, likes, and dislikes. We can Make aesthetic
judgments ourselves ahout environment, clothes, art.
We create our environment to meet our needs and our
aesthetic preferences.

We took walks and discussed what shapes we
liked, and why. We learned we have a right to be individ-
uals. What a horrible world it would he, if all houses
looked alike! We discussed why we liked things and why
others disliked them. We learned to respect other
people's opinions.

The children looked at bookcovers and made crit-
ical judgments about them and suggested improvements.
We then designed our own bookrovers and our own class
flag. I showed the children some modern paintings.
particufarly ones dealing with design, color, shapes, line.
I showed them some of Picasso's works, We discussed the
meaning and feelings the painter was trying to express. I
let each child express his or her feelings toward the
painting, as long as he or she could give me a reason.

in sociil studies we discussed homes around the
world. We used pictures to compare how they were
constructed, their usefulness, how different environ-
ments nedessitate different housing, how different
cultures are characterized by different art forms. In the
same manner, we discussed the change in styles of cars
from their beginning to the present. I had them' design a
"car of the future." You should have seen some of the
interesting shapes! The same with the telephone. We
talked about different styles and choices, and how we
make aesthetic choices in our everyday living.

Throughout the year, children were constantly
discussing things in terms of shapes, color, design, etc. I
would hear,:Took at my new dress it has shapes
inside of shapes." The Shape unit taught children some
of the basic elements of art: shape. color, size, texture,
shape relationshipst gave them an awareness of the
shapes and designs of their physical environment and
enhanced their ability to make aesthetir choices. Shape
helped them look critically at works of art, architecture,
and design. They were encouraged to experiment and
build on their creative talents. It gave them satisfaction
and the assurance that their choices had value.

As you can see, I began to teach Shape as a sepa-
rate lesson, but then it found its way into many other



suhject areas. I even chose to do a math unit on geometry
at the same time to tie in with what they were learning.

Shapes and Patterns
I spent more time on the background of Shaw,

than I planned. but was so pleased with the enthusiasm
and progress of the children I didn't mind. Since none of
the children had ever used Shapes and Patterns, I used
the student book and all the worksheets, in addition to
some of my own activities.
Perceptual Awareness, Vocabulary
Development, and Aesthetic Appreciation
Basic concepts to be developed: pattern is formed
when one or more shapes is repeated or when elements
such as color, texture, size, volume are repeated. There
are, patterns in ti=2A4zorld around us. Each of us develops
alike or dislike for certain patterns.

We looked for patterns in the room and became
aware of patterns in our clothing. We discussed how they
varied size, color. etc. We disccivered who chose the
clothes. Why do we make these choices? DO we make
them based on what appeals to us? We had a -Pattern
Day- at school. Each child wore his or her favorite piece
of clothing with a pattern. We took pictures. I sent chil-
dren around the school to find interesting patterns and
take pictures. (Each child could only take one picture so
he or she had to make an aesthetic choice.) One child
chose a teacher with aliatterned dress and asked her to
stand next to a numherline which was also a pattern.
Others took piCtures of a fence, bricks on a building, and
steps. We also had a dispitly table for patterns on
everyday things. Some of tile items were: gum wrappers,
soup cans, a shower curtain, father's tie, a pillow, wrap-
ping paper, dishes, bracelet.

We took a pattern walk outside. The children took
notehooks to list patterns they found. I wish you could
have seen the excitement and observations: they recog
ni-zed p,itterns on the buildings, sidewalks, playground
equipment. trees, steps. tiles. etc. Children were still
pointing out patterns to me days later.

Then we made a list of patterns found in our
homes this really made children aware of their
surroundings. Items mentioned were carpeting, holes in
the telephone dial, holes in the stereo speaker, bathroom
tiles. etc. On a field trip downtown, the children pointed
out patterns they saw in the city.

Creative Expression
Basic concepts to he developed: To create a simple
pattern; to construct a partorn and yarCy it with size, color,
texture, or volume; to recognize patterns in music; and to
make aesthetic choices in creating a pattern.

I assigned four groups to take either size, color.
.texture, or volume and make a pattern. Someone (seeing
the student book) wanted to make a worm. Results were
excellent. The color group varied colors of the body
parts. The size group varied size of the body parts. The
texture group used tin foil, paper, cloth, corrugated
paper. cardboard, etc. for the Oodr. The volume group
used egg cartons and halves of "Leggs- containers. _

Using gadget printing (spools, potato pieces,
blocks of wood, different color paints) each child made a
pattern and designed wrapping paper for his or her
parents' Christmas gift. Some varied their patterns with
size, some withize and color. We also worked with
pattern in areas other than art. With the assistance of the
music teacher, the children looked for and began to
recognize patterns in music. They designed a pattern that
I made a dress from. We also discussed patterns in
poetry and how poets sometimes use different patterns.

The outcomes for ate students at the end of this
unit were recogniticin of patterns; what makes a pattern;
how to vary a pattern with size, color, or volume; awario
ness of patterns in nature, around home and school, an
in the total environment; ability to create a pattern oi,
their own; ability to make aesthetic choices of how tOy
vary that pattern with color, size, texture, volume;
to recognize patterns in music and ability to create
patterns in music; ability to recognize patterns in poetry
and create patterns of their own in poetry; ability to
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make an aesthetic choice about which pattern to wear:
ability to justgy what type of clothing appeals to them
and why.

All the time Ike are doing these activities, we are
constantly referring hack to Shgpe and Shape Relation-
ships. We continuously discussedfhe reasons for
choices, and how are these different and why you chi or
don't like this,

Creating Characterization
Perceptual Awareness and Vocabulary
Development .

Basic concepts to he developeth con use-facial
expressions and parts of our body to show emotion. We
can use our voices to show emotion.

I introduced this unit with a bulletin board of
pictures: Rill Cbsby, Jimmy Walker, President Nixon,
magazine advertisements. Ea-ch face displayed some -,
emotion. I let the children discuss the hoard for several
days (and they did!). Then we discussed how different
people felt. I acted really shocked that they could tell me
how those people felt just by looking at their faces and
the more I acted, the more they elaborated. This was a
natural *ginning for introducing, the unit, Creating
Characterization.

We began the unit using the Emotion'studen!
books to learn how different people expressed their
emotions non -vocally. Children imitated these emotions.
They learned to use new vocabulary word overjoyed,
exuberant. content, etc. to distinguish different
emotions. Thp chlidren loved explaining why the people
were. feeling a particular way. We asked. "Would you
feel the same way in that situation? How would you show
it ?'' This led to working with the picture composites to
show emotion, They imitated the puzzles. Children who
were a little uneasy and inhibited at first, quickly joined
in the fun. We watched the filmstrip and listened to the
records where characters used their voices to show
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emotion,,ind we had some fin?' experiences listening to
and evaluating iTocal chabges. We listeAed to movies
without seei,n# the pictures, listenek-to story records, etc.
The children became very-quick to say to one another
"rtru're using an angry voice!"
Creative Expression
Basic concepts to he develoYed: To6use the shills they
have learned dealing with character emotions; to create
a chai-acter with a voice and movements to show
happiness, anger, fear; to use color and texture in their
character development to establish a mood.--

One of the first ways we tried creative expression
was putting on pantomime skits. The children worked in
groups and helped eich other. They wailed out an idea
they wanted to convey, then they helped each other-find
the best way to exprbss this idea. I liked the way they did
this. Some of the skits were terrific.

Then we worked with the Emo Masks. At first I let
them experirrient with different masks and emotions
while working in pairs. They used the blvk mask to
create their own emotion. Then they worked in groups to
work out skits. We performed these skits fothe class.
We evaluated the ways children showed emotion.

As a culminating activity, I asked each child to
create a cha'racter with an emotion, a character they
would he able to imitate. For an art lesson they each cut
out lar e paper beads, stuffed them, stapled them

ether, nd decorated them with markers and
nstruction paper to create their own characters. Some

mples were an angry kingva sad baseball player, a
py girl, a ag, baby, a--sfrd clown.

eative esson we did azharacter
sketch. he children wrote short paragraphs describing
their character in terms of looks, personality, age, etc.
Another day I had story-writing time. I asked the chil-
dren to write stories usingIlleir maiAlban-0n any kind
of story, but tine making their particular character the



e
"fain character." By this time, the children were quite

.,proud of -their.own" characters and took quite an
interest. Naturally the characters all had names and
were beginning to assume personalities. The stories
were excellent. Some were in-depth accounts of ''why
the king was so sad all his troubles, etc.- 0 of my
favorites was the sad baseball player. I had a lay-by-
prey account of a (errible bageball game. The hill even
used qnotationmarks and had theboy sayin -Oh, why
did Lever want to play baseball tHis year! y didn't I
just listen to my mother and go swimming. I never want
tb play baseball again1071-ie really expressed his charac-
ter's emotion!.

.

A. notn ,
. .

er activity, was to act like our character. Not
all children chose to do this but the oafs thatdid gave a
"one -man ahivii. '' For instance, the king paced back and
forth, wringing his hands bqi.jnd his-hack, moanimoaning'. I let
children experiment with the thealrical gels t set the
stage and mood for their 'characters.

retie ApirrecOtion '''
. ,

Basic concepts todbe'ev-eloped: Actors use costumes,
facial expressidris:arabody rnove.mrnt to communicate
ideas. Color and texture can help express emotions. We

Tan make aesthetic judgments about actors, their`roles,
and how well they express thernsel4s., .

The children now became aware of actors in their
roles. They watched more critically when we had
movies. They made judgments and gave reasons for their
judgmero.-7 --",, ,

I noticed an improV.ement in reading expression. I
haie always emphasized -reading with feeling- but
whet I taught didn't mean half as much as what they
discovered for themselves. One child would say, "You're''
not reading that i he same voice that he's saying that.-
They surely did t need my 'fielp anymore.

....-",
Luckily, ju -a-s we were finishing Creating Char-

acterization, two groups were completing their reading

texts where the last section is a play. The children were
more than enthusiastic. They had a chance to use some of.
the things they just learned and did an excellent job.

A dance group came to our school to perform Alice
in:Wonderland, Afterwards each dancer, took a group of
children and worked with them to help them express
themselves through body movement. they were t.

Bowers growing, Alice shrinking, the White Rabbit
hurrying around, etc. Good correlating.

Children becari4ewareadi how actors-express
emotions. Theylearned to express emotions non-vocally.
They learned to,express emotions by combining voice
and movement. They. experimented with their own
bodies and voices to create different emotions..They
gained self-confidence in expressing themselves, some-
times through characters they created. They began to
make aesthetic judgments about actors. They discovered
relationships between colorand mood. They recognized
some of the problems of an actor and-began to under-.
stand acting as an art form.

Constructing Dramatic Plot
Perceptual Awareness, Vocabulary
Development, and Creative Expression
Basic concepts to be developed:'A dramatic plot _begins.
to be developed by linking a series of-in ciderits. It
includes characters and setting, and it should have an
organic pattern of growth. Dramatic plot requires the
selection arid arrangement of incidents,
setting, conflict, crisis, and resolution into a theatre
experience.

There was no difficulty introducing Constructing
Dramatic Plot in ray room. We played the game with the
sample cards, and children could hardly wairto begin.
We discussed the basic rules of thegame. They began.
They experimented, made many discoveries, and shared
their new stories enthusiastically. We played the game



often until the children were fully able to construct a
dramatic plot with all the elements. It was an exciting
game to tbfraildren and a tremendous learning experi-
ence for me:

When We worked on dramatic plat, I always did jt
as a class activity with the children divided into small
groups of three to four members. Later when I finished
the unit, I pill it in a learning center where children
could go when they finished their morning "academic"
work. Naturally, it was like the local pizza parlor the_
most popular place in town!

To explain best how.the children reached the
desired end of constructing a dramatic plot, I'll share
with you some of our experiences. First of all, I don't Like
isolating learningxperiences, so I tried integrating the
unit into other parts of the curriculum as soon as
possible. It didn't take long for the children to recognize
character, setting, conflict, and resolution in their
reading stories. They were more than anxious to point
out these elements daily. I made a new format for our

ekly book reports- included listing the characters,
seting,'conflict, etc. The children were so excited about
their newly learned concepts, they began relating the
conflict, crises, etc. of the evening television shows.
Story-writing took on a new dimension. We made a

dramatic ? lot bulletin board with their stories and
illustrations, and we made dramatic plot booklets.

Sometimes, after developing their stories in
dramatic plot games, the children liked to act them out
for the class. This was a -natural- follow-up to our study
in characterization. We evaluated voice, bodymove-
ment. and facial expression along with the dramatic plow
The kids loved it! Other times they tarid their stories,
'using their voices to express emotion relating to charac-
terization.

As a culminating activity, the children wrote,
directed,and acted out their own play using the charac-
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ters they developed as their own inCreating Characteri-
zation. It was quite a theatrical experience.Firstthey
had to develop a story using characters already created,
It was hard to match up a sad baseball player with an
angry king, but you should have seen some of the Combi-
nations-and imaginative stories, (I must add some were
definitely more successful than others, but as I told the--

"rcli-ildren, that shoW biz!) They prepared their own-:
costumes, arm used-the concepts of characterization00.
dramatic tilot together to formulate this theamexperi*
ence. They chose different theatrical gels to set their
mood and presto a play.

Unfortunately, time ran out it was June
before fwas able to finish this experience. If there had-
been enough time, I would have had them write their
plays as a script (a good lesdon increative writing) and I
would have made a book Third Grade Plays.
Aesthetic Appreciation
Basic concepts. to be developed: Writers of plays, movies,
and TV scripts use dramatic plot. We can make aesthetic
judgments about these plots. We can recognize these
elements of dramatic plot.

Children were now able to read a book; listen to a
story, watch a television show or play, and recognize the
elements of dramatic plot. They were also able to give
some critical judgments of these performances.

The outcomes for the children were: recognitiOn
of elements of a dramatic plot;'ability to construct a
dramatic plot with the elementsof characters, setting,
conflict, crises, etc., in a natural and logical ordeeability
to see the relationship between characterization and
dramatic plot in a theatre experience; an understanding
of and an appreciation of some of the problems encoun-
tered by authors, script writers, etc.; improyikent in
creative writing skills; continued growth in areas of self-
confidence and self-eXpression; an ability to do critical
thinking about story plots, etc.



Creating Word Pictures
Development and Creative

ion
.

Basic conceptsto be develonedz:Wordscommunicate
ideas. Words produce images, Language can be used-
-creatively,

This is probably my favorite unit. One of the -

reasons is becausel spend so much time with third
graders on language arts I have a class newspaper: we
-read and write poetry and imaginative stories and make
as much use of creative-language as poSsible. What a lift
this unit was to my teaching! Also, the children loved
never one did we were -going to do Greta tin Word
Pictures that the-kids didn't- Gheer!!

I put the children in small groups and t them
experiment with the blue wordcards. At first; some of
the children wanted to find word pictures they knew
like an Indian man, etc. I accepted that but encouraged
them to find word pictures of their own. They recognized
my delight when they made combinations like "ice star,"
"Indian bug," "moon syrup.",or "velvet cloud." Before .

the end of the first work period, all the children were
experimenting with the words creatively. Then we
started thinking about these word pictures in terms of
describing them. This tied-in very well with Shopes
where children had become used to describing visual
objects fully their shape, color, size, relationship to
other things, etc. Now they learned to deal with the
sensuous qualities of words. "How does an 'ice star'
look?" "How does it feel?" "Does it have a smell?" The
children also discovered that because word pictures
brought different images to different people they had to
describe fully the image they had in mind. They loved to
draw pictures of their new creations.

At the end of a lesson, I always asked the children
to select their two best combinations, and I wrote them
down. I immediately set up a "word pictOrea" learning

center. At first I just put up word Combinations made by
the children the previous day. I let the children discuss
these among themselves or draw pictures either of their
own or someone else's creation or write stories. The little
girl who created "ice star" wrote a poet i,(on her own I
just loved that). As I said before. I always did a lot of
creative writing in my room, but never did so many
children choose tado it on their own. I found that most
children liked to draw or write abdut their own word
combination, but once in a while they all found one they
especially liked. -Indian bug- was a favorite in our
classroom. We had more "Adventures of an Indian Bug"
stories in our room than I care to mention. Never once
did I complain. The motivation of the children to write
did more for them than any lesson Itould have taught.

I used the student book, cards, and woiksheets
from Creating Word Pictuies quite regularly. As we did
the suggested activities,i watched the children grow'in
their ability to experiment and create with the-language,
This set-of materials is a "natural" for children.

One of my favorite parts of the unit is the "what'
is Game. ThiSis anolfier game that was constantly
played in the center. I would like to share with you same
of my favorites:

A thing that smells cold and old ice swamp,
toad city.
A place where you would like to play cotton
city, flower star.
Something you would like to smell onion
flower, honey swamp.
A thing you would like to pet velvet fish.
A thing that smells like summer meadow
mountain.
The words themselves havesensuous qualities bat

to hear the children tell about thein was just a delight.
The children learned much more than I could ever

have imagined. They learned to eicperiment with
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language creatively. They learned to relte their own
word pictures and describe verbally t eir sensual quali-
ties. They learned to categorize and make specific
choices They used words creatively to communicate

-thoughts by constructing simple thoughts and sentences
-,experiences which improved their vocabulary and
'nil:moved and enriched theritrcreative writing. The
materials epcouraged chOdken (who sometimes are
hesitanfand unsure of thetaselves in creative writing or
art or music) to create with words. This was a very
rewarding experience for some special children. They
all began to understand poetry better. They grasped that
an author is trying to conveya meaning and produce an
image in our minds with words. The.), also learned we
don't all interpret language to the same way and
sometimes we need to express ourselves more fully if we
want others to share our mental images.

Japan*
I developed a unit on Japan for elementary chil-

dren several years ago. My ideas were to study japtnese
culture, to compare and contrast it to our way of living,
and to give the children some understanding of a
different way of life Since working with the Aesthetic
Education Program, I have addecia new dimension lo my
unit. Along with the social studies aspect, I've included a
much deeper look into the arts of Japan, development of
a sensitivity toward these arts, and an appreciation for
their cultural beauty, among my objectives. Because
much of our aesthetic education learning dealt with the
freedom pf self-expression and the freedom to make -

aesthetic choices, the children approached this unit with
-open minds."

Through the use of movies, filmstrips, and books
we studied about the land, climate, natural resources,
etc. of Japan. The most interesting part of the unit came
when we started studying the aesthetics of the culture.
We learned about the Japanese love of nature. siroplic-

*Ms. Dion's unit japan is not the same as the aesthetic education
curriculum's unit, Japan: An Approach to Aesthetics. However. we
have iticluded the description of iNer unit to show liow a teacher devel-
oped a new aesthetic education unit to he part of ,lhe general education
program of her classroom.

ity, and tradition, and how these strong beliefs pervade
theiidaily lives.

To understand the Japanese way of life better, we
hadseveratexperiencAthat proved quite rewarding.
We learned that handwriting is an art in Japan and set ,
out to.dakome Japanese calligraphy, We learned haw
Japanese characters evolved and copied some.simple
oharacterSafterrsome directions on brush Ink, and
stroke techniques After this experience we tried -some
creative expression, allowing theshildreh to design their
-04/ert characters for instance, their names, You can bet
all the papernitatweek were sigied4Ith their newat week were
Japanese signature, I gal quite good at reading Japanese
writing. Also,. by tIvi.itime, most of the children had
already adopted new Japanese- style, names Tiki, Sato-.
san, etc.

Another art form we tried was semi -e, brush
ink painting done on white rice piper. Welcomed some
brush techniques, and the children did some beautify'
paintings, again keeping in mind the Japanese love of --
nature and simplicity. They painted waves, trees blow-
ing,,birds flying, fields of tall grass, Many of the pictures
had good,mdvement, Even my children were able to
appreciate the aesthetic beauty of these pictures. We
also tried origami, the Japanese art of paper folding,

One of the most enjoyable learning experiences
for the was their haiku. We read some haiku, they
learned the pattern, and then they created. We discussed
simplicity, nature feeling, and elements of language in
poetry. The results were fantastic! With the help of the
music specialist, the children.learned some elements of
Japanese music. Then they created music to go along
with their haiku. They worked out this music oh-the.-
bells. The music teacher was delighted with the results
and worked on setting their compositons down on paper,,
using notes, staffs, etc. It was a good experience for her,
too,She showed the children how to record what they



.had written in muslcal language. They made overhead
ktransparencids of their music so others could share it
They chose other children to play triangles or cymbals
and worked out their own accompaantent. At our
Japanese program, the children rqad their haiku and
played their music. They were quite pleased with
themselves.

Other children chose to express themselves
through dance. I let them work in small groups at recess
inietacreate a dance for som- Japanese music. Several

of songsthd Japanese son told stories, so the girls used
graceful body movements; facialexpres-sions, etc. to tell
their storyThese girls,. dressed -in Japanese costumes,
also perfarMed their dances before an audience at our
Japanese dinner. They too, were quite proud of theiiiL._
accomplishments.-

We did so many other things I can't mention them.
all We had a Japanese speaker who brougtt in kimorros,
dolls, schoolbooks, paintings, etc. She talked about life
in Japan. We read stories and-folk tales. We studied
about holidays and festivals. We created miniature

; gardens, We learned some Japanese words, played
Japanese gamed, and studied Kabuki theatre, comparing
it to ours.

Naturally the children by this time were getting
the "feel" of Japanese culture. They often commented
about pictures they snack saying, "If I were in Japan,
they would like this because it's simple," or "It's about
nature," etc. As a culminating activity we prepared a
sukiyaki dinner, sat on the float' on pillows, and ate with
chopsticks. We drank green tea. As our after-dinner
entertainment, we had some Japanese music, the chil-
dren read their haiku and played their music, the girls
did the Japanese dances, several buys put on a kalate.
exhibition, and we went down to the gym where two boys
with pillows tied around their waists tried to imitate
sumo wrestlers. A fun day!!

So many good things haye4nine out of this unit on
Japan, I don't know if I can mention them all. What gave
me the most pleasure wia suing the:children integrate
and use many of the things in aesth4ib education we
tried to develop during the year..For instance, making
aesthetic choices: The children learned that we make
aesthetic choices daily about the litinse we live in the
clothekwe wear, and the music we listen to. Some of our
choices, are based on likes and dislikes, others on useful-
ness. They'vdlearned torespect ofhdkpeople's choices. I
think they transferred this 'earning to an understanding
of Japanese life in the same way. They learned to look at
Japanese.homes,'paintings, music, and theatre, not as
"strange" or -different," but as art forms representative
of Japanese life and feeling with a beauty of their own.
They learned that, although Japanese art forms are not
the same as ours, we can share in an appreciation of
their beauty.

I was ext emelypNased'to see how concepts
learned in Shoes and Patterns came naturally into
discussions about the patterns of haiku and about
creating a musical pattern,to go along with haiku: Crda-
tive expression comes easily when children feel free and
confident. When I told the children to try to convey a

.feeling in haiku, one child said, "Oh, yes, just like we're
doing in creating Word Pictures trying to put a picture
in your mind.- Here is her haiku:

The orange sun in the dark of night
Says good-bye
From its lovely perch.

As you can see, she did just that!!

Conclusion
After working with CEMREL and the Aesthetic

Education Program materials, I have come to several'
conclusions. First of all, an aesthetic education program
is such an integral part of learning that any child not
involved in it is -missing aut.. Thr ugh this program I've
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seen children gain self-confidence and self-assurance
about expressing themselves and about-their abilities.
It enriches their self-image. The joy of learning, the
enthusiasm, and.the motivation of the children are all
plusses for the program:The results are equally good.

I set for my children four main goals. I feel they
reached these'goals, filus much more certain things
are immeasurable
For perceptual awareness I've seen the childrervbecome
more sensitive to the world around them. They've
learned to identify shapes, textures, color, design, and
patterns,in:their immediate environment. They notice r-g.
patterns- in clothes and houses. They can look at a person
or-character and know if he or she is angry, sad, or
afraid. They can listen to voice-tones and determine
what emotions are being displayed. In other words. they,:
are -seeing- more..
The language devel6pment of my children was tremen-
dous, and what was so great was thatit was,used
-naturally:: It wasn't unusual to hear someone say, Your
dress has a nice texture it's so soft and smooth- or He
looks exasperated" or -All I haVe left in my story is my
resolution." The children have developed (and used) a
language dealing with shapes,-patterns, physical envi-
ronment, emotions, and dramatic plot, and they have
become mare able to express themselves both verbally
and in writing.
Having learned some basic skills and concepts, the chil-
dren were then able to use these skills in creative
expression. They created pictures, mobiles, sculptuFes,
movies, stories, plays. dramatic plots, dances, music, and
poetry all of which were expressions of- themselves.
Their aesthetic appreciation has definitely expanded.
They are better able to enjoy the sensuous qualities of
art. They "see more" when they look at a painting, a
sculpture. ora work of architecture. They "hear More"
when they listen to music or characters' voices in a play.

-They -understan'd more" when they watch a play, read a
:dramatic plot, evaluate a character's performance, or
make an aesthetic choice.
In other words, they have become more sensitive human
beings_

A FIFTH/SIXTH,GRADE TEACHER',
VIEW OF AESTHETIC EDUCATION
jcie Diamond
Daniel Boone Elementary School ..

University City, Missouri.

At the beginning of the academic yqar I usually
have.a good idea Of what Imant the kids to-do. I usually
teach thefifth or sixth grad6s and work with kids of
assorted-abilities. Real planning can't be done until I
meet with rely classes and feel them out.

Fortunately I have a good assortment 'of CEMREL
materials available and choose those which will
fit my class best. My kids and I enjoy working with
Constructing Dramatic Plot, Creating Characterizatioo,
Creating Word Pictures., Examining Point of View/an
one of my favorites, Japan: An Approach to Aesthetics.

Visually begin the year with Constructing
Draniatic Plot, because the materialsare easy to use, the
`children get a lot out of the unit, and it lends itself easily
to what I want to do with my kids. I want children to
develop socially, and this one thread is carried through
the entire academic year. Lwohld like children to think
well of themselves as individuals, as people,to learn
self-respect and respect for others. These "goals" tie in
with thearts, with everyday living, with social studies,
and they beim an important bearing on the amount of
growth in the basic skills. I've learned to teach the basic
skills through the various aesthetic education materials.

-.The basic skills will improVe when kids think better of
themselves.

Quite early in the year we bring out the
Constructing Dramatic Plot materials. This one unit will
zie used "on and off" throughout the year. The materials
provide a little bit of everything: reading, language arts,
social development, spelling, composition, dramatics.
Interwoven into all of this we find a series of experi-
ences almost guaranteeing that each child will live'
through a series of successes.



No matter what has gone on-in previous classes, 1
assume that each child reaching me has hadno previous
aesthetic education background. With this assumption
and with Constructing Dramatic Plot on hand I'm ready
to begin the year's work. I begin by doing a bit of acting,
and this helps the children to relak along with me and get
into the, right mood. During mypttle"presentation," I
demetqi- three charactqrsranda setting. I act out the parts,
'of.mythree characters and slbwly work them intua plot.

It's really that-easy and enjoyable. We do have a
number of rules we go by, When a group develops a plot
or a play, they must have their parts written; they must
have something about their characters, their story, their
crisis (if any), and their resolution on paper. Children
-work in groups of four or five, choosing their own group
leader. We have oral reading (this comes from the mate-
rials that come with the unit), we have some disFussion,
and this is followed with some last minute dos and
don'ts. All this preparation usually takes about twenty
minutes. I then "fade out" of the picture, and the kids
begin working. Wfth the teacher acting as a guide who
quietly walks around the room and listens to the charac-
ters and plots being developed by each little group, a
certain high-level academic atmosphere seems to-
envelop the entire classroom.

When a teacher claims that he or she doesn't have
time for aesthetic education or for elementary science, I
feel that the teacher simply doesn't know how to use
these two excellent avenues to batter learningand
doesn't want others to know his or her weaknesses. We
should realize that.both these approaches are not sepa-
rate from a good elementary curriculum, but are
actually an excellent foundation for godd-c-urrkulum
deVelopment.

It's good to have construction paper, scissors.
crayons, rulers, and other basic "art" items around the
roo_nl. Childr look for these little helpers to aid them in
constructing props to help them with their dramatic plot
presentations.
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After about thirty minutes of "clasSwork," that is-;
childrenWerkingin their groups developing their stories
and characters, we are usually. all ready to present our
plays. Of course, each gr6uPwants to befirst, and we
learn to take tru,siimigach group of-children has.the
audience experience and the plater.experiente. Chil-
dren may not Ii4ten to theirteacher all day, but it's
interesting to see how vexyclosely they listen to each
other no matter how long each "plot" presentation
happens to be.

Another of my rules is that each child must have a
speaking part. One year, during one of our Constructing
Dramatic Plot sessions, ondgroup of boys decided to
build a plot around a funeral complete. with corpse. How
could they arrange to have the corpse speak? During the
funeral, the pastor smelled smoke and he stopped the

,service to investigate. Of course someone yelled "Fire!'
and all the kids in the play ran to see where the smoke
came from. Being'part of the grouty; the corpse jumped
up and ran, too. the group reigned to the "church"
and the pastor reported that Some dude waasmoking in
the church restroom," Someone then asked, "Where
is the-body?" A few moments later the red - haired,
freckled-faced "corpse" walkadin,-grinned, and
stretched himself across his three-chaircoffin
exclaiming, "Here I am, ready to start again!" By us ng
their imagination the group managed to haye
speaking parts for all partiCipants.

An interesting thing is that kids do not consider
aesthetic education an art program because we don't
emphasize the use of What they consider to be art mate-
rials. If they don't have art paper, crayons, paste, and so
on, it's not an "art" lesson.

This past year I felt my group should develop new
'attitudes about themselves andothers. I wanted more
kids to feel good about themselves. I wanted my kids to
know that all people have the same or almost the same
desires in life. We began preparing for Japan: An
Approach to Aesthetics about two weeks before I
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actually introduced the unit. I taped Off .a corner of my
room using masking tape. We called this corner, an area
about eight feet square: our "Tranquillity Corner.- To
enter, we had to take our shoes off. After the first daynll
kids made sure they came to school With clean socks.

We used our lapain" approach about one hour a
day, four-dao a week, and it took us about two and a half-

.. Moral's to 'complete the unit. Where did all this time
come froth? If we consider that this approach included
social studies, language arts, reading, art, social develop-
ment, learning respect for each other and for others, then
this approach became a major part of our curriculum.
We found we were building a majorportion of our schooj
day around the Japan approath, and the children loved
all of it.

During our work-With the Japan materials children
soon learneil the true meaning of ;'simplicity." We found
each child to have a different idea of this elementary yet
complicated word. Some kids came up with meanings
such as something that doesn't have too many details;
something that is easy to see.

We went for a walk in a park next to our school
actually just a grassy area with lots of weeds. The kids
laughed when I asked, "What's a weed? ' After much
thinking all of us decided that a weed is a flower that
grows wherever it wants to. Nature put it there. We
found that in one flower there_is beauty,. but a cluster of
flowers together usually means that the singulanstriking
beauty is somewhat watered down. The children and I
talked about simplicity and beauty and decided that the
fewer det4s we had to 'work with, the better.

During their work with the Japan materials, chil-
dren developed miniature Japanese landscapes and rock
gardens, and they had an abundance of experiences with
ink paiRting and calligraphy, but still wanted more. The
children constructed scrolls from their ink paintings
where simplicity was emphasized..
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After five or six weeks wotking with our Japan
materials we were about ready to begin learning about
the tea ceremony. How do you teach a tea ceremony? We -
should consider that a Japanese tea ceremony is a semi-
religious experience, that is, both the host and guests
must be relaxed, must "put off" their earthly worries,
must be somewhat tranquil, and yet be familiar with the
exact and precise step-bystep procedure of thelapenese
tea ceremony.

Our class discussed the tea ceremony. We care-
fully studied the series of slides; we studied the small
instruction cards-with extreme care. Keep in mind that
we are talking about fifth-grade children, children who
usually enjoy recess and lunch periods more than any_
other part of the school day. These same children
became completely involved in the goings-on of a tep
ceremony. They practiced their parts, either that of host
or guest. Kids practiced during recess time, during the
lunch periods; they practiced in the park, in all_corners
of the room, on the playground during their free time. As
their teacher I acted as The guide but really they were on
their own. Soort we,were ready for our first "dry- run."

Consider this The group is considereda talkative
group; it is usually hard for them to sit quietly for fifteen --
minutes. Ruing the tea ceremony, with twenty children
being the audience, six children being guests, and one
child, the host or hostess. the entire group sat for a period
of forty minutes in complete silence, with the only sound
-being heard being that of the steam coming from our
steam kettle. I later found that each of -the audience was.
watching every move of either the gugsts or the host and
acting as a critic.

During the next few weeks every child in the class
experienced either the part of a guest or a host. And each
group that went through the ceremony ritual tried to be a
bit better than the previous group. Each ceremony was a
beautiful experience for the class and for the teacher.



' When visiting teachetsask me what our group got
out of the Japan approach I usually let one of the chil-
dren answer. "Well," one of the kids replied, "I learned-:
more about myself. I learned to respect others, I learned
that people all over the world are almost the same.
I learned that our differences-make us more interesting

, I learned that people all have good feelings and bad feel-
i good times and bad times." This from fifth -grade

children makes-a teacher feel that his teaching is
readhing them and is meaningful.:

Throughout the entire year I use the Constructing
Dramatic Plot unit as a major thread. Although we do

-.have-a specific time early in the unit for children
actually to experience the nit according to the Teach-
ers' Guide, during the yea we use specific facets of the
unit many times over. Children do not consider the
aesthetic education_ materials as "school.lkork" but
rather as a fun learnini experience. Outing our
Constructing Dramatic Plot sessions children do have
mini-reading adventures, language arts, written work,
and social development. As long as these latiguage arts
experiences are part of the unit they are not considered
"work and we find children actually working much
harder We finetchildreareading because they actually
want to read and enjoy what they -are reading. They , ,
find that all of-their work adds to the betterment of their
owrgroup and thereby adds to each person's prestige.
Because of this "painless'' series of learning experiences
I've found the C.T.S.S. scores (California Test of Basic
Skills) were much higher in classes having experienced
an aesthetic education approach to learning than in those
not having'experiencedit. .

When kids learn in a relaxed manner: in a fun-
type way, learning and teaching comes easy. To me,
Constructing Dramatic Plot makes teaching a pleasure.

I introduced Creating Word Pictures late in the
'year. I never did care for our language arts texthook, and

children found the textbook approach qUite a drag. I was
told that a certain amount of grammar should be taught
before our children reachd.our Middle-School. We
began the Creating Word Pictures unit smoothly and in a ('
fun atmosphere. Our class began to play-games with
words. The first hour flew by all too quickly, After that
we used the materials for aboU(an hour a day. Part of the
hour was used for crayon-tyPer-art. We developed word
pictUres and then made pictures out of our word combi-
nations. Soon children knew that pink cards were-verbs,
and that verbs were doing words. Children actually
"lived" nouns, verbs, adjectives it all made sense to
lhem because the words were being used not only in
Word combinations but in their picture descriptions of
their words. For example one youngster took two noun
cards, "sand" and "witch," and played with these two
words for quite a white. The child made a large drawin
showing his "sand witch," that is a witch made of sand;
complete with hat and broom. Then considering how the
word combination sounded, the child made a second
drawing showing a sandwich and labeled that drawing
accordingly. Another word combination was "hot dog,"
and the fir_ st-drawing showed-a dog panting while sittin.
under the Sun, and the second, the usual hot dog on a bun
with mustard. There were many word combinationS, all
coming from the children. They were manipulating
words and mastering them at their level.

Children learned to use their senses end they
learned that words may have more than one meaning.
They found that words are often picturesque. The chil- 1---

-dren discovered that they were able to manipulate woes
to develop pictures in other people's minds.

.After having a series of experiences with
Constructing Dramatic Plat and Creating Word Pictu_ s
I decided to combine the best of both approaches and ee
what would develop. Children borrowed the blue (noun)
cards from the Creating Word Pictures unit and began
developing odd and weird-sounding characters. We had

3.'
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"spiderrnan" and "muclman" and "sandwitch" for
examples:We then Used our new characters and each
group developed selti.hgs to suit their characters and
finally worked out very interestinedramatic plots. It:was
as if children had entered the "graduate school" phase.of-
oar aesthetic education. They Were actually developing
their own characters, settings, incidents, crises, and

`resolutions:After a brief writing session, each group
presented their "'dramas" to the entire class.

Another phase of our work, Creating Characteri-
zation-, proved to be extremely interesting to teach,-This
unit helped bring out hidden problems children had,
either at home or in school. I found that one Of our girls .
was the gym teacher's "pet" and-could do no wrong

.while others could hardly do right. The little girl's peers
W4re making things a hit rough for her because of this.
Through this unit the frustrations and tensions-came to
the surface, and I was able to help soothe the situation.

I don't use Creating Characterization early in the
year. I want to know my kids better. I Want them yo feel
relaxed with me In Constructing Dramatic Plot children
work in groups of four or five while I limit the groups to
two children in Creating Characterization. The larger the
group, the easier it is for the kids they.tend to lean on
each other. Later in the year, within a'group of two, it
seems each child has to depend upon himself/herself
more.

Each unit has its own goals and fas a classroom
teacher have my own goals. If these goals are somewhat
the same, that's fine. But if the goals aren't similar, it
shouldn't make much difference. For example, one of the
goals taken from one of the units states that the children
will increase their capacity to experience aesthetic
phenomena in theatre by working with how emotions are
used in theatre, My goal is this too, plus I want kids to
know their emotions. I want children to be able to
express their emotions, to learn to get things off their
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chests in an acceptable manner.1 want kids to share
their problems with others.

r While workinkivith the Creating Charactertzation
materials children do learn that what they have been
feeling all along is part of real life. They learn that their
emotions are a read part of themselves. They learn that
their facial expressions, voice, and bodily movements,
all express their emotions..

The CrqatingchGracterization approach is a bit
more sophistiaated,and kids find they have to dig a ,

deeper into thetnselves. They have to bringmore of
themselveOnte-tbe unit. This is good, but it Works best
we have good teacher-pupil rapport.

The final unite use to rourid,out thetyear is enti;
tied, Examining Point of View. I don't begin this unit at
any special time_ I do want a (tine of the year when we
have more sun to help in our photography. I find this uni
will complement all other units we have used. The unit
itself suggests certain goals. The goals concern the photo
graphic arts and the bringingout of specific points of
view. All this Es-good, 4nd I add. Certain goals to these;,,,I,
want kids-to respect oilier people's ideas; I want ch-ildre
to-learn that-each individual is entitled to express his or
her thoughts if he or The wants to. Note how these two
goals have gone through the entire year's work as far as
aesthetic education is concerned: We emphasized socia
development, self-esteem, self-respect, respect for
others and for other people's point of view.

We begin this unit by having all children draw
their own versions of a dream they hear described. We
then appoint three judges to judge the drawings. After
the judges make their decisions comes the low blow. Th
judges find they had no basis for judging and that it is
very difficult, if not impossible, to judge someone's
drawing of another person's dream.

Later in the unit children are divided into teams
two, o, they are given instructions on the use of a tiny



camera, and they are let looselo--bxpose their roll of .

- negatives. The roll'of film contairMtwelve exposures,
grid each child is limited to half the roll. Children take
pictures of themselves, of others, of trees, dogs, their
teacher, their shoes, a hand or an eye.

We know if we send the exposed film rolls out to
devolo. X'developed, the six ten days of elapsed time would

kill something in the unit, so we decided to teach photog-
raphy just where it best fits into the unit. We set up a
my-darkroom to place the exposed film in our devel-
oping tanks and then used the regular classroom for our
second "lab" by using black constructionTaper over the
windows and doors. Each child learned to work in
complete darkness, then learned the "time and tempera-
ture" method of cl.pevoloping,negatives. Of course crop-
ping, enlarging.'and'Oetual Wilting were much ltui and
very exciting. Priht weren't quite dry wl'ren they were
whisked home to show to parents. r

During the -entire year our class worked with five
aesthetic education units: Constructing Dramatic Plot,
Japan: An Approach to Aesthetics, Creating Characteri-
zation, Creating Ward Pictures, and Examining Point of
View. Before using the unit on Japan, it's good to be sure
the teacher has a large block of time available that is,
try not to have any long school holiday interfere. If this
unit is used in early October, full value of this approach
will be gained, and the unit can come to a natural conclu-
sion by early December.

This coming school year I plan on beginning the
year with Constructing Dramatic Plat. Of course, we
make slight changes to fit the group. We'll use Creating
Word Pictures and then blend both units together. We'll
use the Japan approach, and I know at times we will be
Working with two different units at different times
during the day..Constructing Dramatic Plat and Creating
Word Pictures will be followed by Creating Characteri-
zation, Most likely we'll end the year with Examining
joint of ,View and the photography approach.

A MUSIC SPECIALIST'S VIEW OF
AESTHETIC EDUCATION, KINDER TEN
THROUGH SIXTH GRADE
Linda Gabel
Earle Johnson Elementary School
Jefferson County, Colorado

.

There are three objectives of the Title III -span -
sored interdisciplinary program utilizing the arts and the
outdoor environment at Earle Johnson Elementary
School. The first objective is for all students to demon-
strate an increased understanding of academic units,
through the arts,as-measured by their ability to illustrate
this understanding through their choice of movement,
drama, music, or visuals. A second objective is for all
students to demonstrate a more positive self - concept inocomparison to those in a cdntrol school without a related
program:The third objective is for the students to learn
specific academic objectives in reading, language arts,
social' studies, and science through outdoor activities as
measured by local criterion tests.

Specific activities have been and are being devel-
oped to achieve the above objectives. These activities
follow three general categories: 1.'short-term; 2. interme-
diate (I or 2 weeks); 3. long-term culminating (4 or 5
weeks). Outdoor activities have been developed around
existing academic objectives which allow students an
alternate avenue to achieve success.

The project-staff involves everyone in the school:
however there are certain staff members who have
special responsibilities for the project. They are! the
project director who is the principal, the project coordi-
nator, the music teacher, and the instructional materials
director. This interdisciplinary arts team works with
classroom teachers to effect an integration of the arts
with the traditional academic curriculum.
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It is difficult to capture-the essence qf_the imle-
mentation activitiesin a written descriptidn, and the
reader should recognize that this description provides
only a sketch of what is really happening.

When the arts team works with classroom teachers
op,a "Culmination Activity" they meet with the teachers

----t' -_figrade and decide what the activity will be and when
it will happen. The activity is focused on some unit of
istudy in that grade. The team and teachers meet regu-
larly to clarify the objectives of the unit and to decide the
activities and procedures that canbe used to attain the

,objectives. The arts team provides ideas and support for
using the arts in teaching. When the -unit is taught. the -

arts team is directly involved by helping with the activity
or by. supporting the teachers. This type of activity.
culminates with a special program in which the students
use or dmonstrate the learning that has occurred.
Examples of some of the content involved, such as
Greek Mythology, American Heritage, Christmas
Around the World, Africa, will be discussed.

The team members also work with teachers on an
individnal basis. On request, they provide the needed
reselirces to enhance the crass.room curriculum. Instruc-
tion is provided, as well as ideas for teachers to use in
their teaching.

The school devotes Friday to an "Open Lab" day.
This day enables the arts team to be free from scheduled
classes in their own areas, so that they can work in the
classroom with the classroom teachers, allowing three
extra pairs of hands for use on various projects.
Obviously, there were scme.scheduling difficulties to
workout, but the flexibil&of the Earle Johnson staff has
allowed these activities trroccur.

As the !mole teacher on this arts team, it has been
my pleasure to venture far from my own field into man,,
other areas of learning. It would be impossible to
describe all the activities which have occurred at our
school. A general overview is necessary.

Here is where aesthetic education has been so
important in our project implementation. For the myriad

eas the arts team must come up with each week for all
gradd levels, we find it necessary to tap all levels of
resources. So far the aesthetic education curriculum
units have been a tremendous source of-ideas for our
program:Although I've found it to be a rare occasion
when I've used a unit in my teaching just as it was writ-
ten, many times I have realized what a valuable resource
they are.

Kindergarten
Since kindergarten is not a scheduled music class

for me, I usually see these students only in my Arts in
Education capacity. With them Texture proved most
useful to spur on a development of movement Using the
basics of this unit, the Texture Bags, each child was given
a different texture. All the'childrenwere asked to reach
inside their bags and, without looking, to think abofit the
texture. "Was it smooth? Hard? Scratchy? How might ..-

you move, if you were that object?" The children, now in
groups of four or five, were asked to make a composition,

_first with all the different textures in their group, then all
one, texture which involved their finding all the other,
people in the room with the same color bag (a fringe:-
learning benefit!).

In any movement composition, be it with textures
or not, Relating Sound and Movement is invaluable.
Again, only a portion was used, but through the use of t_
Sound and Movement Chart, the kindergarteners were
able to see all the ways their bodies might move =i- high,
low, weak, strong. Some alternatives were given by the
students, "How about half the group moving weak, and
half moving strong? What sounds could we add to make
our composition-stronger, weaker?"These small
children came up with some amazing creations having
been exposed to Texture. and then to Relating Sound
and Movement.



'First Grade
With-first grade, came the Colors Culmination,

"Families 177648764976- and the "Mother Nature"
Program. Each of these. Culminations dealt with music,
drama, art, and movement.

Using aesthetic education concepts. an idea was
generated Into a program. The children learned about
colors, movement, and a great deal about 4elf-concept.
We had to learn how to stretch like rubber bands, click
like sticks, floW like water, bounce like puppets, and
decide at the very end_ we like ourselves best of all.

With a recording called Moving, the group had to
mirror the leader, who at the beginning was the teacher.
Using Creating Characterization, emotions were
explored -HoW do you feel when your hands are
down, up, etc.?- Through the use of characterization
picture composites, the children discovered how their
body language tells a great deal. "Now, how does water
inave? Is it sad, happy, excited? How'do you know? By its
sound?"

Moving with the record soon brought out a lot of
creativity in all the children. But one little boy named
Tim, who had an incredibly low self-image, began to
discover he was good at moving to music. He sparkled
when he went through the routine, and when asked to be
the rnirsor for the program, he couldn't believe it. He led
those water people as no one else could.

As a music teacher, I think Tone Color is remark-
able. Thisunit was used pretty much as written, with the
exception of deleting the movie. It wasn't quite how I'd
like to present tone color. I wanted live people. So, the
band director brought in a few students, and we intro-
duced tone color. "How canyou tell if an instrument
playing is a harp or a clarinet?" "By its sound or tone
color." The children loved playing the game and recog-
nizing several tune colors. It's so rare to find a tool` to
teach this concept that dasn't present a 5[l piece band or

orchestra and say, "Find the tone colors:- Right! The
gradual progression of hearing experiences waA a much
better approach.
Second Grade

Movingalong to second grade, the concept of
shape,;which has been introduced, but is noid being
ivorked With.igreat deal, is best illustrated in our
teaching of symmetry. Here, the-children study bilateral,
repeating, and rotational symmetry in art and musio.
Through the scientific method of discovery, the students
find out what symmetry is and they become able to give
examples. The stud6ntsdraw the conclusion that the
human body is an example of symmetry. Having been
previously exposed to Shape, Shape Relationships, and
Shapes and Patterns,* the students are fully aware of the
terms -pattern- and "shape."

The arts team reinforces the concept of symmetry
by introducing symmetrical body movements. The chil-
dren experiment with many positions in which they can
watch their bodiegb`ecome bilateially symmetrical.
After experimenting on this level, the children work in
groups to come up with all the different ways they can
create bilateral, rotational, and repeating symmetry. The
class divides into half and then into smaller groups. Each
group creates a specific type of symmetry. The other half
of the group walks through the "Museum of Symmetrical
Form- identifying each form as they come upon it.

As a follow-up activity, the children experiment
with symmetry using both their bodies and related art
skills. The children work in pairs, one child posing in a
bilateral shape and his partner drawing the outline of
this shape. The students will then take the outline, use
their knowledge of bilateral symmetry and composition
skills, and create bilateral designs. The class creates
totem poles with their designs which are displayed in the
classroom. Another activity for follow up is singing
musical rounds which are identified as repeating

*These three units are described in thiS book simply as Shape.
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symmetry. i.e., Three Blind Mice. Participating in these
activities, the child understands the concept of symmetry
better.

The second grade studies neighborhoods. Last
year, they did the Christmas program, "Neighborhoods
Around the World," and this year they studied colonial
neighborhoods. Both of these studies and resulting'
culminations had their inception in the music classroom
with Examining Point of View. "Different points of view
happen when we 1odk at Christmas in Mexico, Israel, .

Russia, France, Sweden. They all celebrate Christmas in
their own way. Is any one'of those ways wrong? No, only
different from the United States."

All the scenes were enhanced with dancing. sing-
ing, movement, and drama. In any of the dramatic
programs I always introduce Creating Characterization
at the outset. These children need first to understand
emotions and feelings, before being able to portray an
Israeli dancer or a small girl or boy.

Here tow, tone color is a major concept in the
music curriculum. We carried Tone Color a bit further.
The children were asked to pick their favorite tone color
and choose what shape and dolor it might he. The hardest
part of this activity was for the children not to draw the
drum, but what its tone color might look like. Finally,
everybody had the idea, and we came up with some
creations which involved a lot of feelings which related
back to Creating Characterization.

Third Grade
In the third grade, Indians. Flusiness. and Space

are major emphasis points. Many outside resources are
brought in from Indian centers and business. For the
.Business Day activities, students are taken in groups of
about five to various businesses in the Golden, Colorado.
area. The children come back to the school and create
their Own business! If they went to the Pizza Hut, they set
up their own Hut with donations from parents.

The children have their own newspaper, using
advertisements for all the businesses, their own radio
station, and bank, where a great deal of money
exchanging goes on. -

This year the radio station intends to create an
original taped-radio broadcast, using the students' skills
in tape splicing, learned from Arranging Sounds with
Magnetic Tapes. They have learned which sound co bi-
nations are the most attention-getting, which the m t

pleasing, and they make use of these techniqUeiin
their broadcast. The radio system is of course a A.
system, but for these kids, it's just as real as any station in
the city. The businesses will be able to buy ads from the
station, as will the newspaper.

Relating Sound and Movenlent was a super
resource when the third grade wanted to do a Space
program They knew all of the characteristics of each
planet to which they were assigned, but what would the
creatures look and feel like? Aha! Creating Characteri-
zation once again comesinto play. -If the earth is very
hot, how might fits feet look? Big? Rubber? Tfiick?- All
thedescrip-tiVe movements that might also be used were
discussed, We came up with all kinds of creatures, fitfing
both the hot and cold sides of each planet, with the
perfect movements, and of course, the perfect music and

- sounds for each one.
Lighting here plays a great part in-ietting the

mood. Using lielati4 Sound and Movement as a spring-
boaid, visuals were employed to give the proper-
planetary effect.

When third grade studied the Indians, Creating
Characterization was used again. "How did the plains
Indians feel differently from woodland Indiana Ltow is
this shown in-clothineend houses? How was
different as a result of living near the'coast andnot just
being surrounded by land?- (Feelings are a big part of
the Indian unit;) "Why did they create some of the songs
they did about celebrations, deaths. hardships? Why did



they play the Choctaw Raccoon Game and not
Monopoly? Inevery instance, the children were urged to
feel what an Indian might have felt and to create in that

'-atmos'phere,-Drum talks were created, baskets were
woven. and legends were told all reflecting the total
life of the American Indian.

Fourth Grade
Fourth grade, for the arts team, is a playground of

creativity. They have so much to work with. Japan,
Africa, Colorado, the Netherlands. We use Creating
Characterization, Rhythm/Meter, Examining Point of
View. and Constructing liromatic Plot.

In the case of tan. the arts team and students
made shoji screens, fish kites (wishes on strings), a
takonoma, and flower arrangements. We made a meal
foall Jo share: in athreywords, the students created a
total environment. 'Fhey'wrote their own haiku and set
them to music.

For the African unit, the children created environ-
ments to reflect the desert, the grassland, and the jungle,
They investigated the vegetation, the people, and the
animals existing in each region.

Soundtracks were made by the students for each
region. Their tapes included the music of each region as
well as animal sounds. Arranging Sounds With Magnetic
Tapes again came in handy for the techhiques of tape
splicing and for learning what qualities of sound are
pleasing to the lkstener.

Fifth Grade
The fifth grade curriculum emphasizes history.

We've found Examining Point of View to be extremely
helpful and, of course, Creating Characterization. flow
can a child play George Washington or John Adams if he
doesn't know how he lived or fell? Last year historical
portraits. as seen by a museum curator (a classroom
teacher). were illustrated. This year the intent is to show

:how many choices have to he made under the American
democratic system: to come to America or not! to adopt a
new way of government or not! Again, there was a lot of
arguing. Some issues have never been resolved. But,
everyone is entitled to his or her own "point of view."

One of the students acted out a trial in the Old
West. Black Bart was accused of stealing a horse; all the
signs pointed directly to him. As evidence: he was
pigeon-toed, wore a black hat, was shifty-looking. Well,
the class soon found you can't hang someone for being
shifty-looking, That's a point of view. not a fact. A judge
from the Golden area in Colorado tried the case. Black Bart
was acquitted by a hfing jury. The students in the play
had to ad-lib their lines because the judge was there only
for the day of the program. This they did with the aid of
Creating Characterization, putting great feeling into
their performance.

The fifth grade also studies tall tales with the help
of Creating Characterization, using dance, music and art.
The students read many tall tales, i.e., "Paul Bunyan,"
"Johnny Appleseed,"ete. As a culmination, the class
chose one tall tale to develop into a group presentation.
The class then restudied "John Henry" to discover how
hest to illustrate it. A group of students were selected to
write the play: the script was handed out: and tryouts
were held for the different parts in the play. The rest of
the class worked as small crews to prepare for the
production. The scenery crew was in charge of scene
changes and props. The dance crew created and
performed a dance for the last scene. The music crew
learned songs and produced the necessary sound effects
with the help of Relating Sound and Movement and

aging Sounds with Magnetic Tones.
All of this took about four weeks to complete. Two

periods were set aside for performances. One was
presented to the school: the final perforthance was given
for the fifth grade parents. The parents were able to
share the students' understanding of the-Tall Tale's unit
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and gain an appreciation of the new skills their children
have learned through participation in the broadened arts
program.

In fifth grade music. I used Texture as a spring-
board for movement composition, as I had with the
kindergarten, and also for musical composition. Each
group of five students had several instruments: xylo-
phones, drums, piano, violins, etc. Each melody
composed by the students had to have a different
texture. Even fifth-grade students benefited from using
the texture bags, which also proved helpful in explaining
the concept of texture.

Sixth Grade
Sixth-grade studies of Mexico, mythology, Eski-

mos, and optics provide an ample testing ground for
aesthetic education. Even the sixth grade "gets off" on
units originally designed for younger students.

Creating Churacterization.and Examining Paint o d
View were used with the Mexico and Eskimo units.
Environments for each were built. Constructing
Dramatic Plot was helpful in enabling the children to
create their own plots for an Eskimo legend, complete
with music, chants. and sound effects. The Mexican
fiesta brought in all kinds of outside resources. We had
Mexican dancers and puppeteers and took a field trip to
a bilingual school for a splendid program and an excel-
lent meal. And Constructing Dramatic Plat helped us
create a legend of the discovery of New Mexico .to get our
fiesta activities rolling.

Mythology ended with a formal program
portraying myths, with a Greek chorus chanting (another
call for help from Rhythm /Meter) and an Olympic meet
in the round, complete ,with javelin throwing, relays, shot
put, and discus. The myths were no longer something you
read out of a musty hook: thev hecame part of a life-style.

The sixth grade optics unit turned into a real
"happening.,- Using photography, Examining Point of
View, and oils, water, optical illusions, and slides, an
entire environment of sight and sound was created.
Photograms were made white studying the various posi-
tions and degrees of light. The students experimented
with oil and water, saline solutions, bubbles; alcohol,
and even sand from the playground. Slides were made
using all kinds of experimental ingredients.

Grand optical illusions were drawn on huge sheets
of butcher paper. The students played with light, with
shadow, and with bending. "How does your light show
on the wall? On the:corner of the ceiling? On thefloor?"

A(last, after working a week or so on just experi-
ments, we all came together in the gym. Then,there were
light shows everywhere. Shades of Laserium. And we
didn't forget the music. Not only did we have electronic
sounds on records, but the students, via electronic sound
boxes and-Arranging Sounds with Magnetic Tapes,
creted their own accompaniments. Oils splashed every
which way, and slides flipped madly to Also Sproch
Zarathustra. It was truly amazing. At the end, for fun, we
pulled out a parachute and old sheets. "How does Tight
look on sheets in colors (gels), with stroking when you're
under a parachute ?'' Sixth graders at Earle Johnson
found out all at a "Happening.

We were also involved in an environmental
prograrrt;and it might be appropriate to mention some of
the activities. Creating Word Pictures helped the chil-
dren to use sensory images to describe what they experi-
enced.

The students were told: Take a fun walk and find
the boundaries of your activity. Touch the rough chunks
of cement by the gravel road, the retaining wall
(Texture). Walk down the gully and find where a pipe
crosses it. Not far down the gully find where it suddenly



gets deep. Look for cattails and touch one of them
(Texture agilin): Walk to the nearest hying tree.'FouchThe
smooth wood of the large dead tree. Walk to the tall
fence and listen, what do you hear? Look for different
shapes (Shapes). different colors, different designs
(Sha
sore
Look
shag
Are I_
Patte

es and Patterns). Look for examples of camouflage,
thing moving, evidence of man, of other animals.
at the details of a plant (Shape Relationships), the
of a leaf. Any branches? Any seeds? What color?

patterns repeating'? Irregular? (Shapes and
. Rack in the classroom the students were told:

Choos:, something you see and write a one-word descrip-
tion of it. Then build a pyramid of words which describes
the ohj-:ct in more detail. An example:

tree
large gray

old dead hard

Pretend to he a town guide for mice. Describe the
area from the point of view of a mouse (Examining Point
of View, of course). And then the students describe in
writing some changes they think will occur in the area
they investigated. A friend reads the description and
tries:to identify the author's feelings about Change.

I was asked to answer two specific questions in
this case study, His aesthetic education made me a
better teacher, and has it made my work with classroom
teachers better? How can I begin to say Ihat these young-
sters have gotten a richer, fuller look at concepts they
might never have known?

As a teacher. I'm no longer in in own little music
world. but math, science, history, kind all the other
aspects of education are now part of my teaching abili-
ties, I feel at times as though I were .a classroom tea cher.
I no longer have that "specialist" tag. is kind of
nice to get away from. The classroom teachers work with

the arts team as one team, each one contributing or
own strengths.

It is nothing anymore for a first grade teacher to
teach a dance or direct a dramatic sketch. The more
we've worked with this project, th.e:more we are
convinced that we are breaking away from the molds
we've been placed in. A teacher said to me, "A year ago,
I wouldn't have dreamed of doing anything musical, let
alone teach a dance And look at us, my group was the
star of the show."

Using aesthetic education,materials, all teachers
can be specialists', no matter what their strengths. We can
all work together for the enjoyment'and education of our
children.
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EVALUATION
The Evaluation Process in the
Aesthetic Education Program

Each instructional unit goes through three devel-
opment /evaluation stages: preliminary classroom
where the prototype design is worked out; a hothouse
trial, where the set of materials is taught for the first time
in its entirety by a regular classroom teacher in a self-
contained classroom; and a pilot test.

Preliminary Classroom Trials
Prior to the first complete classroom trial of a set of
materials (hothouse trial), a member of the evaluation
staff aids the developer in identifying those activities
and materials which contain potential problems. These
are tried out in the classroom with small groups of chil-
dren or with an entire class, depending on the nature of
the activity and the problems expected. At this stage, it is
usually the developer rather than the teacher who
directs the children's work.

In the light of these sessions, the developer and
evaluator examine the materials for logical sequencing
of concepts and carrier activities, clarity of learning °

objectives and teaching instructions, appropriateness of
/the content, and expected student outcomes for the
developmental level of students in the target population,
Also a major concern is how the content of the unit fits
conceptually with the overall goals of the Program and,
particularly, with the outcomes of the curriculum levels
of which it is a part. Revisions needed in the unit before
a full classroom trial can be attempted are incorporated
into the materials. Ideas for appropriate methods of
assessing student outcomes are also discussed, and
prototype instrumentation for testing during the
hothouse trial is prepared.
Hothouse Trial
Evaluation of a set of materials during the hothouse stage
invokes the systematic observation and description of a
teacher and a group of students as they work through the
completed unit. The concerns of evaluation at this stage

of the ururs;development are several: Can the teacher
implement the suggested instructional strategies
successfully? Are the materials adequate to their task
both pedagogically and in their design and construction?
Are the students able to demonstrate the behav ors
desired by the developer?

During the initial classroom trial, the teacher does
the actual teaching or management of the set of mate-
rials; however, he or she may call for assistance from the
developer or the evaluator/observer when needed.
Every session during which the unit is taught is observed
by a rnembef of the evaluation staff and, usually, the
developer. Their notes are supplemented by a transcript
made from the tape'reording of each session.

Additional evaluation information at this stage is
also derived from teacher interviews, critical reviews of
the unit by outside consultants, prototype evaluation
instruments, and analysis of student products.

The data from hothouse trial and recommenda-
tions for the future development of the unit are pre-
sented in a Hothouse Report containing a description
of the unit, site description and implementation data,
results of teacher interviews, description and evaluation
of individual activities, instrumentation, results of crit-
ical reviews by outside consultants, and conclusions and
recommendations.
Pilot Trials

The pilot trial is the final stage in the evaluation of
a curriculum unit. The evaluation at this state not only
examines whether or not the unit produces measurable
differences in student outcomes, but determines if the
unit can stand alone and "work- in the classroom.

Classroom factors are examined using a variety of
data -gathering devices. Teachers evaluate individual
activities through the use of checklists and question-
naires embedded in the Teacher's Guide. Structured
teacher and student interviews uncover specific prob-
lems encountered in implementation and/or unantici-
pated effects the materials may produce. Outside
experts review the unit's content from a variety of
perspectives.

A
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Student outcomes are measured through a pre-
test/post-test/control group design. In addition, prior
to implementation, student background variables are
measured. During teaching of the unit, implemenption
variables are measured. Measures applicable to all units
in a curriculum level as well as Measures developed
specifically for a particular unit are designed in-house.
An observational system consisting of random
spot-obsei-vations measures teacher implementation
of the unit.

A minimum of three classes is used at the'grade
level recommended by the unit developer. Site selection
concentrates on varying the socio-economic, ethnic;', and
urhan-suburban characteristics of the classes involved.
The main objective of pilot evaluation is to assess the
replicability, effectiveness, social fairness, and harm-
lessness of a given unit.

A Pilot Report is prepared to include the following
information; a standard and detailed description of each
pilot site, including demographic information on the
student population; a standard questionnaire completed
by pilot teachers; an examination of classroom process
taken by unannounced spot obsery ations a sampling and
analysis of student work car products: a comparative
rating of each teacher's degree of implementation of the
unit: a probing of students' affective response to the unit:
results of a teacher questionnaire embedded in the
Teacher's Guide; an intrinsic critique of the unit written
by an outside expert: a concept-ranking exercise
completed by the unit developer before pilot test, and by
the t(iachers and students at the end of a pilot test; and an
in-depth interview completed by all teachers at the end
of a pilot test.

After collecting and analyzing pilot test data, the
evaluator makes informed recommendations regarding
appropriate disposition of the unit along the develop-
ment cycle, whether for further revision, further testing,
more development work, or readiness for publication.
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School Districts, Administr ors,
and Teachers Contributin to
Evaluation

We wish to thank-all these educators and-their
students (and any others we may have inadvertently
omitted) for their help over the past years and for their
contributions to the development of the aesthetic educa-
tion curriculum.
Affton, Mo. , Schools
Ms. Kedro Ms. Pappas
Ms. Grizzle
Berkeley, Mo., Schools
Ms. Bartlett Ms. Pullen
Ms,. Bollinger Ms. Wright
Ms. Ltmceford
Brentwood, Mo., Schools
Ms. Humphrey
Clayton, Mo., Schools
Ms. Gene Ms. Murray
Ferguson - Florissant, Mo., Schools
Ms. Barhee Ms. Kunkel
Ms. Beck Ms, Lack
Ms: Ervin Ms. McKennev
Ms, Fo_ne. Ms. Nalley
Ms. Galvin Ms. Palmer
Ms. Hammel Ms, Pratt
Ms, Hinslev Ms, Rather
Ms. Hogan Ms. Shouhart
Ms. Jensen Ms. Siemer
Ms. Kapplinger Ms, Slayens
Ms. Kormeier Ms, Winter
Francis Howell School District
St. Charles County_ , Mo.
Ms. Allen Ms. Moran
Ms. Arnold Ms. Sandau
Ms. Grandstaff Ms. Sellmim

M
M

, Johnson
Keane
Means

Ms. Tennyson
Ms. Wolfe
Ms. Liman



Hancock Place, Mo., Schools
Mr. Brodheck Ms. Klocke
Mr. Huff Ms. Meier
Hazelwood, Mo., Schools
Ms. Diehl Ms, Schmid
Ms. Prather
Kirkwood, Mo., Schools

Nis. SummaMs. Meatte,
Ms. Nordberg
Ms. Prather
Ladue, Mo., Schools

Ms. Wagner
Mr. Wehher

Ms. Grayes okir. Schlamh
Ms. Marx Ms. Weitman

Lindbergh School District
St. Louis County, Mo.
Ms. Granat Ms.
Ms. Karau Ms,

Normandy,
Mr. Blitz
Ms, Brooks
Ms. Brown
Ms. Figgons
Parkway School District
St. Louis County, Mo.
Ms. Alexander
Ms. Anderson
Mr. Bemherg
Ms. Braiiss

s. Liyhee
Ms, Chamberlin
Ms. Cohen
Ms. Fo Ater
Ms. Golder
Ms. Gotterman
Ms. Griswold
Rockwood Schools
St. Louis County, Mo.
Ms. Fisher

Schools
Ms.
Ms.
Ms.

en
Rodriguez

Hails
Neal
Smith

Ms. Hor
Nils. Howell
Ms, Intag
Ms. O'Connell
Ms. Pedrick
Ms. Phillips
Ms. Schaub
Ms. Shaffer
Ms. Tor ni `kin. tter
Ms. Weitman

Wright

I s . I limas

St. Charles, Mo., Schools
Ms. Kern Ms. Wolford
St. Loufs Archdiocesan Schools
Ms. Brown

St. Louis City Schools
Mr. Boyd
Mr. Brasfield
Mr. Fick
Mr. Howell
Mr. Johnson
Ms. Mosby
Mr. Osborne
Mr. Price
Mr. Vaughn
Ms. Billups
Ms. Curry
Ms. Dalton
Ms. Denny
Ms. Diggs
Ms. Greene
Ms. Johnson
Ms. Jones
Ms. Kanter

Ms. Ledbetter
Ms. Lilly
Ms. McGhee
Mr, McGrath
Ms. McKinley
Ms. Muse
Ms. Payne
Ms. Nurre
Mr, Parker
Ms. Reid
Ms, Rodgers
Ms. C. Smith
Ms, P. Smith
Ms. Stafford
Ms. Steward
Ms, Turner .
Ms. Wade
Ms. Wright

The Wilson School, Clayton, Mo.
Ms. Rowan Ms. Berry
University City, Mo., Schools
Mr. Hopson Ms. Marks
Ms. Jacobs
Ms.-Ashkanazi
Ms. Atchison
Ms. Billingsly
Ms. Brandsla tier
Mr. Diamond
Mr. Fields
Ms, Fleming
Ms. Friese
Ms. Gale
Ms. Goldman
Ms. Goodman
Ms. Loring

Ms. Mason
Ms. Null
Ms. Parker
Ms. Payne
Ms. Reynolds
Ms. Richardson
Ms. Rovintree
Ms..SIuhlrnim
Ms. Tedrick
Ms. Thornton
Ms. Waterston
Ms. Webb



Webster Groves, Mo.,
Mr. Brown
Ms. Burns
Ms. Clark
Ms. G'rahm
Ms. Hasse
Ms. Hill
Ms. Holm
Ms. Jackson
Mr. Koch

-Schools
Ms. Knohhe
Ms. La ngenbach
Ms. McKinney
Mr. Miller
Ms. Miller
Ms. Pollack
Mr. Steele
Ms. Tuscher
Ms. Willoughb

Available Hothouse and
Pilot Trial Reports
Level 1: Aesthetics in the Physical World
Introduction to Light
Hothouse Report: July, 1973
Pilot Report: October, 1973
Introduction to Space
Hothouse Report: July, 1973
Pilot Report: July, 1973
Introduction to Sound
Hothouse Report: August.,1973
Pilot Report: September,1974
Introduction to Motion
Hothouse Report: Fall, 1975.
Pilot Report: December. 1976

Level 2: Aesthetics and Arts Elements
Texture
Hothouse Report: April, 197 t
Pilot Report: July. 1971
Port/Whole
Hothouse Report: September, 1971
Pilot Report (Interim Hothouse/Pilot): September. 1974
Tone Color
Hothouse Report: April, 1971
Pilot Report: June, 1971
Drill-Untie Conflict
Hothouse Report: September. 197 1

Pilot Repr4t: April, 1972
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Rh yth m/Meter
Hothouse Report: 1. May, 1979

2. April, 1972
3. March, 1974

Pilrit Report February, 1971
(Interim) Octoher,1974

Setting and Environment
Hothouse Report: February, 1973
Pilot Report: October, 1973
Non-verbal Communication
Hothouse Report: June, 1972
Pilot Report: June, 1973
Shape
Hothouse Report: July, 1971
Pilot Report: July, 1972
Shape Relationships
Hothouse Report: July, 1971
Pilot Report: July. 1972
Shapes and Patterns
Hothouse Report: July, 1971
Pilot Report: July. 1972
Movement
Hothouse Report: 1. August, 1970

2. August, 1971
Pilot Report: February, 1972
Sound in Poems and Stories
Hothouse Report: 1. March, 1973

2. December, 1973
Pilot Report: October, 1973
Characterizution
Hothouse Report: January, 1972
Pilot Report: June. 1972

Level 3: Aesthetics and the Creative Process
Making Sounds into Patterns
Hothouse Report: April. 1972
Pilot Report: May. 1974
Examining Point of View
Hothouse Report: January, 1972
Pilot Report: May, 1972



Relating Sound and Movement
Hothouse Repart: March, 1970
Pilot Report: February. i'-71
Creating with Sounds armanu lmuges
Hothouse Report: July. 1974
Pilot Report: December, 1974
Creating Word Pictures
Hothouse Report: May, 1970
Pilot Report: February, 1971
Constructing Dramatic Plot
Hothouse Report: July, 1970
Pilot Report: February, 1971
Creating Characterization
Hothouse Report: May, 1970
Pilot Report: February, 1971
Arranging Sounds with Magnetic Topes
Hothouse Report: August: 1971
Pilot Report: March, 1972
Forming Movement Phrases
Hothouse Report: February, 1972
Pilot Report: February, 1973

Level 4: Aesthetics and the Artist
ctors

Hothouse Report: 1. February, 1974
2: October, 1975

Visual Artists
Hothouse Report: 1. December, 1971

,2: January: 1975
Pilot Report: October, 1976
Choreographers
Hothouse Report: October. 1975
Pilot Report: November, 1975
Writers
Hothouse Report: October, 1975
Pilot Report: August: 1976
Composers
Hothouse Report: Se her, 1974
Pilot Report: December, 1076

FilMnialters
Hothouse Report: July, 1975

4:,)ilot Report: December, 1976
Architects
Hothouse Report: Available sprung 1977

Level 5: Aesthetics and the Culture
Mexico: An Approach to Aesthetics
Hothouse Reportl Springy, 1976
The Yoruba: An,APprOach to Aesthetics
Hothouse Report: Jappary, 1977
The U.S:SIL: An Approoclq to Aesthetics
Hothouse Report: December. 1976
Japan An'Approach to Aesthetics;''
Combined Hothouse and Pilot Report: June, 1974

Level 6: AestheticS and the Environment
Combined Hothouse and Pilot Report for all of the units
in this level: June, 1977

Evaluation Studies
General Surveys
Aesthetic Education Program tended Pilot: A Report
on the Questionnaire Data
1, Riley Kunkel
October 1972
Aesthetic Education Program Initial Survey of Selected
Implementation Sites 1971-1972
J. Riley Kunkel
1972

Aesthetic Education Program Survey No. 1 of Selected"
Implementation Sites 1972-1973
Ann 0. Lane and William J. Wright
February 1974
Aesthetic Education Program Survey No. 2 of Selected
Implementation Sites 1973-1974
November 1975
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Pennsylvania Aesthetic Education Program
Extended Pilot Trials of the Aesthetic Education
Program: A Qualitative Description, Analysis and
Evaluation
Louis M. Smith and Sally Schumacher
August 1972
Report on the First Year Pennsylvania Aesthetic.
Education Program
Ann 0. Lane and I. Riley Kunkel
June 1973
Report on the Second Year Pennsylvania Aesthetic
Education Program
Ann 0. Lane and William J. Wright
November 1973
Report on Third Year Pennsylvania Aesthetic
Education Program
Roger H. Edwards and Phyllis Kahan
April 1975,
Final Report on Pennsylvania Aesthetic
Education Program
Suzanne D. Hoffa
November 1975

Position Papers, Reports, and Studies on
Evaluation
"A Plan for the Hothouse Testing of the Aesthetic
Education Program Materials"
Betty Hall, Patricia Thnernau, and Kathy George
November 1975
"A Plan for the Pilot Testing of Aesthetic Educatioi
Program Materials
Albert LeBlanc and Patricia Thur mail
November 1975
"Design for Extended Pilot Study of Previously
Published Aesthetic Education Program Packages"
Roger H. Edwards
August 1973
"Design for Sequencing Study
Roger H. Edwards
August 1974
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"Generalizable Congruency as a Factor in Choosing
Evaluative Models"
Roger H. Edwards
1973
"'How Does A Rainbow Feel?' Second Trial Evaluation"
Patricia Thuernau
August 1975
"Obtainging Strategic Consensus in Evaluating
Innovative Uurricula"
Roger H. Edwards
January 1974
"Pilot Test Report on Shapes Videotape"
June 1974
"Rationale and Brief Cibtline of Plans for
Longitudinal Study"
Roger H,.Edwards
August 1973
"Report on the Extended and Sequential Studies of
Aesthetics and the Creative Process"
Roger H, Edwards
May 1975
Review and Index to Research in Creativity
Thomas Johnson
1970
Review and Index to Research in Dance
Thomas Johnson
1970
Review and Index to Research in Educational Media,
Volumes I and II
Thomas Johnson
1970 and 1972
Review and Index to Research in Film
Thomas Johnson,
1972
Review and Index to Research in Literature
Thomas Johnson
1972



"Small Scale Evaluation of The Five Sense Store'
Traveling Exhibition-
Pr6pared by staff of Smithsonian Institute Traveling
Exhibition Service
October 1974
"Some. Considerations for the Interfacing
of The Arts and Evaluation"
Roger H. Edwards
1974

,"The Child's Aesthetic: Experience: An Interim Report
and Position Paper"
Louis M. Smith
August 1974

Related Reports
All the Arts for Every Child
Stanley S. Madeja
1973
"A Report on Training Evaluators, AT
Project 1970-1971-
1971

"Defining Bhavioral Objec iv
Education"
David W. Ecker
1969

Final Report on the Institute in Aosthet
Administrators
Volume 1 "An 8 Day Week"
Volume 2 "Working Papers"
Stanley S. Madeja, Bernard S. R senhlat and Sh
Graziano
1974

The Artist in the School: A Report on t
Residence Project
Stanley S. Madeja et at
1970

The Bee Hive: The Arts in Early Education
Nancy Richard and Stanley S. Madeja
1975

st -in-Re-

-r Aesthetic

ucation for

in-

#ti

Evaluation Reports on the Arts in General
Education Project in the University City,
Missouri, Schools
Reactions to the Hubbard-Rouse Art Curriculum in the
University City Elementary Schools 1969-4971
Betty W. Hall et al
1972

Review of Formative Evaluation Activities 1969-1971
Donald jack Davis et al
1971

Summaries of Classroom Observation of Arts in Genera/
Education Learning Materials
Patricia Thuernau et al
1972

The Transitional Year 1971-1972
Patricia Thuernau and Betty W. Hall
1973
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AESTHETIC EDUCATION
LEARNING CENTERS

CEMREL.--imerrliaboration with school systems,
universities and arts organizations, has developed the
Aesthetic Education Learning Centers (AELC) to imple-
ment innovative teacher education programs in the arts
and aesthetics. Physically, each AELC is a modular
environment of multimedia components and a curric-
ulum library emphasizing aesthetic education. Local on=
site coordinators organize programs ko meet the needs of
education students, experienced teachers hack for a
"short course,- new teachers, and children. Specifically,
the'AELCs develop new programs for teacher education
in aesthetic education. provide a facility and materials
for aesthetic learning by both teachers and students, and
build a population for further testing of the Aesthetic.
Education Program's instructional materials. For further
information on the AELCs, see Aesthetic Education
Group: First Year Report (1976) by Bernard S. Rosen-
blatt, Edward Mikel and Dane Manis, available from the
Aesthetic Education Program, CEMREL, Inc.

Aesthetic Education Learning Centers are located in:

Oakland. California
START Center
Oakland Public Schools
Antioch, California
Belshaw Elementary School
Antioch Public Schools
Jefferson County, Colorado
Columbia Heights Elementary School
Jefferson County Public Schools
Oklahoma City
Oklahoma City University
Illinois State University
Center for the Visual Arts
Illinois State University
St. Louis, Missouri
Aesthetic Education Learning Center
CEMREL, Inc.
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Memphis, Tennessee
Aesthetic Education L.earning Center
Douglass School
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
The Ways and Meaning Place
State Department of Instruction
Centerport, New York
Performing Arts Foundation
of Long Island
New York City, New York
Center for School Development
New York City Public Schools

Washington, D.C.
Aesthetic Education Learning Center
John F. Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts



DIDLIOGRAP
This bibliography represents published Is

that have been generated by the Aesthetic Education
Program. The materials have been divided into two
categories: hooks, reports, and scholarly articles that for
the most partlave been written by staff members and
Program associates, and films and television shows
produced in relationship to the Program.

Books, Reports, and Scholarly Articles
Aesthetic Education-Program. Aesthetic Education: A Social and Indi-
vidual Need, St. Louis, Mo.: CEMREL. Inc 1972:

Teacher Education for Aesthetic Education: .4 p
St. Louis, Mo.: CEMREL, Inc.. 1972.
--. Supplement to Basic Program Plan. St. Louis, Mo.: Cl- NAREL, In-
1973.

Allison, Jim. Jerk° Arts in Education Program: An Interdisciplinary
Approach. New York: The JDR 3rd Fund. Inc., 1975.
Bagenslos, Naida Tushnet and Albert LeBlanc. "The Role of Research
in the Aesthetic Education Program." Council for Research in Music
Education. Bulletin No. 43. Summer, 1975.
Ball, Charles, 'Thoughts on Music as Aesthetic Education." In Inward
an Aesthetic. Education, edited by Bennett Reimer. Washington. D.C.
and St. Louis, Mo.:Music Educators National Conference and
CEMREL. Inc., 1971.
Barkan, Manuel, Laura H. Chapman, and Evan J. Kern. uidelines:
Curriculum Development for Aesthetic Education. St 1 ouis. Mo.:
CEMREL. inc.. 1970.
Beagle, Thomas A. "An Interdisciplinary Model in the Arts and its
Implications for Teacher Education.- In Report of the Aesthetic Educo
Ton Center. American Educational Theatre Association 1971. Washing
ton, D.C. and St. Louis, Mo.: American Theatre A.ssociition and
CEMREL, Inc 1972.
Bloom, Kathryn. "Development of Arts and Fiumttritties Programs. In
Toward on Aesthetic Education, Washington. D.C.. and St. Louis, Mo.:
Music Educators National Conference ;Ind CEMREL, 1971.
--. The Arts for Every Child, New York: The JDR 3rd Fund, Inc.. 1971
--. "A Project to Develop and _Publish InstructMnal Materials in the
Visual Arts for Ilse by Teachers in the Schools.- A JDR :1rd Fund Paper
New York: The JDR 3rd Fund, Inc.. 1972.
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Aesthetic Education Learning Centers, xvi, 136
Aesthetic Education Program: curriculum development

process, xv, 1142;'evaluation in, 129; goals, xv-xvi;
general education, relationship to, xiii-xiv; history,
ix -

Aesthetic experience, nature of, 3, 4
Aesthetic form, 58
Aesthetic judgments, xiv
Aesthetic literacy, xiv, 6, 13, 98
Aesthetic phenomena, range of, 5
Aesthetics, philosophy of and aesthetic education, 3, 5, 6
Aesthetics and Arts Elements. See Level 2
Aesthetics and the Artist, See Level'4
Aesthetics and the Creative Process. See Level 3
Aesthetics and the Culture. See Level 5
Aesthetics and the Environment. See Level 6
Aesthetics in the Physical World. See Level 1
Aesthetic values, 4
Also Sprach Zarathustra 126
Architects, 63, 72-73
Arranging Sounds with Magnetic Tapes, 49, 52-53, 67,

101, 124, 125, 126
Artist as individual. See Level 4: Aesthetics and the

Artist
"Artist in the School,'131
Artists, role in curriculum development process, xv
Arts: content base for curriculum, xiv, xvi, 6, 99-100;

interrelationships of 7-8: use of for general educa-
tion, 103-104. See also Figure 2,

Arts education programs, xiii, 11
Art's elements. See Level 2: Aesthetics and
Arts in General Education Program, 103
Asia Society, 84

Barkaa, Manuel, ix, xiii
Basic education. See General education'
Basic skills, acquisition of, and the curriculum, 5, 101

`Bass, Saul, 48
Beardsley, Monroe C., xiv
Bloom, Kathryn, ix, xiii, 103
Blue Willow, 67
Broudy, Harry S., 97
Bruner, Jerome S., 97

s Elements-

California Test of Basic Skills, 119
Career education, use of curriculum for, 63, 101
Ca'se.studies.100n, 102, 107-127
CEMREL, Inc., xiii. See also Aesthetic Education

Program
Center of attention, 12-13. See also Figure 1, 16-17
Chapman, Laura, ix, xiii
Characterization, 31, 40-41
Choreographers, 63, 70-71
Cities Are . 87, 88, 93-94
Cognitive skills, acquisition of, and the curiculum, 5,

101-102
Composers, 63, 67-68
Constructing Dramatic Plot, 49, 57-58. 101; in case studies,

107, 111-12, 116-17, 119, 120, 121, 125, 126
Creating Characterization, 49, 56-67; in case studies, 101,

110 -11, 112, 120-26 passim
Creating Patterns of Duration and Pitch, 49, 53
Creating with Sounds and Images, 49, 59-60
Creating Word Pictures, 49, 53-54, 101; in cAse studies,

107, 113-14, 119-20, 121, 126
Creative process, 48; for writers, 66. See also Level 3
Critical language, 5-6, 21, 98; initial development of as

Level 2 goal, 30
Critics, 63, 65-66
Culture. See Level 5
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ance. 18-19. See also Arts
'Daniel Boone Elementary School. See Greensfelder

Park /Daniel Boone School
-Davis. Janet. 102
Demonstration'School (CEMREL) on
Dewey, John, 4
Diamond, Joe, 116-21
Dion, Diane. 107-16
Drama. See Theatre
Dramatic Conflict, 31. 42, 101

Earle Johnson Elementary School, 121
Emotion, tole in theatrical characterization. 56
Engel, Martin, ix

, Environment. definition, 87. See also Level 1; Level 6
Environments Are Places and People Together, 87, 88,

90-91
Evaluation, 129-35
Examining Point of View, 49, 51-52: in case studies, 116,

120-21, 124-27

Film, 18-19. See also Arts
-Filmmakers, 63. 73-74
(The) First Americans.: An Approach to Aesthetics, 79-81
Forming Movement Phrases, 49, 58-59

Gabel, Linda, 121
Gale, Rosalie, 100
Gates, Doris, 67
General education, aesthetic education, and 5 -6; use of

arts for, 97-104
Goodall/Edgar Road School, ix
Greensfelder Park/Daniel Boone School, ix. 100, 107, 116
Guernica, 8
Guidelines: Curriculum Development for Aesthetic

Education, ix, xv, xvi

Hoffa. Harlan, ix

Imagine a Place, 87, 88, 94-95
Introduction to Light, 22. 25
Introduction to Motion. 22, 27-28
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Introduction to Sound, 22, 26-27
Introduction to Space, 21. 24

Jacobs: Billie, ix
japan (teacher-developed unit). 107, 114-15
Japan: An Approach to Aesthetics, 84-85, 116, 117-19, 121
JDR 3rd Fund, Arts in General Education Program, 103

Kaelin, Eugene S., 97
Katsumoto, Eddie, 102
Kern. Evan.-i*
King Lear, 4

Language development, 5, 31, 53- 54,101. See also
Aesthetic literacy; Critical lankuage

Learning environment, enhancementof,100
Level 1: Aesthetics in the. Physical World, 13, 20-28
Level 2: Aesthetics and Arts Elements, 13, 29-46
Level 3: Aesthetics and the Creative Process, 13, 47-60
Level 4: Aesthetics and the Artist, 13, 61-74
Level 5: Aesthetics and the Culture, la. 75-85: placement

in general education curriculum, 76-77
Level 6: Aesthetics and the Environment, 13, 86-95
Literature, 18-19. See also Arts

McLuhan, Marshall, 59
Materials, 15. See also individual unit descriptions
Medium Is the Massage, The, 59
Mexico: An Approach to Aesthetics, 81-82
Miller, Ray, ix
Movement, 31, 45-46
Movement. See Dance
Moving Through Environments, 87, 88, 91-92
Munro, Thomas, 3
Music, 18-19. See also Arts

National Advisory Committee, xii; role in development
of Aesthetic Education Program, xv

National Endowment for the Arts, 62
National Institute of Education, support for Program, ix
Non-verbal Communication, 31, 42-43



Ohio State Unive ix. xiii

:Part and Whole. 30, 33-34
Perception: aesthetic, xiv, 4, 97-99; aural, 53; increased.

as goal of curriculum, 5: perspective, and.24:
sensory, 87

Phase I. ix
Photography, 5t -52
Picasso, Pablo, 8.108
Playwrights. See Writers
Poets. See Writers

Read. Sir Herbert, xiii
Relating Sound and Movement, 49, 55-56. 122.1124. 125
Reiner. Jan&. 103
Rhythm/Meter, 31, 38-39, 125. 126
Robinson, Wade .M., ix, xiv
Rosen, Lenore, 100

Senses: aesthetic experience, and, 3; development of,
98-99

Sensing Places, 87. 88. 91
Setting and Environment. 31, 44-45
Shanlev. Barbara, 102
Shape, 31, 35-37. 107-10. 115. 123, 127
Shape Relationships. See Shape
Shapes and Patterns. See Shape
Silverman. Ronald H., xiv
Skills: basic. 5, 101; cognitive. 5.101 -102; perceptual.
Sound in Poems and Stories. 31. 39-40
Stanford Achievement Test, 100
Stein. Gertrude, 40
Storytellers. See Writers

Teacher education. xvi, 136
Teaching for the aesthetic. 4-5
Texture. 31, 34-35, 122. 127
Theatre. 18-19. See also Arts
Tone Color. 31. 37-38. 101. 123. 124
Trotter, Lee, ix

(The) United States: An Apptaach to Aesthetics, 79
United States Office of Education, xiii; Arts and Human-

ities Program, ix, xiii
(The) U.S.S.R.: An Approach to Aesthetics, 83-84

Visual Artists, 63, 68-70
Visual arts. 18-19. Seealso Arts

Weitz, Morris. 3, 97
Writers. 63, 66-67, 101

(The) Yoruba: An Approach to Aesthetics, 82-83
You and Your Place, 87, 88, 92-93
"Young Audiences," 31

Zacharias, Jerrold, xiii
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